




























OffiCE or THE 
HISTORY 
ACCOUNTING & r 
ACCOUNTING & f 
ACCOUNTING & r 
BUSINESS COLLE 
PHYSICS 8: ASTR 
ACCOUNTING & f 
ECONOMICS & MA 
ECONOMICS 8: MA 
ACCOUNTING & r 
ECONOMICS 8: MA 




ECONOMICS 8: MA 
ECONOMICS 8: MA 
COMPUTER SCIEN 
MANAGEMENT & I 
COLLEGE OF ART 
ACCOUNTING 8: F 
ECONOMICS & MA 
MANAGEMENT 8: I 
FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENATE1) 





































































4.21 3 , 406.15 
19.13 13 , 440.00 
5.87 4,632.00 




5 .47 4,128.00 
3.01 2,306.76 
2.79 2 , 100.00 













APP T OTE E CO NT RK 
TENR OTE X MOS. YR 
HIGH 
DEC 
115,596.00 07/01/96 f - 12 96 EDD , 
89,016.00 07/01/84 M 09 84 PHD 
87,324.00 07/01/93 r 09 93 PHD 
85,452.00 08/16/78 M 09 96 PHD 
84,324.00 09/01/66 M 09 70 PHD 
103,068.00 07/01/96 M 12 96 PHD 
83,664.00 07/01/84 M 09 84 PHD 
83,41 2 .00 08/16/77 M 09 81 PHD 
80,748.00 08/16/81 M 09 89 PHD 
80,652.00 08/16/85 M 09 85 PHD 
97,920.00 09/01/68 M 12 79 PHO 
80,076.00 08/16/89 M 09 98 PHD 
79,464.00 08/16/93 M 09 93 PHD 
96,204.00 08/16/71 M 12 80 PHD 
77,172.00 07/01/81 M 09 81 PHD 
93,384.00 09/01/67 M 12 81 PHD 
75,852.00 08/16/83 M 09 88 PHD 
92,592.00 08/16/71 M 12 77 PHD 
75,600.00 08/16/71 M 09 81 PHD 
75,576.00 08/16/89 M 09 94 PHD 
91,308.00 08/16/75 M 12 85 PHD 
74,664.00 08/16/84 M 09 94 PHO 
74,508.00 07/01/88 M 09 88 PHO 


























































GRADUATE STUD I 
MANAGEMENT I: I 
GOVER NM ENT 
COLLEGE Of SC I 
If I STORY 
MAN AGEMENT 3: I 
ACADEMI C PROGR 
ECONOM ICS 3: MA 
AGR I CULTURE 
ECONOMI CS 3: MA 
JOURNAL ISM 
CHEM ISTRY 
ENR OL LMENT MAN 
PSYCHOLOGY 
HISTORY 
COMPUTER SC I EN 
PHYS I CS I: ASTR 
COMPUTER SC I EN 
ALL I EO HEAL TH 
COMP UTER SC I EN 
• > 
ECONOMI CS &: MA 
ECONOM ICS I: MA 
GEOGRAPHY I: GE 
BIOLOGY 
fACULTY SE NATE SALARY REPORT (fACULTY SENATE1 ) PAGE 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY HICH TO LOW SALARY WITH IN RANK 
9 MONTH 
EQU IV 






60,3 12. 00 
68,525.49 
66,276.00 
67,632 . 00 
65,6 16.00 
64,265.35 
66, 444. 00 
67, 465 . 00 
66,252.00 
82,224.00 
65,568 . 00 
66,900.00 
66,696.00 




65, 168 . 42 














70,410 . 16 
70,308.00 





69,372 . 00 
69, 252. 00 
69,240.00 
69,192 .00 
69,096 . 00 
69,094.62 





3.80 2,699. 40 
3. 49 2, 484.00 
5. 12 3,528. 00 
3.60 2,650.32 
5.97 4,066.00 
18 . 74 11,304 . 00 
4 .31 2,954 .62 
7.38 4,896 .00 
4 .52 3,060.00 
7. 42 4,672.00 
9.56 6, 144.81 
5.81 3, 864 . 00 
4 . 00 2,699.110 
5.77 3,828.00 
14 .79- 12, 166 . 00 -
6.60 4,464 . 00 
4.28 2, 666 .00 
4 . 0 1 2,676 .00 
4 . 32 2, 868 .00 
11 . 22 2,808 . 00 
5.41 3,552.00 
6.55 4,248 .00 
6.02 3 ,926. 40 
6.77 4,380 .00 




APPT OTE E CONT RK 





90,132.00 09/01/68 M 12 71 PHD 08/71 
73,6411 . 00 07/01/91 M 09 91 OBA 07/91 
72 , 43 2 . 00 09/01/67 M 09 73 PHD 08/71 
66 ,356.00 08/ 16/ 70 M 12 82 PHD 08/75 
72,096 . 00 09/ 01 / 61 M 09 67 PHD 08/66 
7 1,616 . 00 08/ 16/82 M 10 96 PHD 08/ 68 
87 ,384 .00 09/ 01 / 69 M 12 76 PHD 08/74 
71, 172.00 08/ 16/78 H 09 90 PHD 08/83 
70, 692.00 08/ 16/70 M 09 79 PHO 08/73 
70,486.00 08/ 16/ 81 M 09 86 PHD 08/87 
86, 076.00 08/ 16/87 f 12 98 MASTERS 08/89 
70 , 308.00 09/0 1/68 M 09 8 1 PHD 08 /73 
85,800.00 07/01/83 M 12 63 PHD 08/85 
70 , 080.00 08/ 16/70 M 09 77 PHD 08/75 
70,056.00 09/0 1/69 M 09 72 PHD 
70,032 . 00 08/16/70 M 09 85 PHD 
69,766.00 0 1/01/65 M 09 74 PHD 
69,372.00 08/ 16/ 89 f 09 94 PHD 
69,252 .00 08/ 16/ 76 f 09 93 EDD 
69,240. 00 06/ 16/89 M 09 94 EDD 
69,192.00 08/ 15/73 M 09 77 PHD 
69 , 096.00 08/ 16 / 86 M 09 96 PHD 
84,468.00 08/ 15/ 70 M 12 76 PHD 











































COMPUTER SC IEN 
HI STORY 
BIOLOGY 
ECONOMI CS &: MA 
MANAGEMENT &: I 
ECONOMICS &: lolA 
JOUR NAL ISM 
CHEMISTRY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PE &: RECREATIO 
PSYCHOLOGY 




THEATRE &: DANC 
PH I LOSOPHY &: R 
EDUCAT IONAL L[ 
PHYS I CS &: ASTR 
INTEGRATIVE ST 
CHEMI STRY 
FACULTY SE NATE SALARY REPORT lFACULTY SE NAT( 1) 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY HI GH TO LOW SAL ARY WITH IN RA NK 
9 MONTH 
EQUIV 
97 - 98 
64 , 908.00 
63 ,970.87 
64,656.00 





















9 MONT H 
EQUIV 























63,833 . 44 






6 . 97 
6.19 
6.91 
5 . 03 













5 . 92 












3,900 . 00 
3,228.00 
3,6 12.00 
3 , 036 . 00 
3,948 . 00 
3,1 11. 67 
4,404.00 







4,080 . 00 
3,092.04 





APP T OTE E CONT RK 
TE NR OTE X MOS. YR 
HIGH 
DEG 
68,856 . 00 09/11/66 M' 09 74 .. P,HO 
83,424 . 00 07/01 /75 M 12 77 PHD 
68, 184.00 08/0 1/ 84 M 09 84 PHD 
82,824.00 08/ 16/65 M 12 94 PHO 
67,728.00 09/01/64 M 09 73 PHD 
67,704.00 09/0 1/69 M 09 76 PHD 
67,560.00 09/0 1/67 M 09 85 PHD 
67,548.00 08/16/88 M 09 68 PHD 
66,900.00 08/16/85 M 09 85 PHD 
66,768.00 08/16/75 M 09 88 MASTE RS 
66,420.00 09/01 /65 M 09 75 PHD 
66,360.00 09/01/69 M 09 76 PHD 
80,148.00 09/01/65 M 12 73 PHD 
65,484.00 08/16/ 71 M 09 80 PHD 
65,472.00 08/16/85 M 09 85 PHD 
79,524. 00 08/ 16/71 M 12 78 PHD 
64,860.00 08/16/72 M 09 84 PHD 
64,548.00 08/16/76 M 09 84 PHD 
78 ,504 .00 09/01 /69 M 12 77 PHD 
64,140.00 09/01 /66 M 09 76 PHD 
64,104.00 09/0 1/68 M 09 78 PHD 
63,924 .00 08/16/72 M 09 88 PHO 
78 ,036 . 00 08/ 16/75 H 12 84 PHD 



























































ENGIN EER ING TE 
PUBL IC HEALTH 
EOUCATI ONAL LE 
GOVER NMENT 
CHEMISTRY 
PUBL I CHEAL TH 




INTEGRAT IVE ST 
EDUCATI ONAL LE 
SOC IOLOGY 
MOD LANG &: I NT 
SOC IOLOGY 
MATHEMAT ICS 
MATHE MAT ICS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
CHEMI STRY 
MU S IC 
IN TEGRAT IVE 5T 
CONS UMER &: FAM 
FACULTY SE NATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENAT( 1) 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY HIGH TO LOW SALARY WITH IN RA NK 
9 MONTH 
EQU IV 
97 - 98 
59 , 688.00 
60, 142 . 63 
59,848 . 15 
60,280.05 
59,769 . 62 
59,700 . 9 1 
58,513.17 
59,54 4 . 00 





58 , 968 . 00 
58,632 . 00 











98 - 99 
63,504.00 
63 , 499 . 70 
63 ,4 40 . 80 
63,381.91 
63,136.51 
63,028 . 53 
62 , 734.05 
62,700.00 
62 , 376.00 
62,304.00 
62, 136.00 
62, 136 . 00 
62,0011.00 
61.920 . 00 
61,896.00 
6 1 .800 . 00 
61,2811 .00 
61.200 . 00 
61,176.00 
61,068 . 00 
61,008 . 00 
60 , 937 . 72 
60,9 18 . 09 




5 . 58 
6.00 





5 . 77 
5.20 

















3,357 . 07 
3 . 592.65 





3, 408. 0 0 
3,084 . 00 
2,964.00 
3 , 252 .00 
3, 192.00 
2 , 952 . 00 
3,264 . 00 
2,640.00 
3,048.00 
3,324 . 00 
3,336 . 00 
3 ,1 92 . 00 
2,692.00 
2,650 . 32 
3, 44 5 . 41 
3,636 . 00 




APPT OTE E CONT RK 
TENR OTE X MOS. YR 
HIGH 
DEG 
63 , 504 .00 08/20/73 M 09 83 ~ MASTERS , 
77,628 . 00 07/01/9 1 M 12 91 PHD 
77 , 556 . 00 06/ 16/73 M 12 66 PHD 
77,484.00 06/0 1/70 M 12 76 PHD 
77, 184 . 00 08/ 16/70 M 12 79 PHD 
77,052 . 00 08/ 16/70 M 12 79 PHD 
76 , 692 . 00 09/0 1/66 M 12 ~2 PHD 
62,700 . 00 03/0 1/ 79 M 09 87 PHD 
62,376.00 08/16/75 F 09 62 PHD 
62,304.00 09/0 1/66 M 09 74 PHD 
62, 136 . 00 08/ 16/70 M 09 80 PHD 
62,136 . 00 09/0 1/65 M 09 78 PHD 
62,004 . 00 06/ 16/74 M 09 88 PHD 
6 1 ,920 . 00 09/0 1/69 M 09 79 PHD 
61,896 . 00 09/0 1/66 F 09 79 PHD 
61 , 800 . 00 07/01/93 M 09 93 PHD 
6 1, 264.00 0 8/ 16/72 M 09 79 PHD 
61,200 . 00 09/0 1/62 M 09 79 PHD 
61,176 . 00 09/0 1/68 M 09 80 PHD 
6 1 ,068 . 00 0 1/0 1/74 M 09 79 PHD 
6 1 ,008.00 09/0 1/66 M 09 60 PHD 
74 , 496.00 07/15/91 M 12 91 PHD 
74,472.00 06/ 16/89 F 12 95 PHD 
























































PHYSICS &: ASTR 
PHILOSOPHY & R 
CONSUMER & F AM 
BIOLOGY 
GEOGRAPHY & GE 
PUBL I CHEAL TH 










PHYSICS &: ASTR 
PUBL I CHEAL TH 
INTEGRATIVE ST 
PSYCHOLOGY 
INDUSTR IAL TEC 
HISTORY 
MOD LANG & I NT 
MUSIC 
FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENAT(1) PAGE 




























































































APPT DTE E CONT RK 
TENR OTE X MOS. YR 
HIGH 
DEC 
60,828.00 08/16/91 M 09 9' ~ PHO 
60,684.00 06/16/72 M 09 84 PHD 
60,648.00 09/01/64 F 09 79 PHD 
74,088.00 08/16/78 M 12 82 PHD 








60,528.00 08/16/71 M 09 80 PHD · _ 08/76 
73,644.00 08/16/85 M 12 85 PHD 08/91 
73,584.00 08/16/80 F 12 89 EOO 08/87 
60 ,096.00 08/16/87 F 09 87 PHD 08/88 
60,084.00 08/16/70 F 09 79 PHD 08/76 
60,048.00 06/16/72 M 09 87 PHD 08/78 
59,856.00 06/17/68 M 09 77 PHO 08/73 
59,784.00 06/15/70 M 09 79 PHO 08/75 
59,340.00 05/16/89 M 09 89 PHD 05/89 
59,304.00 08/16/76 M 09 80 PHD 08/81 
72,396.00 08 / 16/73 M 12 82 PHD 08/79 
59,088.00 08/16/77 M 09 88 PHD 08/83 
59,004 .00 08/16/80 M 09 87 PHD 08/85 
72 ,108.00 03/25/74 M 12 79 EDD 08/79 
58,812 .00 08/16/74 F 09 87 PHD 08/80 
58,656.00 08/16/73 M 09 78 PHO 08/78 
58,656.00 09/01/65 M 09 77'P HD 08/71 
71,700.00 09/01/68 M 12 80 PHO 08/73 

































PE 8: RECREATIO 
PHILOSOPHY 8: R 
THEATRE &: DANC 
PE &: RECREATIO 
GEOGRAPHY &: GE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
COLLEGE OF EDU 
PHILOSOPHY &: R 
ENGLISH 
PSYCHOLOGY 
I NDUSTR I AL TEC 
AGR I CULTURE 
H I STORY 
EDUCATIONAL LE 
H I STORY 
INTEGRATIVE ST 
INTEGRATIVE ST 




I NDUSTR I AL TEC 
MUSI C 
FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENAT(1) 




























































































APPT OTE E CONT RK 
TENR OTE X MOS. YR 
HIGH 
DEG 
58,620.00 09/01/64 M 09 80~ MASTERS , 
58,356.00 08/16/71 M 09 80 PHO 
58,236.00 08/15/70 M 09 81 PHD 
58,128.00 09/01/66 M 09 83 MASTERS 
58,080.00 08/16/74 M 09 84 PHO 
58,032.00 09/01/68 M 09 70 PIIO '-
57,744.00 09/01/68 M 09 7 7 PHD 
70,416.00 08/16/90 M 12 95 PHD 
70,152.00 08/16/85 M 12 87 PHD 
57,372.00 08/16/70 M 09 80 PHD 
57,144.00 08/16/83 F 09 87 PHD 
57,096.00 08/16/79 M 09 84 PHD 
56,916.00 08/16/78 M 09 94 EDO 
69,564.00 08/16/76 M 12 84 PHD 
56,820.00 08/16/79 M 09 89 PHD 
56,748.00 08/16/70 M 09 85 PliO 
56,520.00 08/16/72 M 09 83 PlIO 
56,508.00 08/16/81 M 09 86 PHD 
56,412.00 08/16/80 M 09 89 PHD 
56,292.00 01/01/79 M 09 95 PHD 
56,220.00 08/20/70 M 09 78 PHD 
56,184.00 09/01/69 f 09 86 PHD 
56,016.00 08/16/73 M 09 79 EDD 
































































GEOGRAPHY &: GE 







GEOGRAPHY Ai GE 
PH I LOSOPHY Ai R 
EHG I HEER I NG TE 
ENGLISH 
ART 
PE Ai RECREATIO 
AGR I CUL TURE 
PUBl I C HEAL TH 
PE &: RECREATIO 
PHILOSOPHY 8< R 
MUS IC 
PH I LOSOPHY &: R 
FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (fACULTY SENAT(1) PAGE 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY HIGH TO LOW SALARY WITHIN RANK 
9 MONTH 
EQVIV 





















5 1 ,312.00 
50,640.00 



















54 , 036 . 00 
53,940.00 
53,692.00 















4 . 87 2,568.00 
4 . 28 2 ,257.68 
5. 42 2,820.00 
5 . 02 2,616.00 





6.20 3, 156.00 




6.79 3, 420.00 
1I.55 2,340.00 
4.63 2,376.00 
5 . 92 3,000.00 
4.88 2,496.00 





APPT DTE E CONT RK HI GH 
TENR DTE X MOS. VR DEG 
66,364.00 09/ 01 / 69 M' 12 80 ~ PHD 





55,320 .00 08/ 16/75 f 09 85 MASTERS 06 / 65 
55,272.00 06/16/94 M 09 60 EDo 00/00 
55,260.00 06/16/74 M 09 80 PHD 06/79 
67,152.00 06/ 16/70 M ' 2 60 PHD 
54,766.00 08/ 16/70 M 09 80 PHD 
54,660.00 08/16/73 M 09 86 PHD 
54,636.00 09/01/66 M 09 80 PHD 
54,528.00 06/16/64 M 09 94 PHD 
54, 144 .00 08/16/86 M 09 96 PHD 
54,084.00 08/ 16/63 M 09 63 PHD 
54, 060.00 08/ 16/84 M 09 92 PHD 










54,036.00 08/ 16 / 83 M 09 95 MASTERS 08/89 
53,940.00 09/ 0 1/ 64 M 09 86 PHD 08/77 
53,692.00 02/02/66 M 09 87 MFA 08/ 76 
53,736.00 08/ 16/ 75 M 09 77 PHD 08/80 
53,724.00 08/ 16/78 M 09 95 PHD 08/84 
53 ,724.00 08/16/83 M 09 93 PHD 08/69 
53,668.00 06/15/79 M 09 65 EDD 06/66 
53,640.00 08/ 16/77 M 09 85 PHD 08/85 
53,568.00 08/16/82 f 09 62 MASTERS 08/68 

































MOO LANG & I NT 
THEATRE & DANC 
COMMUN I CAT I ON 
MOD LANG & I NT 
MANAGE MENT & I 
ART 
COMMUNI CAT ION 
PHYS I CS & ASTR 
CE NTER FOR INS 
COMMUNI CAT ION 
ENGLISH 
PSYCHOLOGY 
NUR S ING 
CONSUMER & fAM 
ENGLISH 
COMMUN ICAT ION 
SOC IOLOGY 




COMMU NITY COLL 
INTEGRAT IV E ST 
MATHEMATICS 
fACULTY SE NATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SE NATE1) PAGE 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY HIGH TO LOW SALARY WITHIN RANK 








50,352 . 00 
49,164.00 
















47 ,001l .OO 
9 MONTH 
EQU IV 
98 - 99 
53,352.00 










51,996 . 00 







50,7 12 .00 
50 ,62B.00 
50, 164. 00 
50, 148 . 00 













3 , 588.00 
.00 
5. 40 2,724 . 00 
7.12 3 , 504. 00 
7 . 21 3,540 . 00 
13 .82 6 , 360.77 
6 . 57 3,228 . 00 
5.60 2,760.00 
6 . 30 3,OB4.00 
5. 14 2 , 544.00 
2 . 87 1,452 . 00 
5.48 2,688 . 00 
6 . 31 3,060.00 
5.38 2,6 16.00 
6 . 81 3,252 . 00 
5.52 2,664.00 
4.57 2 ,220.00 
5.02 2, 424.00 
3.38 1,644. 00 
4.71 2,256.00 





APPT oTE E CONT RK 
TE NR DTE X MOS. YR 
HIGH 
DEC 
53,352 .00 09/0 1/69 M' 09 80 " PHD 
53,328.00 08/ 16/76 M 09 83 PHD 
53,292.00 08/ 16/72 M 09 78 PHD 
53, 184. 00 0 1/13/86 F 09 97 PHD 








53,076 .00 08/16/75 M 09 77 MFA. ' - 08/80 
52 ,668.00 09/01/69 M 09 ~1 PHD 08/73 
52,584.00 06/16/75 F 09 89 PHD 08/79 
64, 008.00 09/0 1/68 M 12 81 PHD 08/77 
52,356.00 08/ 16/72 M 09 80 PHD 08/78 
52 , 044.00 09/01/62 F 09 8 1 MASTERS 08/75 
51,996 .00 08/16/79 M 09 89 PHD 08/85 
51,948.00 08/ 16/86 F 09 96 PHD 08/9 1 
51,924 . 00 08/16/84 F 09 97 PHD 08/90 
51,660.00 08/16/76 M 09 87 PHD 08/82 
51 , 552.00 08/16/79 M 09 94 MASTERS 08/85 
51, 180.00 08/ 16/77 F 09 88 PHD 08/84 
50,952.00 01/11/88 F 09 95 PHD 08/91 
50,841l.00 08/15/73 M 09 88 PHD 08/79 
50,712.00 11 /0 1/78 M 09 87 PHD 08/84 
50 ,628.00 09/01/69 M 09 81 PHD 08/78 
50, 184.00 09/01/65 M 09 94 PHD 08/7 1 
50,148.00 08/ 16/73 M 09 93 PHD 08/81 




























MU S IC 
IN TEGRATIVE ST 
Mil. THEMA TICS 
ENGL IS H 
MATHEMAT ICS 
Mil. THEMAT I CS 
IN TEGRAT IVE ST 
THEATRE 8: OANC 
GEOGRAPHY I\: GE 
ART 
PHILOSOPHY I\: R 
CHEMISTRY 
MUS IC 
MATHE MAT I CS 
PHI LOSOPHY I\: R 
CONSUMER 8: fA M 
INTEGRATIVE ST 
LI BR ARY PUBL IC 
L IB RARY PUBLIC 
LI BRARY PUBL I C 
L IBR ARY AUTOMA 
L IBRARY SPEC IA 
FACUL TY SENATE SALARY REPOR T (FAC ULTY SE NATE1) PAGE 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY HIGH TO LOW SAL ARY WI THIN RANK 
9 MONTH 
EQU IV 
97 - 96 




46,560 . 00 
45,696 . 00 
45,036.00 




42 , 652.00 
42,624 . 00 
41, 904. 00 
42 ,364 . 00 
43,572.00 
42,972 . 00 
42,405.12 
36,093. 43 
36 , 967.05 
34 ,699.56 
34, 650 . 46 
9 MONTH 
EQU IV 
96 - 99 
49,992 . 00 
49,966 . 00 
49,584.00 
49 , 486 . 00 
49,366.00 
46,516.00 
48, 420 . 00 
48,372.00 
46,304.53 
47,700 . 00 
47,626 . 00 
46 , 920.00 
46,860.00 
46,464 . 00 
46 , 368 . 00 
45, 156.00 
45 , 036 . 00 
411 , 093. 117 
39,156.02 
38,1l39.115 

















7.51 3,361< . 00 
7 . 03 3, 180 . 00 
7.94 3,553.39 
9.98 4 , 332 . 00 
10 . 03 4 , 344.00 
9. 49 4,068 . 00 
9.93 4,236 . 00 
10.88 4 ,560.00 
9 . 39 3,984. 00 
3.6 3 1,584.00 
4 . 80 2,064 . 00 
3.98 1,688.35 
8.48 3,062.59 
3.98 1, 472.40 
4.1 0 1 ,423 . 32 
3.96 1,374.24 




APPT OTE E CONT RK 
TE NR DTE X MOS . YR 
HIGH 
DEG 
49 , 992.00 08/ 16/87 M' 09 96 «PHD 
49,966 . 00 06/ 16/76 f 09 93 PHD 
49 , 584.00 08/ 16/83 H 09 96 PHD 
49, 486.00 09/0 1/68 F 09 83 PHD 








46,516.00 08/16/87 M 09 97 PHD 06/93 
48 , 420.00 08/ 16/76 M 09 911 PHD 08/84 
46,372 . 00 08/ 16/75 M 09 93 PHD 08/8 1 
59,052.00 08/16/80 M 12 93 PHO 08/86 
47 , 700.00 08/ 16/80 f 09 98 PHD 08/87 
47 ,626. 00 08/16/86 M 09 98 PHD 08/91 
46 , 920.00 07/ 16/88 M 09 98 PHD 08/9 4 
46,660.00 06/ 16/77 M 09 98 MASTERS 08/87 
46,464.00 08/16/88 M 09 98 PHD 08/94 
46 , 368.00 06/16/811 M 09 98 PHD 06/89 
45 , 156.00 09/01/68 r 09 83 PHD 06/79 
45,036.00 08/ 16/90 f 09 96 EDD 08/96 
53,9011 . 00 11/17/86 M 12 96 PHD 06/92 
47,868.00 08/ 16/7 1 f 12 98 PHD 06/80 
46 , 992.00 08/16/63 M 12 96 PHD 08/88 
44, 160. 00 10/0 1/78 f 12 95 MASTERS 08/67 
411 , 040 . 00 07/01/75 f 12 87 SPECLST 06/64 
98 - 99 AVG CO NTRACT SALARY fOR TH IS RANK = 63 , 952.20 




HI DE GREE DEPT 
Ase PROf ACCOUNTI NG & F 
ASC PROF MANAGEMENT & 
ASC PROF ACCOUNTI NG & F 
ASC P~Of ACCOUNTI NG & F 
·ASC PROF ACCOUNT I NG & F 
Ase PROF ECONOM ICS & MA 
ASC PROf ACCOUNTING & F 
ASC PROF MANAGEMENT & 
ASC PROF ECONOMI CS & MA 
ASC PRor MANAGEMENT & I 
Ase PROF MANAGEMENT & 
ASC PROF MANAGEMENT & 
ASC PROF BUSINESS COLLE 
ASC PROF AGR ICULTUR E 
ASC PROF MANAGEMENT & 
AS C PROF MANAGEMENT & 
ASC PROF JOURNALISM 
Ase PROF JOURNALISM 
ASC PROF NURS ING 
ASC PROF INDUSTRIAL TEC 
ASC PROF NURSI NG 
ASC PROF EDUCAT IONAL LE 
ASC PROF ALL IEO HEALTH 
ASC PROF COMPUTER SCltN 
FACULTY SE NATE SALARY REPORT (fACULTY SENATE1, PAGE 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY HIGH TO LOW SALARY WITH IN RANK 
9 MONTH 
EQUIV 
97 - 96 
77, 496. 00 
69,132.00 
74, 3B6. 00 
72,360.00 
71,556.00 
72 ,276. 00 
71, 136.00 
65 , 448.00 







































55 ,627. 27 












3 , 900 . 00 
3 ,4 32.00 
2,712.00 
2.50 ',812.00 
2 .61 2,004.00 
6. 14 4,020.00 
4 .96 3,216.00 
5.06 3,240.00 
4.03 2,604. 00 
.00 66,000.00 
27 . 37 14, 095.76 
.00 64,626.54 
5.59 3,264 .00 
6. 42 3,420.00 
7 .1 7 3.768.00 
5 .86 3,096.00 
6.37 3 ,346 .00 
5. 46 2,885.9 1 
.00 55 ,627.27 
14 . 49- 9,360.00-
22.72 10, 081 .03 





APPT DTE E CONT RK 
TENR DTE X MOS. YR 
HI GH 
OEG 
82,272 .00 06/ 16/89 M 09 9~ MASTERS 
• 
81,466.00 08 / 16/86 F 10 95 MASTERS 
78,266.00 06/ 16/86 M 09 93 PHD 
75,792.00 06/16/90 M 09 95 DBA 





06/93 . , 
06/95 
06/93 
74,066 . 00 07/01/92 M 09 92 PHO '- 07/92 
73,140.00 08 / 16/86 M 09 94 PHD 06/94 
69,468.00 06/ 16/89 M 09 95 PHO 06/95 
66,028.00 0 1/ 08/90 M 09 97 PHD 06/97 
67,248.00 06/ 16/97 F 09 97 PHD 00/00 
67, 164. 00 08/ 16/83 M 09 83 PHD 06/88 
66,000 . 00 07/01/98 M 09 98 PHD 00/00 
80, 184 .00 08/16/86 M 12 91 PHD 06/91 
79,006 .00 10/ 15/96 M 12 98 DVM 00/00 
61,572.00 06/16/76 M 09 64 LLD/ JD 06/82 
56,676.00 06 / 16/83 M 09 9 1 PHD 06/90 
56 ,292.00 06/16/76 F 09 84 MASTERS 06/84 
55,860 .00 01/06/92 M 09 92 BS/SA 08/97 
55,836.00 08/16/70 F 09 79 MASTERS 08/60 
68 ,040.00 08/ 16/ 12 M 12 17 PHD 06/77 
68,004.00 08/01/96 F 12 98 PHD 00/00 
55,236.00 08/ 16/92 M 09 92 PHD 08/98 
66,552.00 08/16/91 M 12 97 DDS/DHD 06/97 









COU NSEL ING & T 
Ase PROF PHILOSOPHY & R 
Ase PROF PHYSICS & ASTR 
Ase PROF ECONOMICS & MA 
Ase PROF GOVERNMENT 
ASC PROF CONSUMER & FAM 
ASC PROF ENGINEERING TE 
ASC PROF JOURNALISM 
Ase PROF AGRICULTURE 
ASC PROF COLLEGE OF ART 
ASC PROF JOURNALISM 
ASC PROF GOVER NMENT 
ASC PROF THEATRE & DANe 
ASC PROF ECONOMICS & MA 
ASC PROF AGRICULTURE 
ASC PROF NURSI NG 
ASC PROF INTEGRATIV E ST 
ASC PROF PSYCHOLOGY 
ASC PROF ECONOMI CS & MA 
ASC PROF ECONOMI CS & MA 
ASC PROF INTEGRAT IVE ST 
ASC PROF ECONOM ICS & MA 
ASC PROF ECONOMICS & MA 
Ase PROF CHEMISTRY 
FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SE NAT(1) PAGE 





















46,39 2 .00 
47,676. 00 













52 ,.5 72 .00 
52,236 .00 
52,128.00 




50 , 760 . 00 
50 , 724. 00 
50 , 628 .00 
50,580.00 






48 , 768 .00 









6.03 3 , 036.00 










3 , 300 .00 







5 .9 1 2,832 . 00 
4.09 1,992 .00 
4.53 2,196. 00 
5 .1 5 2,460 . 00 
7.88 3 ,660.00 
4.95 2,364.00 
3.71 1 , 788.00 
5.75 2,709.2 1 
3.40 1, 620.00 
2.52 1, 200 .00 






APP T OTE E CONT RK 
TENR oTE X MOS. YR 
HI GH 
DEC 
10/01/86 M· 12 86 PHD 
< 
53,892 .00 08/16/73 M 09 79 PHD 
53,364.00 08/16/88 M 09 93 PHD 
53 , 256 . 00 08/16/92 f 09 98 PHD 
52 ,920 .00 09/01/69 M 09 78 PHD 
52 , 572 .00 08/16/92 M 09 92 EDO 
52,236 .00 10/0 1/92 M 09 98 PHD 
52,128 . 00 08/16/85 f 09 9 1 PHD 
51,732.00 08/16/85 M 09 88 PHD 
63,192.00 08/ 16/9 1 M 12 9 1 PHD 
50,988 .00 08/16/91 M 09 93 PHD 















50,760 .00 08/16/71 f 09 90 TR S CERT 08/85 
50,724.00 08/ 16/70 M 09 80 PHD 08/82 
50,628 .00 06/15/77 M 09 77 PHD 08/82 
50,580,00 08/16/93 F 09 93 PHD 00/00 
50 ,196.00 08/16/85 F 09 91 PHD 08/91 
50 ,052 .00 08/16/86 F 09 92 PHD 08/92 
50,040.00 08/16/84 M 09 93 PHD 08/90 
49,860 . 00 09/01/69 M 09 79 PHD 08/76 
60,816.00 08/16/74 F 12 88 MASTERS 08/83 
49,212.00 02/0 1/67 M 09 87 MASTERS 08/76 
48 ,768.00 08/16/88 M 09 94 PHD 08/94 
48,516.00 09/01/69 M 09 81 MAS TERS 08/76 
11 
" ~. 
~ • • 
11/24/98 
RANK 
HI DEGREE DEPT 
ASC PROF EDUCATIONAL LE 
ASC PROF INDUSTRIAL TEC 
ASC PROF PSYCHOLOGY 
ASC PROF PHYSICS & ASTR 
ASC PROF INTEGRATIVE ST 
ASC PROF PUBLIC HEALTH 
ASC PROF JOURNALISM 
ASC PROF ALLIED HEALTH 
ASC PROF ENGINEERING TE 
ASC PROF EDUCATIONAL LE 
ASC PROF INTEGRATIVE ST 
ASC PROF COMMUNICATION 
ASC PROF PSYCHOLOGY 
ASC PROF MATHEMAT ICS 
ASC PROF SOCIOLOGY 
ASC PROF MOD LANG & INT 
ASC PROF MOD LANG & INT 
ASC PROF MUSI C 
ASC PROF COMMUNICATION 
ASC PROF PSYCHOLOGY 
ASC PROF JOURNALISM 
ASC PROF EDUCATIONAL LE 
ASC PROF COMMUNICATION 
ASC PROF EDUCATIONAL LE 
FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENAT(1) PAGE 

















































































3.46 1 ,536.00 
6.55 2,820.00 
8.50 3 ,588.00 
6.17 2,904 .00 
9.91 4,1'6.00 
5.35 2,316.00 





APPT OTE E CONT RK 
TENR OTE X MOS. YR 
HIGH 
DEG 
48,492.00 08/16/89 w 09 89 ~ PHO 
48,268.00 08/16/64 M 09 90 PHO 
48,228.00 01/01/91 r 09 94 PHD 
48,120.00 06/16/91 M 09 96 PHO 








47,626.00 06/16/11 M 09 79 PHD ' - 08/63 
47,580.00 08/16/89 M 09 ~5 MASTERS 08/95 
47,496.00 08/16/88 M 09 88DDS/DMD 08/94 
41,136.00 08/16/92 M 09 97 MASTERS 08/98 
47,064.00 08/16/97 M 09 97 PHD 00/00 
46,524.00 08/16/69 F 09 95 PHD 08/95 
46,476.00 08/16/86 M 09 90 MASTERS 08/91 
46,392.00 08/16/87 M 09 93 PHD 08/93 
46,212.00 06/16/67 M 09 92 PHD 08/93 
46,116.00 08/16/67 M 09 93 PHO 08/93 
46,060.00 08/16/89 r 09 95 PHD 08/95 
45,868.00 08/16/72 F 09 81 PHD 08/83 
45,876.00 08/16/93 M 09 96 MASTERS 00/00 
45,828.00 09/18/60 F 09 90 PHD 08/90 
45,768.00 08/16/91 M 09 95 PHD 08/97 
45,756.00 08/16/90 f 09 96 MASTERS 08/96 
45,624.00 08/16/93 F 09 96 PHD 00/00 
45,568.00 08/16/83 M 09 63 MASTERS 08/68 








HI DEGREE DEPT 
ASC PROF STUDENT PU8LIC 
ASC PROF GEOGRAPHY & GE 
ASC PROF PSYCHOLOGY 
ASC PROF AGRICULTURE 
ASC PROF ENGINEERING TE 
ASC PROF NURS I NG 
ASC PROF JOURNAL ISM 
ASC PROF PSYCHOLOGY 
ASC PROF BIOLOGY 
ASC PROF ENGLISH 
Ase PROF CHEMISTRY 
Ase PROf PSYCHOLOGY 
ASC PROF COMMUNICATION 
ASC PROF AGRICULTURE 
ASC PROF AR T 
ASC PROf INTEGRAT IVE ST 
ASC PROf GEOGRAPHY & GE 
ASC PROF INTEGRATIVE ST 
ASC PROF COMPUTER SCIEN 
Ase PROF PUBLIC HEALTH 
ASC PROF MATHEMATICS 
Ase PROF CHEMISTRY 
ASC PROF ENGLISH 
ASC PROF HISTORY 
FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENAT(1) PAGE 




































45,31 2 .00 
45,288.00 












































5 .98 2,496.00 









APPT DTE E CONT RK 
TENR OTE X MOS. YR 
HIGH 
DEG 
55,116.00 09/01/66 M. 12 79 MASTERS 
< , 
55,104.00 06/16/71 M 12 69 MASTERS 
45,466.00 08/16/91 F 09 95 PHO 
45,444.00 06/16/94 M 09 94 PHD 








45,312.00 08/16/78 F 09 94 PHD . _ 08/84 
45,288.00 06/16/96 M 09 96 PHD 00/00 
45,268.00 08/16/71 F 09 93 [DO 08/93 
45,216.00 06/16/88 M 09 94 PHD 08/94 
45,240.00 09/01/65 F 09 19 SPECLST 08/15 
45,096.00 06/16/87 M 09 92 PHD 06/93 
45,01 2 .00 08/16/66 F 09 98 PHD 08/98 
44,976.00 08/16/15 M 09 83 PHD 08/83 
44,976.00 08/16/88 F 09 94 PHD 08/94 
44,808.00 08/16/86 M 09 92 MFA 08/92 
44 ,664.00 08/16/85 F 09 91 PHD 08/9 1 
44,400.00 08/16/88 M 09 93 PHD 08/94 
44,232.00 08/16/91 M 09 97 PHD 08/97 
44,220.00 08/16/84 F 09 95 EDD 08/95 
44 , 124.00 01/01/93 F 09 98 PHD 08/98 
44 , 100.00 08/16/89 M 09 94 PHD 08/95 
43,848.00 08/16/91 M 09 91 PHD 08/98 
43,836.00 09/01/67 F 09 81 SPECLST 08/11 




~ • • 
11/24/96 
RANK 
HI DE GR EE DEPT 
ASC PROF MUS IC 
ASC PROF MOD LANG & INT 
ASC PROF MATHEMAT ICS 
ASC PROF MATH EMAT ICS 
Ase PROF MATH EMAT ICS 
Ase PROF EDUCATIONAL LE 
Ase PROF ENGL IS H 
ASC PROF NURS ING 
Ase PROF BIOLOGY 
ASC PROF BIOLOGY 
ASC PROF I NTEGRAT IVE ST 
Ase PROF MATHEMAT ICS 
Ase PROF MUS I C 
ASC PROF ENGLISH 
Ase PROF ENGLISH 
Ase PROF INTEGRAT IVE ST 
ASC PROF NURS ING 
ASC PROF ENGLISH 
Ase PROF HISTOR Y 
Ase PROF PSYCHOLOGY 
ASC PROF THEATR E & OANC 
ASC PROF GEOGRAPHY & G[ 
ASC PROF ENGLISH 
ASC PROF ENGLISH 
FACULTY SE NATE SAL ARY RE POR T (FACULTY SENATE1, PAGE 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY HI GH TO LOW SALAR Y WITH IN RANK 
9 MONTH 
EQUIV 
97 - 98 
42,132 . 00 
41,664.00 
40,624 . 00 
40,360 . 00 






39,564 . 00 




39,552 . 00 
39,566.00 
39,000 . 00 
39,160 . 00 
38, 620.00 
39 , 646.00 
38,436.00 
39,132.00 
39,924 . 00 
9 MONTH 
EQUIV 
98 - 99 
43 ,776 .00 
43,692 . 00 
43, 476 .00 
43,164.00 
4 3,056.00 
42,900 . 00 
42,840.00 
42,708.00 
42,568 . 00 




11 2, 156. 00 
42, 156.00 
42,144 . 00 
42,120.00 




41,620 . 00 









2 ,028 . 00 
6.49 2,652.00 
6.69 2,764.00 
6.34 2,566 . 00 
8.56 3,364.00 
4.56 1,672.00 
5 .92 2 , 388.00 
7.05 2,806.00 
4 .06 1,668.00 
7.03 2,784.00 
6.97 2,760.00 
4.48 1,612 . 00 
4. 77 1 ,920.00 
6.26 2,484. 00 
6.55 2,592 . 00 
6.39 2,532.00 
7.50 2 ,928 . 00 
6.63 2 ,676.00 
7.78 3,024.00 
5.47 2 ,172 .00 
8.80 3 , 384. 00 
6.63 2,676.00 





AP PT DTE E eONT RK 
TENR OTE X MOS. YR 
HI GH 
DEG 
43,776. 00 08/ 16/87 M' 09 93 ~PHD , 
43 ,692.00 08/ 16/7 1 M 09 76 PHO 
43,476.00 08/ 16/ 69 M 09 94 PHD 
43 , 164.00 08/16/ 91 M 09 96 PHD 








42,900.00 09/15/66 M 09 96 EDO 08/97 
42 ,840.00 08/16/8 4 F 09 93 PHD 08/91 
42,708.00 08/16/89 F 09 96 MASTER S 08/94 
42,588. 00 06/ 16/9 1 F 09 97 PHD 08/97 
42 ,466 .00 06/ 16/68 M 09 94 PHO 08/ 94 
42,346.00 06/ 16/91 r 09 97 EDo 06/ 97 
42,312.00 06/16/92 M 09 97 PHO 08/96 
42.204.00 08/ 16/90 M 09 95 DMA 08/ 95 
42,156.00 06/16/87 F 09 93 PHD 08/ 93 
42,156.00 06/16/87 r 09 95 PHD 08/95 
42,144. 00 06/16/9 1 F 09 97 EOO 08/97 
42 ,120.00 06/ 16/89 r 09 96 MASTERS 08/94 
41,926.00 06/ 16/92 F 09 98 PHD 08/ 98 
41,856 . 00 08/ 16/88 M 09 94 PHD 08/94 
41, 844.00 06/ 16/92 F 09 98 PHD 08/96 
41,620.00 0 1/03/89 M 09 96 MFA 08/96 
41,820.00 01/01/91 M 09 98 PHD 08/98 
41 , 808 . 00 08/ 16/92 r 09 97 PHD 08/97 





HI DEGREE DEPT 
ASC PROF EDUCATIONAL LE 
Ase PROF INTEGRATIVE ST 
ASC PROF MOO LANG & INT 
ASC PROF MOD LANG & INT 
A5C PROF EDUCAT IONAL LE 
A5C PROF INTEGRATIVE 5T 
ASC PROF MUSI C 
ASC PROF PE & R[CR[ATIO 
ASC PROF INT EGRAT IVE ST 
ASC PROF PSYCHOLOGY 
ASC PROF GEOGRAPHY & GE 
ASC PROF ALLIED HEALTH 
ASC PROF COMMUN ICATION 
ASC PROF PSYCHOLOGY 
ASC PROF NURSING 
ASC PROF PE & RECREATIO 
Ase PROF SOC IOLOGY 
ASC PROF COMMUNI CAT ION 
ASC PROF MOD LANG & I NT 
ASC PROF PHILOSOPHY & R 
ASC PROF ENGLISH 
Ase PROF COMMUNICATION 
ASC PROF ENGL ISH 
ASC PROF ART 
FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SE NAT(1) PAGE 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY HIGH TO LOW SALAR Y WITH IN RANK 
9 MONTH 
EQU IV 
97 - 98 











38,820 . 00 
38,820 .00 
38,568 . 00 






38 , 028.00 
37,344.00 














41,280 . 00 
41,256,00 





40, 104 .00 























5.28 2,052 . 00 
5.28 2,052.00 




5,42 2, 064.00 
8,91 3,276.00 
8.22 3,036.00 
5,08 1 ,932.00 
6 .58 2,460.00 
4.82 1,612 . 00 





APPT DTE E CONT RK 
TENR OTE X MOS, YR 
HIGH 
DEG 
41,652.00 08/01/87 M· 09 93 ~[00 
41,580 . 00 08/16/92 M 09 96 [00 
41,580.00 08/ 16/85 M 09 90 PHD 
41,448.00 08/ 16/89 F 09 95 PHD 








41,400,00 06/ 16/93 F 09 98 PHD 00/00 
41,340.00 08/ 16/91 M 09 97 PHD 0~/97 
41,340,00 06/16/90 M 09 95 EOD 08/96 
41,340.00 08/ 16/89 F 09 95 PHD 06/95 
41,280.00 08/ 16/71 M 09 79 PHD 08/ 76 
41,256.00 08/ 16/93 M 09 96 PHD 00/00 
40,872 . 00 08/0 1/85 F 09 90 MASTERS 08/90 
40,872.00 08/ 16/87 F 09 93 PHD 08/93 
40,632.00 08/16/89 F 09 95 PHD 08/95 
40, 572.00 08/16/86 F 09 96 MASTERS 06/96 
40,284.00 08/ 16/63 M 09 97 PHD 08/98 
40 , ' 04.00 06/16/80 M 09 80 PHD 08/85 
40 ,092.00 08/ 16/9 1 F 09 97 PHD 06/97 
40,020.00 08/16/92 F 09 98 PHD 08/98 
39,960.00 08/16/92 F 09 98 PHD 0&/98 
39,960.00 08/16/91 F 09 97 PHD 08/97 
39,604 . 00 08/16/88 F 09 97 BS/BA 08/97 
39,372.00 08/16/89 r 09 96 PHD 08/96 
38,940.00 08/ 16/77 M 09 61 PHD 08/82 
15 
; 
~ • • 
11/24/98 FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENATE1) PAGE 16 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY HIGH TO LOW SALARY WIT HI N RANK 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98-99 5 
RANK EQU'V EQUIV % S CONTRACT APPT OTE E CO NT RK HIGH TE NURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97 - 98 98 - 99 eHG eHG SALARY TE NR DTE X MOS . YR DEG DATE 
Ase PROF NURS ING 36,540.00 38,664 . 00 5 . 81 2,124.00 38 , 664 . 00 08/16/88 ,. 09 83.. MASTERS 08/76 , 
ASe PROF ALL I ED HEALTH 35 , 928.00 38,388.00 6.84 2,460.00 38,388.00 08/16/82 , 09 90 MASTERS 08/90 
Ase PROF LIBRARY SPEC IA 36 , 908.16 38,341.29 3.88 1,433 . 13 46,872.00 08/16/7 1 M 12 79 MASTERS 08/80 ) 
Ase PROF PSYCHOLOGY 37,920 . 00 38,316.00 1.04 396.00 38,316.00 0 1/08/73 M 09 79 PHD 06179 
~ 
ASe PROF ALL I ED HEALTH 36,250.48 36,174.42 5.30 1,923.94 46,668.00 08/ 16/86 , 12 96 MS 08/96 • • 
ASe PROF ENGLISH 35,292.00 36,172.00 6.16 2,680.00 38,172.00 08/16/90 M 09 98 PHD ' - 08/96 
Ase PROF EDUCAT IONAL TE 32,167 . 03 33,403 . 64 3.84 1,236.81 40,836.00 08/16/77 M 12 ~9 MASTERS 08/67 
ASe PROF LIBRARY AUTOMA 32,039.42 33,236.97 3.73 1, 197.55 40,632.00 08/0 1/73 , 12 81 MASTERS 08/80 
Ase PROF L I8RARY SPECIA 31,126.53 32,373 . 16 4 . 00 1,246.63 39,576.00 11/01/83 , 12 80 MASTERS 08/80 
Ase PROF LIBRARY AUTOMA 30,625 . 92 31,725.31 3.58 1 ,099.39 38,764.00 07/0 1/70 , 12 80 SPECLST 08/80 
Ase PROF L IBRARY SPEG I A 30,282 . 36 31 , 489.72 3.98 1,207.36 38,496.00 07/14/61 , 12 9" 8FA 08/94 
ASC PROF EO UCAT I ONAL TE 29,446.00 30,684.81 4.19 1,236 . 81 37,512 . 00 08/16/73 M 12 83 MASTERS 08/8 1 
Ase PROF L IBRARY SPEC I A 27 ,622 .22 28,721.61 3.98 1,099.39 35,112.00 06/27/90 M 12 96 MS 08/96 
Ase PROF L IBRARY PUBL IC 27,602.59 28,701.98 3.98 1 ,099.39 35,088 . 00 08/16/88 , 12 9" PHD 08/94 
Ase PROF L IBRARY PUBL IC 27 ,082.34 28, 132.65 3.87 1, 050.31 34,392 . 00 05/14/84 , 12 9" MASTERS 08/94 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH I S RANK = 48,428 . 22 
6913,729 . 57 7500,319.60 7700,088.00 
11/24/96 
RANK 
H I DEGREE DEPT 
AST PROF MANAGEMENT & 
AST PROF ACCOUNTING & F 
AST PROF ACCOUNTING & F 
AST PROf ACCOUNTING & F 
AST PROF INST FOR ECO NO 
AST PROF ACCOUNTING & f 
AST PROf MANAGEME NT & 
AST PROf MANAGEMENT & 
AST PROF ECONOMICS & MA 
AST PROf PE & RECREATIO 
AST PROF EDUCATIONAL TE 
AST PROf COMMUNITY COLL 
AST PROF PHYSICS & ASTR 
AST PROf EDUCATIONAL LE 
AST PROf GOVERNMENT 
AST PROF COMPUTER SCIEN 
AST PROF COMPUTER SCIEN 
AST PROf ENGINEERING TE 
AST PROF MATHEMATICS 
AST PROf EDUCATIONAL LE 
AST PROF MATHEMATICS 
AST PROF INDUSTRIAL TEC 
AST PROF ENGLISH 
AST PROF ENGINEERING TE 
FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (fACULTY SENAT(1) PAGE 












































47 ,004 .00 





























3.9 1 1 ,665.04 
3.94 1,600.00 
.00 47,004.00 
5.64 2 ,592.00 
10.45 4,366.00 
.00 45,406.00 














APPT DTE E CaNT RK 
TENR DTE X MOS. YR 
HIGH 
DEG 
72,566.00 06/16/96 M' 10 96 .. PHD 
67,464.00 06/16/93 M 09 94 PHD 
65 ,916.00 06/16/94 M 09 97 PHD 
65,660.00 08/16/95 M 09 97 PHD 








65.001.!.00 08/16/98 f 09 98 PHD ' - DO/DO 
63,228.00 08/ 16/96 M 09 98 PHD 00/00 
59,544.00 06/16/92 f 09 94 PHD 00/00 
59,160.00 06/16/95 F 09 95 MBA 00/00 
50,1.!48.00 06/16/60 M 09 60 PHD 06/85 
61,1.!40.00 07/16/60 M 12 60 BS/BA 08/86 
60,492.00 06/16/91 F 12 91 DBA 00/00 
47,424.00 09/01/69 M 09 69 MAST ERS 08/74 
47,004.00 06/16/98 F 09 96 LLD/JD DO/DO 
46,920.00 06/16/71 M 09 76 MASTER S 06/61 
46,1 52.00 06/16/96 M 09 96 PHD DO/DO 
45,406.00 06/16/98 M 09 96 PHD DO/DO 
45,226.00 06/16/96 M 09 96 PHD DO/DO 
45,192.00 09/01/64 M 09 64 MASTERS 08/70 
45,160.00 06/16/96 f 09 96 PHD 00/00 
1.!5,096.00 08/16/72 F 09 79 MASTERS 08/64 
44,764.00 06/16/91 M 09 91 PHO 08/97 
44,366.00 09/01/69 M 09 69 MASTERS 06/75 
43,660 .00 08/16/94 M 09 97 DOC WORK 00/00 
17 
; 
~ • • 
11/24/96 
RANK 
HI DEGREE DEP T 
AS T PROF INTEGRAT IVE ST 
AST PROF INDUSTRIAL TEe 
AST PROf ENGINEERI NG TE 
AST PROf AGRICULTURE 
AST PROF GEOGRAPHY & GE 
AST PROf NURSI NG 
AST PROF ENGIN EERIN G TE 
AST PROF PSYCHOLOGY 
AST PROF PSYCHOLOGY 
AST PROf SOC IOLOGY 
AST PROF ALL l EO HEAL TH 
AST PROF CONSUMER & FAM 
AST PROF ART 
AST PROF ENGL ISH 
AST PROF NUR SI NG 
AST PROF NUR SI NG 
AST PROF NUR S ING 
AST PROF MUS IC 
AST PROF AGRICULTURE 
AST PROF IN TEGRAT IVE ST 
AST PROF PIIYS I CS & ASTR 
AS T PROF PE & RECREAT IO 
AST PROF ALL IED HEALTH 
AST PROF INTEGRATIVE ST 
FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACUL TY SE NATE 1 ) PAGE 
ALL RA NKED PERSONNEL BY HIGH TO lOW SALARY WITH IN RANK 
9 MONTH 
EQU IV 
97 - 96 
41 , 040.00 
39,840.00 
40 , 320.00 
40, 932 . 00 
39,840.00 
39 , 6 48 . 00 
39, 168 . 00 
38 , 724 . 00 
38,400 . 00 
39,0 12 . 00 
36,446 . 80 
37,812.00 
39 , 144.00 
38,724.00 
38 ,700 . 00 
38 ,364.00 
38 ,292 . 00 
38,340.00 
37 , 186.00 
37,008 . 00 
37 ,1 40 . 00 







42,756 . 00 
42, 744.00 
42,420.00 
42 , 396.00 
42,046.00 
4 1 ,560.00 
41 ,436.00 
41,266.00 
40 , 968.00 
40 ,932.72 
40,920.00 
40 , 908.00 
40,704 .00 
40 , 608 .00 
40,428. 00 














6 . 41 
6.05 

























2, 400 .00 
2,412.00 
2,712.00 






1,908 . 00 
2, 064 .00 
2 , 136.00 
1,944.00 
2,916.00 
3 , 084.00 
2,916.00 







APP T oTE E CONT RK 
TENR oTE X MOS. YR 
HI GH 
DEC 
113 , 404.00 08/16/96 F' 09 96~ PHD 
112,756.00 03 /22/95 M 09 95 PHD 
42,7 44.00 08/ 16/93 ~ 09 93 MASTERS 
42 , 420.00 08/ 16/76 M 09 82 PHD 








42,048.00 08/ 16/75 F 09 80 MASTERS 08/85 
41 , 580.00 08/ 16/96 F 09 96 PHO 00/00 
41,436.00 08/ 16/94 M 09 94 PHO 00/00 
4 1 ,268.00 08/ 16/96 M 09 96 PHD 00/00 
40,968.00 09/01/67 M 09 71 MAS TERS 08/77 
50,040 .00 08/ 16/ 95 M 12 95 EDD 00/00 
40,920.00 08/ 16/ 94 F 09 94 PHD 00/00 
40,908.00 08/ 16/93 M 09 93 MFA 00 /00 
40,704.00 09/01/65 M 09 70 MASTERS 06/76 
40 , 608.00 08/ 16/87 F 09 67 MASTERS 06/93 
40 ,426.00 08/ 16/64 F 09 79 MASTERS 08/ 64 
40, 426 .00 08/ 12/75 F 09 75 MASTERS 08/ 8 1 
40 ,284.00 08/ 16/87 M 09 67 MASTERS 08/93 
40 ,1 04.00 08 / 16/95 M 09 95 PHD 00/00 
40 , 092 . 00 08/16/90 M 09 95 PHD 00/00 
40 , 056 . 00 12/01/95 M 09 96 PHD 00/00 
39,972.00 08/ 16/94 F 09 94 PHD 00/00 
39 , 768.00 07/0 1/93 M 09 95 PHD 00/00 




HI DEGREE DEPT 
AST PROF INTEGRATIVE ST 
AST PROF MOO LANG & INT 
AST PROF E~UCATIONAL LE 
AST PROF JOURNALIS M 
AST PROF PSYCHOLOGY 
AST PROF SWIMMING 
AST PROF GOVERNMENT 
AST PROF NURSING 
AST PROF E~UCATIONAL LE 
AST PROF EDUCATIONAL LE 
AST PROF HISTORY 
AST PROF PHILOSOPHY & R 
AST PROF PSYCHOLOGY 
AST PROF AGRICULTURE 
AST PROF THEATRE 8: OANC 
AST PROF EDUCATIONAL LE 
AST PROF PSYCHOLOGY 
AST PROF ENGLISH 
AST PROF BIOLOGY 
AST PROF BIOLOGY 
AST PROF INTEGRATIVE ST 
AST PROF MATHEMATICS 
AST PROF ENGLISH 
AST PROF MATHEMATICS 
FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENATE1) PAGE 











































































4.79 1,776 .00 
6.07 2,692 .00 












APPT OTE E CONT RK 
TENR OTE X MOS. YR 
HIGH 
OEG 
39,636.00 08/16/96 M· 09 96 ~ PHD 
39,540.00 08/16/92 M 09 92 PHD 
39,504.00 07/01/98 F 09 98 PHD 
39,492.00 08/16/96 F 09 96 PHO 








48,144.00 09/01/69 M 12 79 MAS TERS 08/64 
39,264.00 06/ 16/96 M 09 96 PHO OQ/OO 
39,216.00 06/16/79 F 09 87 MS 00/00 
39,096.00 01/02/97 F 09 97 PHD 00/00 
36,988.00 06/16/91 F 09 91 PHD 00/00 
36,964.00 06/16/91 M 09 91 PHD 08/97 
36,928.00 06/16/90 M 09 93 PHD 00/00 
36,844.00 06/ 16/97 M 09 97 PHD 00/00 
38,632.00 08/16/96 M 09 96 PHD 00/00 
36,784.00 06/16/96 M 09 96 MA 00/00 
36,724.00 08/16/96 F 09 96 PHD 00/00 
38,566.00 06/16/96 F 09 96 DOC WORK 00/00 
38,484.00 06/16/93 M 09 93 PHD 00/00 
38,436.00 06/16/93 M 09 93 PHD 00/00 
36,400.00 06/16/95 M 09 95 PHD 00/00 
38,352.00 06/16/94 F 09 94 EOD 00/00 
36,280.00 08/16/94 F 09 94 PHD 00/00 
36,100.00 06/16/96 r 09 96 PHD 00/00 
38,040.00 07/09/69 M 09 97 PHD 00/00 
19 
; 







AST PROF BIOLOGY 
AST PROF SOCIOLOGY 
AST PROF ENGLISH 
AST PROF PUBLIC HEALTH 
AST PROF INTEGRATIVE ST 
AST PROF ENGLISH 
AST PROF BIOLOGY 
AST PROf GOVER NMENT 
AST PROF INTEGRATIVE ST 
AST PROF SOCIOLOGY 
AST PROF ENGLIS H 
AST PROf MUSIC 
AST PROf HISTORY 
AST PROf SOC IOLOGY 
AST PROF MU SIC 
AST PROf GEOGRAPHY & GE 
AST PROF ENGLISH 
AST PROF BIOLOGY 
AST PROF EDUCATIONAL LE 
AST PROf MUS I C 
AS T PROF GEOGRAPHY & GE 
AST PR OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
AST PROF CHEMI STRY 
f ACULTY SENATE SALARY REPOR T (fACULTY SENATE1) 
ALL RA NKED PERSONNEL BY HIGH TO LOW SALARY WITHIN RANK 
9 MONTH 
EQUI V 
97 - 98 
36,000.00 
36,000 . 00 
36,252 .00 
36 , 384.00 
36,000 . 00 
36,120.00 
35 ,964.00 
37 , 008.00 
36,048 . 00 
34,680.00 
35,796.00 













9 MONT H 
EQU IV 
98-99 









37 , 836.00 
37 , 800.00 
37,680.00 
37,644 . 00 
37,644.00 








37 , 392 . 00 







5 . 53 
$ 
CHe 
2 , 0110.00 
2,004.00 




5.43 1 , 956.00 
2 .43 900.00 
5.05 1 ,824.00 
9 .10 3 , 156.00 
5.59 2 ,004.00 
5.75 2,052.00 
6 . 08 2,160 .00 
5. 02 1, 800.00 
5.37 1,920.00 
4.08 1,476 . 00 
4.89 1,752.00 
6. 46 2,280.00 
11.23 1,524.00 
.00 37,500 . 00 
.00 37,500.00 
4 . 48 1,608.00 
5.66 2,0011.00 
4.46 1 , 596.00 




APPT DTE E CONT RK 
TENR DTE X MOS . YR 
HIGH 
DEC 
38,040.00 08/16/97 M' 09 97 .. PHO 
• 
38,004.00 08/16/97 f 09 97 PHD 
38,004 . 00 08/ 16/96 F 09 96 PHD 
38,004.00 08/16/96 f 09 96 PHD 
37,992 .00 08/ 16/97 H 09 97 EO . S 
37 , 944.00 08/16/95 f 09 95 PHD ' ~ 
37,920 . 00 09/0 1/69 M 09 7.4 SPECLST 
37 ,908.00 01/0 1/98 M 09 98 PHD 
37,872.00 08/ 16/92 M 09 93 PHD 
37 ,836.00 08/ 16/88 f 09 96 MAS TE RS 
37, 800.00 08/ 16/95 M 09 96 PHD 
37,680.00 08/16/95 f 09 95 PHD 
37,644.00 08/16/94 M 09 95 DHA 
37,644.00 08/ 16/93 f 09 94 MASTERS 
37 ,620 .00 08/16/96 M 09 96 PHD 
37,608.00 08/16/94 F 09 94 PHD 
37 , 560.00 08/ 16/93 F 09 94 PHD 
37,548.00 08/ 16/95 M 09 95 PHD 
37,524.00 08/ 16/97 M 09 97 PHD 
37 , 500 .00 08 / 16/98 M 09 98 EOO 
37,500.00 08/ 16/98 M 09 98 PHD 
37, 486.00 08/16/96 M 09 96 PHD 
37,392.00 08 / 16/96 F 09 97 PHD 































HI DEGREE DEPT 
AST PROF ART 
AST PROF ENGLISH 
AST PROF COMM UN ICATION 
AST PROF PUBLIC HEALTH 
AST PROF HISTORY 
AST PROF ENGL ISH 
AST PROF I NTEGRAT I VE 5T 
AST PROF GOVERNMENT 
AST PROF MOD LANG & INT 
AST PROF AGRICULTURE 
AST PROF IN TEGRAT IVE ST 
AST PROF HISTORY 
AST PROF INTEGRAT IVE ST 
AST PROF COMMUNI CATION 
AST PROF COMMUNI CAT ION 
AST PROF ENGL ISH 
AST PROF ALL IED HEALTH 
AST PROF PUBLIC HEALTH 
AST PROF INTEGRAT IVE ST 
AST PROF BIOLOGY 
AST PROF CHEMI STRY 
AST PROF INTEGRAT IVE ST 
AST PROF GOVER NMENT 
AST PROF NURSING 
FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENAT(1) PAGE 
ALL RANKED PERSONN EL BY HIGH TO LOW SALARY WIT HIN RANK 
9 MONTH 
EQUIV 
97 - 98 
35,724.00 




35,040 . 00 
34,308.00 
.00 


















98 - 99 
37, 152.00 
37,140 . 00 
37 ,1 26.00 





37,006 . 00 
37,008.00 
37,008 . 00 
37,008.00 
37,008.00 
36 ,948 . 00 





















1 , 500.00 
1,608.00 
1 ,908.00 
5 . 78 2,028 . 00 
8.00 2 , 748.00 
. 00 37,008.00 
4 . 22 1,500.00 
.00 .00 
.00 37,008.00 








5 . 70 1,980.00 
4.51 l,58/J.00 
8.16 2,760 .00 
4.42 1,548.00 
.00 36,504 . 00 




APPT DTE [ CO NT RK 
TENR OTE X MOS. YR 
HI GH 
OEG 
37.152.00 08/ 16/95 F' 09 95 .. MA 





37,128.00 08/16/93 M 09 94 PHD 00/00 
37, 128.00 08/ 16/95 f 09 96 MASTERS 00/00 
37,080 . 00 08/ 16/96 F 09 96 PHD 00/00 
37 , 068 . 00 08/ 16/96 F 09 96 PHD . ~ 00/00 
37,056.00 08/16/97 F 09 97 PHD 00/00 
37,008 . 00 08/16/98 M 09 98 PHD 00/00 
37,008.00 08/ 16/97 F 09 97 PHD DO/DO 
37,008 . 00 0 1/01/98 M 09 98 PHD 00/00 
37 ,008 . 00 08/16/96 F 09 98 EDD 00/00 
37,008.00 08/ 16/98 M 09 98 PHD DO/DO 
37,008 . 00 08/16/98 M 09 98 EDO DO/DO 
36,948.00 08/ 16/88 M 09 96 MASTERS DO/DO 
36,948.00 08/ 16/96 F 09 96 PHD 00/00 
36,924.00 08/ 16/97 M 09 97 PHD 00/00 
36,792.00 08/ 16/97 F 09 97 PHD DO/DO 
36,768.00 08/16/93 M 09 95 MASTERS DO/DO 
36,744.00 08/16/94 F 09 95 MPRW DO/DO 
36,672 . 00 08/ 16/95 F 09 95 PHD DO/DO 
36,648.00 08/ 16/96 M 09 96 PHD DO/DO 
36,564 . 00 08/ 16/97 M 09 98 PHD DO/DO 
36,552.00 08/ 16/97 F 09 97 PHD DO/DO 




~ • • 
1'/24/98 
RANK 
H I DEGREE DEPT 
AST PROF ART 
AST PROF GEOGRAPHY & GE 
AST PROF GEOGRAPHY' GE 
AST PROF MOO LANG. INT 
AST PROF BIOLOGY 
AST PROf COMMUN ICATION 
AST PROF PSYCHOLOGY 
AST PROF EDUCATIONAL LE 
AST PROF ENGINEERING TE 
AST PROF SOCiOlOGY 
AST PROF PUBLIC HEALTH 
AST PROF MOD LANG. IN T 
AST PROF MOD LANG' INT 
AST PROF INTEGRATIVE ST 
AST PROF CONSUMER. FAM 
AST PROF INTEGRATIVE ST 
AST PROF BIOLOGY 
AST PROF LI BRARY PUBLIC 
AST PROF NURS ING 
AST PROF NUR S ING 
AST PROF COMMUNITY COLL 
AST PROF ALLIED HEALTH 
AST PROF COMMUNITY COLL 
AST PROF PHYS ICS. ASTR 
FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SE NAT( 1) PAGE 





















34. 140 . 04 
33,744.00 
33,744 . 00 
33,660.00 
33,420.00 




98 - 99 
36,504.00 
36,504.00 








36,000 . 00 
36,000.00 
36,000 . 00 
36,000.00 
36,000.00 
36,000 . 00 
35,964 . 00 
35.573.18 
35,532 . 00 
35,412.00 
35,244 . 00 















6.85 2,3 16.00 
1. 4 1 504.00 
.00 36,000 . 00 
.00 36,000 . 00 
.00 36,000.00 
.00 36.000 . 00 
.00 36 , 000.00 
.00 36,000 . 00 
.00 36,000.00 
.00 36,000.00 
.00 36,000 . 00 
5.82 1, 980 . 00 
4.19 1 ,433.14 
5 . 29 1,788 . 00 
4.94 1,668.00 
4.70 1,584 . 00 
5 . 38 1,800.00 
5.59 1,860.00 
2 . 92 996.00 




APPT OTE E CONT RK HIGH 
TENR OTE X MOS . YR DEG 
36,504.00 08/16/96 M 09 9~ MFA 
36,504.00 08/16/98 M 09 98 PHD 
36,432.00 08/16/92 F 09 98 PHD 
36,300 . 00 08/ 16/ 95 M 09 95 PHD 
36,226.00 06 / 16 / 96 M 09 96 PHD 
36,120.00 08/16/97 M 09 98 PHD ' · 
36,012.00 06/16/94 M 09 ?5 PHD 












36,000 . 00 06/ 16/96 M 09 98 MASTERS 00/00 
36,000.00 08/16/98 M 09 98 PHD 
36,000.00 08/ 16 / 96 F 09 98 PHD 
36,000.00 08/ 16/98 F 09 98 PHD 
36,000.00 06/16/96 F 09 98 PHD 
36,000.00 06/16/98 M 09 98 PHD 
36,000.00 08/16/98 F 09 98 PHO 
36,000.00 06/ 16/98 F 09 98 PHD 









43,488.00 05/ 01 / 84 F 12 9 0 MASTERS 08/90 
35,532 . 00 08/ 16/94 F 09 97 MS 
35,412.00 08/ 16/97 F 09 97 MS 
35,244.00 07/25/88 M 09 96 BS 
35,220 . 00 08/16/95 F 09 95 MS 
35,100.00 08/ 16/95 F 09 95 LLO/JO 












11 /2 4/98 
RANK 
HI DEGREE DEPT 
AST PRor MANAGEMENT & 
AST PROF MANAGE MENT & 
AST PROF PHYS ICS & ASTR 
AST PROF PHYSICS & ASTR 
AST PROF NURSING 
AST PROF COMMUNI TY COll 
AST PROF PHYSICS & ASTR 
AST PROF NURS ING 
AST PROF PHYSI CS & ASTR 
AST PROF NURSING 
AST PROF COMMUNI TY COll 
AST PROF EDUCATIONAL TE 
AST PROF liBRARY PUBLIC 
AST PROF COUN SEL ING & T 
AST PROF l iBRARY PUBLIC 
AST PROF l iBRARY AUTOMA 
AST PROF l iBRARY AUTOMA 
AST PROF l iBRARY SPECIA 
AST PROF l iBRARY AUTOM~ 
AST PROF liBRARY PUBLIC 
AST PROF liBRARY SPECIA 
AST PROF liBRARY PUBL IC 
AST PROF l iBRARY PUBL IC 
AST PROF l iBRARY PUBL IC 
FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENAT(1) PAGE 
All RA NK ED PERSONNE L BY HIGH TO lOW SALARY WITHIN RA NK 
9 MONTH 
EQUIII 





31,608 . 00 
30,552.00 
31,992.00 
30,480 . 00 
30,900 .00 
30,000 . 00 




25 , 570 .68 
.00 
27 ,465.16 
27 , 278.66 
27,209 . 95 
27,131.112 
25, 44 3. 07 
24,3113.68 







34 , 008.00 
34,008.00 
33,588.00 
33, 492 . 00 
33,276.00 
32,424 . 00 
32,136 . 00 
32,004 . 00 
31,836.00 
3 ',38 1. 75 
30,940.03 
30,675.00 
29 , 0 16. 09 
28,800. 14 
28 , 564.56 
28,368.24 
28,348.60 
28,132 . 65 
26, 444. 30 











.00 34,008 . 00 
.00 34,008.00 
6 . 26 1,980.00 
9 . 62 2,940.00 
4.01 1,2811.00 
6.37 1,9411.00 
4.00 1, 236 .00 
6 .68 2,0011 . 00 
11.65 3 , 3211.00 
3 .86 1,168.11 
3.951 , 177 .92 
.00 30 , 675 .00 
13.47 3,445.41 
.00 28,800. 14 




3 . 93 1,001.23 
3.87 942.33 
3.55 863 .81 





APPT OTE E CONT RK 





34,500 .00 08/16/96 F' 09 98 ~DOC WORK 00/00 
34,500 .00 08/16/97 M 09 98 PHD 
34,008 .00 08/16/98 M 09 98 PHD 
34 ,008.00 08/16/98 F 09 98 PHD 





33,492.00 08/ 16/91 F 09 96 MASTERS 08/96 
33,276 .00 01/0 1/96 M 09 96 PHD 00/00 
32,424.00 0 1/04/93 F 09 97 MS 00/00 
32, 136 . 00 08/16/96 F 09 96 PHD 00/00 
32,004.00 08/ 16/98 F 09 98 MS 00/00 
31,836.00 08/16/92 M 09 98 MASTERS 08/98 
38,364.00 09/08/81 F 12 85 MASTERS 08/90 
37 ,824.00 08/28/95 F 12 95 MS 00/00 
37,500.00 ·08/16/98 F 12 98 PHD 00/00 
35 ,472.00 09/01/97 M 12 97 00/00 
35,208 .00 09/0 1/98 M 12 98 MASTERS 00/00 
34,920.00 08/16/77 F 12 82 MASTE RS 06/67 
3/1,660.00 10/1 3/60 F 12 66 MASTE RS 06/9 1 
34,656.00 05/1 1/ 73 F '2 85 MASTE RS 06/90 
34,392 .00 08/08/77 F 12 84 MASTERS 08/90 
32,326.00 05/ 16/66 F 12 88 MASTERS 08/94 
30,912.00 03/01/95 M 12 95 PHD 07/95 
30 ,744 .00 01/03/95 F 12 95 MASTERS 00/00 
30,624. 00 " /0 ' /96 F 12 96 MASTERS 00/00 
23 
" ~. 
~ • • 
11 /24/96 FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENATE1) PAGE 2. 
ALL RANKED PERSON NEL BY HIGH TO LOW SALARY 'II ITH I N RANK 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 96 - 99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQU IV % S CONTRACT APPT OT E E CaNT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 91-96 98-99 CHC CHC SALARY lE NR oTE X MOS. YR DEC DATE 
AST PROF L IBRAR Y PUBLIC 23,234.47 24,264 . 18 4.52 1,050.31 29,666.00 06/21/95 F' '2 95 ~ MASIERS 00/00 , 
AST PROF BIOLOGY 11, 1I 55.27 21,271.27 65.66 9,816.00 26,004.00 02/23/98 M '2 96 PHD 00/00 
, 
96- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK • 39,904.72 Jo. , 





























ACCOUNTING & f 
COMPUTER SC IEN 
COMMUNI CAT ION 
PUBLIC RAD IO S 
CONSUMER 8: FAM 
AGR I CULTURE 
ALL I ED HEALTH 
PE 8: R(CREATIO 
COLLEGE OF SC I 
EDUCATIONAL TE 
MATHEMATICS 
PE 8: RECREATIO 
INTEGRATIVE ST 
ALL I EO HEAL TH 
BIOLOGY 
PE & RECREATIO 
MUSIC 
INTE GRAT IVE ST 
PUBL I CHEAL TH 
THEATRE &: DANC 
CONSUMER &: F AM 
COMMUN ITY COLL 
COMMUN ITY COLL 
MATHEMATICS 
FACULTY SENATE SALARY RE PORT (FACULTY SE NATE 1 ) PAGE 
ALL RANKED PERSONN EL BY HI GH TO LOW SALARY WITHIN RA NK 
9 MONTH 
EQUIV 
97 - 98 
55,800.00 
43,716.00 




37,020 . 00 
36,839.44 














31, 560 .00 
32,460.00 
9 MONT H 










5.27 2,304 .00 
42,149.90 21.02 7 , 322 . 74 
38,606.32 4.15 1, 541.11 








36,168 . 00 
36,156.00 
36,024 . 00 
35,580 . 00 
35 ,400 .00 
35,364.00 












1, 356 .00 
1,1152.77 
1,476.00 
1 , 413.50 






.00 35, 400.00 
3.07 1,056.00 
9.76 3,096.00 









APP T DTE E CaNT RK 
TENR DTE X MOS. YR 
HI GH 
DEG 
56 , 748.00 01/01/93 M' 09 93 .. MASTERS 





51,528 . 00 08/16/68 F 12 96 MASTERS 00/00 
47,196.00 06/01/63 M 12 83 TR S CER T 00/00 
38,520.00 08/ 16/95 F 09 95 MS Do/aD 
38, 41 2 . 00 0 1/02/80 M 09 89 MAST£RS 00/00 
38,376.00 01/02/90 F 09 97 MASTERS 00/00 
46,812.00 08/01/79 M 12 79 MASTERS 00/00 
38,256.00 06/0 1/68 M 09 68 MASTERS 00/00 
46,128 . 00 08/24/81 M 12 82 TR S CERT 00/00 
44,472.00 07/0 1/98 M 12 91 MS 00/00 
44,352.00 08/16/77 M 12 77 MAST ERS 00/00 
36 , 168.00 08/ 16/94 F 09 94 MASTERS DO/aD 
36, 156.00 0 1/03/83 r 09 93 MASTERS 00/00 
36,024.00 08/ 16/63 M 09 83 MASTERS 00/00 
35 , 580.00 08/16/97 F 09 97 MS 00/00 
35 , 400.00 08/16/98 M 09 96 MA 00/00 
35,364 .00 08/16/97 f 09 97 MS 00/00 
34,800 .00 06/ 16/96 M 09 96 MS 00/00 
34,800.00 08/ 16/96 M 09 98 00/00 
34 ,500 .00 08/ 16/98 F 09 98 MS 00/00 
34,200.00 08/16/93 F 09 93 MASTERS DO/DO 
33,768 . 00 03/21/77 F 09 94 MASTERS 00/00 































l i BRARY PUBL IC 
CO MMUNI TY COll 
PE &: RECREATIO 
CO MM UN I TY COll 
CO MM UN I TY COll 
CO MM UNI TY COll 
MUS IC 






COM MU NICAT ION 
MATHEMAT ICS 
MATHE MAT ICS 
PE &: RECREAT IO 
COMM UN I TV COll 
COMMUN I TV COll 
NURS I NG 
COMMUNI CAT ION 
MATHEMATI CS 
MANAGEMENT &: 
FACULTY SE NATE SALARY REPORT ( FACULTY SENATE 1 ) PAGE 
All RANKED PERSONN EL BY HI GH TO lOW SALARY WITHI N RANK 
9 MONTH 
EQU III 
97 - 98 
32,004. 00 
33,138.81 
31,560 . 00 
31,788 . 00 
31 , 068.00 
31,380.00 
31, 104 . 00 
31 , 200.00 
. 00 








29,880 . 00 
29,/j96.00 
28 , 672.53 










33,036 . 00 
32 , 748.00 
32,688.00 

















1,24 8 . 00 
1,680 . 00 
1 , 308.00 
1,284. 00 
876.00 
32,004.00 .00 32,00/j . 00 
32,004.00 "3.36 17,004.00 
32,004.00 .00 32,00/j . OO 
31,992.00 6.00 1 , 8 12 . 00 
31,754 . 76 4.05 1 ,236.82 
31 ,/j28.00 3.80 1, 152.00 
31,200 . 00 4.00 1 ,200 . 00 
31,008.00 .00 31,008.00 
31,008.00 .00 31,008.00 
30,792 . 00 3.05 912.00 
30,732.00 4. 19 1,236.00 
30 , 360.88 5.88 1 ,688 . 35 
30,000 . 00 150.00 18,000.00 
30 , 000 . 00 . 00 30 , 000.00 
29,928 . 00 3 . 83 1, 10/j.00 





APPT DTE E Ca NT RK 
TENR DTE X MOS . YR 
HI GH 
OEG 
33,396.00 08/ 16/95 F' 09 95 ., MS 
40,5 12 .00 04/0 1/98 F 12 98 MASTERS 
33, 132 . 00 08/ 16/94 F 09 94 MA 
33 , 036.00 08/ 16/79 F 09 79 MASTERS 
32,7/j6 . 00 08/ 16/94 F 09 9 4 MA 
32,666.00 0 1/02/9 1 M 09 94 MA 










32,076.00 08/16/95 M 09 95 MAST MUSI 00/00 
32,004. 00 08/ 16/96 F 09 98 PHD 
32,004.00 01/0 1/96 F 09 98 MS 
32,00/j.00 08/ 16/96 F 09 98 MS 





38,620.00 0 1/0 1/6 1 M 12 82 ASSOC DEC aD/Do 
31,426 .00 08/ 16/79 F 09 79 MASTERS DO/DO 
31,200 . 00 09/0 1/94 F 09 97 MA DO/aD 
31 , 006.00 06/ 16/96 F 09 98 00/00 
31,008.00 08/ 16/98 F 09 96 MA 00/00 
30 .792.00 06/16/9 1 r 09 9 1 MASTERS 00/00 
30 , 732.00 08/ 16/91 M 09 97 MA 00/00 
37, 11 6.00 07/0 1/97 F 12 97 DO/aD 
30,000.00 0 1/0 1/96 F 09 98 MS 00/00 
30,000.00 06/16/96 F 09 98 MA 00/00 
29,926.00 0 1/07/9 1 F 09 91 MASTERS 00/00 






























ECONOMICS 3: MA 
MANAGEMENT & I 
PE & RECREAT IO 
CONSUMER & FAM 
INTEGRATIVE ST 





All I EO HEALTH 
INTEGRATIVE ST 
COMMU NITY COll 
COMPUTER SC IEN 
l iBRARY AUTOMA 
COMMUNITY COll 
I NTE GRAT I VE ST 
CONSUMER & FAM 
CONSUMER & FAM 
NURSI NG 
MATHEMATICS 
COMMUN I TY COll 
COMPUTER SCIEN 
COMPUTER SCIEN 
FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENATE 1) PAGE 
All RANKED PERSONNEL BY HIGH TO lOW SALARY WITHIN RA NK 
9 MONTH 
EQUIV 









25 , 152.00 
25,152.00 
.00 
26,316 . 00 
26,292 . 00 
26,724.00 
26,628 . 00 
.00 
12,000.00 














29,616 . 00 .00 29,616.00 
29,616.00 104.22 15,114.00 
29,556.00 
29,256.00 






1 , 260.00 
28,692.00 5.09 1,392.00 
28,548 .00 13 . 50 3,396.00 
28,548.00 13. 50 3,396.00 
28,548.00 13.50 3,396 . 00 
28.548.00 13.50 3,396.00 
28,008.00 .00 28,008.00 
27,708.00 5.28 1,392.00 
27,648 . 00 5.15 1,356 .00 
27,636.00 3.41 912.00 
27,600 . 00 3.65 972.00 
27,504.00 .00 27,504.00 
26 , 508.00 120.90 14,508.00 
26,508.00 1.93 504.00 
26,508.00 1.93 504.00 
26,004.00 36.80 6,996.00 
26,004.00 . 00 26,004.00 
25,332.00 5.49 1 ,320.00 
25,200.00 15.57 3,396.00 





APPT DTE E CaNT RK 
TENR DT~ · X MOS. YR 
29,616.00 08/16/98 M 09 98~ MA 
29,616.00 01/01/98 F 09 98 MA 
29,556.00 08/ 16/97 M 09 97 MS 
29,256.00 08/16/94 f 09 94 MS 










28,692.00 08/16/97 f 09 97 MA 00/00 
28,548.00 08/16/94 F 09 94 MA 00/00 
28,548.00 01/01/97 F 09 97 MS 00/00 
28,548.00 08/19/96 r 09 94 DOC WORK 00/00 
28,548.00 08/16/94 M 09 94 MS 00/00 
28,008.00 08/16/98 M 09 98 MS 00/00 
27,708 .00 08/16/93 F 09 93 MASTERS 00/00 
27,648.00 08/16/97 f 09 97 MS 00/00 
27,636.00 08/16/94 f 09 94 MS 00/00 
27,600.00 02/01/63 F 09 71 as/BA 00/00 
27,504.00 08/16/98 M 09 98 MA 00/00 
26 , 508.00 08/ 16/98 M 09 91 PHD 00/00 
26,508.00 08/16/97 F 09 97 MA 00/00 
26,508.00 08/ 16/97 f 09 97 MS 00/00 
26,004.00 09/ 15/97 F 09 95 MS 00/00 
26,004.00 08/16/98 f 09 98 00/00 
25,332.00 08/16/96 F 09 96 MA 00/00 
25,200.00 08/16/97 F 09 97 PHD 00/00 
25,200.00 06/16/98 F 09 98 MS 00/00 
27 
11/24/98 FACUL TY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENATE1) PAGE 28 
ALL RA NKED PERSONNEL BY HIGH TO LOW SALARY WITHIN RANK 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98-99 S 
RANK EQU IV EQU IV i $ CONTRACT APPT OTE E CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97 - 96 96-99 CHG CHG SALARY TENR OTE X MOS. YR OEG DATE 
IN ST CHEM ISTRY .00 25,006.00 .00 25,006.00 25 , 008.00 08/ 16/96 ,. 09 96 .. MS 00/00 
IN ST COMMUN lTV COLL 23,603.80 24,962 .08 4.86 1, 158 .28 30,516.00 08/01/97 M 12 97 00/00 
INST PE 8: RECREATIO .00 24, 000.00 .00 24,000.00 24,000.00 08/16/98 , 09 98 MS 00/00 ,-
00/00 
~. 
IN ST L 18RARY SPEC I A 22,272.50 23 ,165.76 4.01 893.26 28,320. 00 09/0 1/9 4 , 12 95 BA 
~ • 98-,,99 AVG CONTRACT SALAR Y 'OR THIS RANK = 33,004 . 89 • 
1751,828 . 28 2425,421.44 2508, 372.00 
', /24/98 F ACUL TY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACUL TV SENATEl) PAGE 2. 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY HIGH TO LOW SAL AR Y WITHIN RANK 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98- 99 5 
RANK EQUIV EQUIV S S CONTRACT APPT OTE E CONT RK HIGH TE NURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97-98 98-99 e HO eHO SALARY TENR DT E X MOS. YR OEO OATE 
OTHER JOURNALISM 52,466.00 53,388.00 1.71 900.00 53 ,388 . 00 08/ 16/95 H· D. 86 , 00/00 
OTHER COLLEGE OF SCI 24,540.00 49 , 080. 00 100.00 24,540.00 60,000 . 00 08 /22/94 H 12 96 00/ 00 
OTHER JOURNAL ISM 39,900.00 44 ,352. 00 11.15 4 , 45 2 .00 44 , 352. 00 08/16 /9 3 H 09 93 MPRW 00/00 
00/00 
, 
OTHER ECONOMICS &: MA 33,804.00 34,500.00 2 .05 696.00 34,500.00 08/16/97 H 09 97 MBA 
OTHER EXTE NDED CAMPU 30 ,272.54 30,272.54 .00 .00 37 ,008.00 01/05/98 M 12 91 00/00 ~ • • 
OTHER COMMUN I TV COLL 24,108.09 25,806.26 7 . 04 1, 698.17 31,546.00 07/0 1/95 , 12 9. DOC ·WORK 00/00 
OTHER EXTE NOED CAMPU 22 , 616.06 23,5 19. 13 3.99 903 .07 26 , 752.00 06/01/96 , 12 90 OQ/OO 
OTHER BUS INESS COLLE 19,464 . 76 22,301.95 14.45 2, 817. 19 27,264.00 07/10/95 M 12 9. MASTERS 00/00 
OTHER INTEGRATIYE ST .00 17 ,996 . 00 . 00 17,996 .00 22,000.00 09/08/98 , 12 00 00/00 
98-99 AYG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK • 37, 645. 77 
247 , 213.45 301,215.88 338,812.00 
96-99 AYG CONTRACT SALAR Y fOR TH I S RANK '" 49,389. 88 
26550,762.22 299 111 ,477 .22 310 16,646.00 
11/24/96 FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (F ACUL TY SENATE1) PAGE 1 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHIN RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 96-99 S 
RANK EQUI V EQU IV ~ $ CONTRACT APPT OT[ , CONT RK HIGH TE NUR[ 
HI DEGREE O[PT 97 - 96 98-99 CHG CHG SALARY TE NR OT E X MOS. VR O'C DATE 
PROF ACADEM IC ADVIS 52,672.65 54,930.33 4.26 2 , 257.68 67,152.00 08/16/10 M> 12 80 ~PHD 06/75 
96 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK = 67,152 . 00 
ACADEM I C ADV I S 52,672.65 54,930.33 67, 152.00 , 
~ 




ACADEMIC ADVIS 52,672.65 54, 930.33 67,152 . 00 • • 
> • 
11/24/98 FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SE NATE1) PAGE 2 
ALL RANKED PERSONN EL BY SALARY WITHIN RA NK WITHIN DEP T 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98 - 99 S 
RANK EQ UIV EQU IV :I S CONTRACT APPT OTE E CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 91-98 98 - 99 CHC CHC SALARY TE NR OTE X MOS. YR DEC DATE 
PROF ACADEM I C PROGR 68,525.49 11, 480.11 4.31 2,954.62 81,384.00 09/01/69 M· 12 18 «PHO 08/14 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK = 81,384 . 00 
ACADEM I C PROGR 68,525.49 71,480.11 87,384.00 , 
) . 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT ~ 87,384.00 , 
ACADEM I C PROGR 68,525.49 1 1, 480.11 81,384.00 ~ • • 
11/24/98 fACULTY SE NATE SALARY REPORT (fACULTY SENATEll PAGE 3 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITH IN RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98-99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQUIV , S CONTRACT APPT oTE [ CONT R. HIGH TENURE 
H I DEGREE DEPT 97-98 98-99 e HG GHG SALARY TENR oTE X MOS. VR D[G DATE 
PROf ACCOUNT I NG & , 82,296.00 87,324.00 6. 10 5,028.00 87,324.00 01/01/93 f · 09 93 ~ PHO 07 /93 
PROf 80 ,388.00 85,452.00 6.29 5,064.00 85,452.00 08/ 16/78 H 09 96 P'HD 08/86 
PROF 79,692.00 84,324.00 5.81 4,632 .00 84,324.00 09/0 1/66 H 09 70 PHD 09/71 
PROf 78,780.00 83,4 12.00 5.81 iI,632.00 83,4 12.00 08/ 16/77 H 09 81 PHO 08/82 
PROf 76,309.58 80,098.56 iI.96 3,788.98 97,920.00 09/0 1/68 H 12 79 PHO 08/76 , 
PROf 72,348 .00 74,664.00 3.20 2,3 16.00 7i1~66i1.00 08/16/84 H 09 94 PHD 08/,88 ) . 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK '" 85,516.00 ~ • 
ACCOUNTING • , 469,813.58 il95,274.56 513 , 096. 00 • 
Ase PROF ACCOUNT ING • f 77 ,il96 .00 82,272.00 6. 16 iI.716.00 82,272.00 08/16/89 H 09 95 MASTERS 08/95 Ase PROf 7i1,388.00 78,288.00 5.2il 3,900 . 00 78,288.00 08/16/88 H 09 93 PHD 08/93 
Ase PROF 72,360.00 15,792.00 4.1il 3,432.00 75,792.00 08/16/90 H 09 95 DBA 08/95 
Ase PROf 71,556.00 7i1,268.00 3.19 2,7 12.00 74,268.00 01/11/88 H 09 93 PHD 08/93 
Ase PROF 71,136.00 73,140.00 2.81 2,004.00 73,1 40.00 08/16/88 H 09 94 PHD 08/9i1 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH I S RANK : 76,752.00 
ACCOU NT I NG • f 366,936.00 383,760.00 383,760.00 
AS1 PROf ACCOUNTINC • f 65,496 . 00 67,464.00 3.00 1,968.00 67 ,il6il.00 08/ 16/93 H 09 94 PHD 00/00 AS1 PROf 63,696.00 65,916.00 3. 48 2,220.00 65,916.00 08/ 16/94 H 09 97 PHD 00/00 
AS1 PROf 6q,104.00 65,880.00 2.77 1,176.00 65,880.00 08/ 16/95 H 09 9T PHD 00/00 
AS1 PRor .00 65,004.00 .00 65,00il.00 65,004.00 08/ 16/98 f 09 96 PHD 00/00 
98-99 AVC CONTRACT SAL ARY rOR THI S RANK E 66,066.00 
ACCOUNT ING • f 193,296.00 264,264.00 264 ,264.00 
INST ACCOUNTING • f 55,800.00 56,748 . 00 1.69 948.00 56,748.00 0 1/01/93 H 09 93 MASTERS 00/00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY 'OR THI S RANK : 56,748.00 
ACCOUNT ING &: r 55,800.00 56,748.00 56,748.00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR THIS DEPT : 76,116.75 
ACCOUNT I NG &: f 108S,8ilS.58 1200,046.56 1217 ,868.00 
11/24/98 FACUL TV SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SE NATE') PAGE • ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHIN RA NK WITHI N DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 96-99 S 
RANK EQU IV EQUIV S $ CONTRACT APP T OTE E CONT RK HI GH TENURE 
H I DEGREE DEPT 97-98 96 - 99 e HG eHG SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. VR OEG DATE 
PROF AGR I CULTURE 67,632.00 70,692.00 4 . 52 3 , 060.00 70,692.00 08/16/70 M D. 79 ~ PHD OB/73 
PROF 54 ,1 32 . 00 56,9 16.00 5. 111 2,784.00 56.916.00 08/ 16/78 H D. 94 eOD OB/64 
PROF 50,304.00 53,724.00 6.79 3,420 . 00 53,724.00 08/ 16/78 H D. 95 PHD 08/84 
96-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK = 60,444.00 
; 
AGRICULTURE 172,068.00 181,332.00 181,332.00 
, 
Ase PROF AGRI CULTURE .00 64,628.54 .00 64,628.54 79,008 . 00 10/15/96 H 12 .8 DVM 00/00 
~ • 
ASC PROF 49,548.00 . 51,732.00 4.40 2, 184.00 51,732.00 08/16/85 H D' 88 PHD 08/90 
ASC PRor 46,636.00 50 , 628.00 4 . 09 ',992.00 50,628.00 06/15/77 H D' 77 PHD ' - 08/82 
AS C PROF 42,948.00 45 , 444.00 5.81 2, 496 . 00 45,444.00 08/16/94 M D' •• PHD 08/98 ASC PROF 112 ,756.00 44,976.00 5 . 19 2,220 . 00 44, 976.00 08/16/88 F D' •• PHD 08/94 .
96-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK = 511,357.60 
AGRICULTURE 183,866.00 257,408,54 27 1,788.00 
AST PROF AGRI CULTURE 40,932.00 42,420.00 3.63 1, 486.00 42 , 420 . 00 06/16/76 H D. 82 PHD 08/90 
AST PROF 37,188.00 40 ,1011 .00 7.84 2, 916.00 40 ,104.00 08/ 16/95 H D' ., PHD 00/00 
AST PROF 37 , 020.00 36,632 .00 11.69 1,61 2.00 38,832 . 00 08/ 16/96 H D' •• PHD 00/00 As r PROf 37 ,008.00 37 ,008 .00 . 00 .00 37 ,008 . 00 01 / 01 / 96 H D. '8 PHD 00/00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK = 39,591.00 
AGR I CULTURE 152, 148.00 158 , 364 .00 158 ,364 . 00 
INST AGR I CULTURE 36 ,564. 00 38, 412.00 5.05 1 ,848.00 38,4 12.00 01/02/80 H D. 8' MASTERS 00/00 
INST .00 32,004.00 .00 32,004.00 32 , 004.00 08/ 16/98 F D. '8 PHD 00/00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH I S RANK = 35,208.00 
AGR I CUL TURE 36,56'1.00 70,'116 .00 70,416.00 
96 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALAR Y FOR TH IS DEPT = 48,707. 14 
AGR I CUL TUR E 5411,668.00 667,520.511 661,900.00 
11 /24/98 FACUL TY SENATE SALARY REPORT lFACULTY SE NATEl ) PAGE , 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITH I N RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MO NTH 9 MONTH 98-99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQUIV ~ S CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEP T 97 -98 98 - 99 CHG CHG SALARY TENR DT E X MOS. YR OEG DATE 
PROf AL L I ED HEAL TH 66 . 384.00 69,252.00 4.32 2, 868.00 69 , 252 . 00 08/16/76 ,. 09 93 ~ EDO 08/83 
98-99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK '" 69,252 . 00 




ASC PROF ALL l ED HEALTH 411,358.50 54 , 439.53 22.72 10,081 .03 66,552.00 08/ 16/91 M 12 97 DDS/DMD 
~ ASC PROF 45 ,168.00 47 , 496.00 5.15 2,328.00 47,1196.00 08/ 16/88 M 09 66 DDS/OHD 08/94 ASC PROF 38,820.00 40 ,872.00 5.28 2 , 052.00 40,872 . 00 08/01/85 , 09 90 MAS TERS 08/90 • 
ASC PROF 35,928.00 38 , 388.00 6.84 2,460.00 38,388.00 08/ 16/82 , 09 90 MASTERS 08/90 • 
ASC PROf 36,250.48 38,174.42 5.30 1 , 923.94 46 ,668.00 08/16/86 , 12 9. MS .. 08/96 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH 1 S RANK :c 47,995.20 
ALL I EO /t EAL TH 200,524. 98 219,369.95 239,976.00 
AST PROF ALL I EO HEALTH 36,446.80 40,932.72 12.30 4,485.92 50,040.00 08/16/95 M 12 9' EOO DO/DO AST PROF 37,740.00 39,768.00 5.37 2,028.00 39,768.00 07/01/93 M 09 9' PHD 00/00 AST PROF 35,004.00 36,792.00 5. 10 1,788.00 36,792.00 08/ 16/91 , 09 97 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF 33,420 . 00 35 , 220.00 5.38 1,800 . 00 35,220.00 08/16/95 , 09 9' MS 00/00 
96-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK • 40,455.00 
ALL IED HEALTH 142,610.80 152,712.72 16 1 ,820.00 
INST ALL l ED HEALTH 37 ,020.00 38,376 . 00 3.66 1,356.00 36,376 . 00 01/02/90 , 09 97 MASTERS 00/00 
INST 34,624 .00 36, 156.00 3.82 1,332.00 36,156.00 01 / 03/83 , 09 93 MASTERS 00/ 00 
INST 32,004.00 33,396.00 4.34 1,392.00 33,396.00 08/ 16/95 , 09 9' MS 00/00 INST .00 28 , 008 . 00 .00 28 ,008.00 28 ,008.00 08/ 16/98 H 09 96 MS 00/ 00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY f OR TH IS RANK • 33,984 . 00 
ALL I ED HEALTH 103,848.00 135,936.00 135,936.00 
98-9 9 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH IS DEPT • 43.356.00 
ALLIED HEALTH 513,367.78 577,270.67 606,984.00 
11/24/98 F ACUL TY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENAT(1) PAGE 6 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITH IN RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MO NTH 9 MONTH 98~99 S 
RA NK EQUIV EQUIV % $ CONTRACT APPT OTE E CONT RK HIGH TE NURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97 - 96 96 - 99 e HG eHG SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. YR DEG DATE 
PROF ART 54,640.00 58 , 620 . 00 6 . 89 3,780.00 56,620 . 00 09/01/64 M" 09 80 .. MASTERS 09/69 
PROF 51,600.00 55,320 . 00 7.20 3,720.00 55,320.00 08/16/75 , 09 85 MASTERS 08/85 
PROF 51,132.00 53,892 . 00 5 . 39 2,760 . 00 53,892.00 02/02/66 M 09 87 MFA 08/76 
PROF 50,352 . 00 53,076 . 00 5.40 2,724.00 53,076.00 08/16/75 M 09 77 MFA 08/80 
PROF 43,368.00 47,700.00 9 . 98 4,332 . 00 47,700.00 08/16/80 , 09 98 PHD 08/87 " ~" 98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK 53,721.60 , • 
268,608.00 268,608.00 
~ 
ART 251,292.00 • • 
Ase PROF ART 43,068.00 44 , 808.00 4.04 1,740.00 44,808 . 00 08/16/86 M 09 92 MFA ' - 08/92 
Ase PROF 37,164.00 38,940.00 4 . 77 1,776.00 38,940 . 00 08/ 16/77 M 09 61 PHD 08/82 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK • 4 1 ,874.00 
ART 80,232 . 00 83,748.00 83,748.00 
AST PROF ART 39,144.00 40,906.00 4 .50 1,764.00 40 ,908 . 00 08/16/93 M 09 93 M'A 00/00 
AST PROF 35,724.00 37 , 152 . 00 3.99 1,428.00 37,152.00 08/ 16/95 , 09 95 MA 00/00 
AST PROF 35,100.00 36,504.00 4 .00 1,404.00 36,504 .00 08/16/96 M 09 96 M'A 00/00 
98 ~ 99 AVG CO NTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RA NK • 38, 188.00 
ART 109,968.00 114,564. 00 114,564.00 
98 - 99 AVG CO NTRACT SALARY FOR TH IS DEPT • 46,692 . 00 
ART 44 1 ,492.00 466,:;120.00 466,920.00 
11/24/98 F ACUL TY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENATEl ) PAGE 7 
ALL RANK EO PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHIN RANK WITHIN OEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98 - 99 5 
RANK EQU 1.'1 EQUIV :I $ CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 91 - 98 98-99 eHG eHG SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. YR DEG DATE 
PROf BIOLOGY 64,620.00 69,000.00 6.77 4,380.00 69,000.00 07/01/68 "- 09 74 .. PHD 08/73 PROF 63,324.00 61,704.00 6.91 4,380.00 61,704.00 09/01/69 " 09 18 PtiD 08/74 PROf 59,220.00 62,304.00 5 . 20 3,084.00 62 , 304.00 09/01/68 " 09 14 PHD 08/73 PROF 58,884.00 62,136.00 5.52 3,252.00 62,136.00 09/01/65 " 09 78 PHD 08/70 PROF 56,579.42 60 ,603.98 7.11 4,024.56 74,088 . 00 08/16/78 M 12 82 PHD 08/85 .-PROF 51,804.00 54,636 .00 5.46 2,832.00 54,636.00 09/01/66 M 09 80 PHD 08/71 1'. 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK • 64,918.00 ~ • 810LOGY 354,431.42 316,383.98 389,868.00 
Ase PROF BIOLOGY 43,164.00 45,276.00 4.89 2,112.00 45,276.00 08/16/86 M 09 94 PHD 08/94 
Ase PROF 39,180.00 42,568.00 7.05 2,808.00 42,588.00 06/16/91 F 09 97 PHD 08/97 
Ase PROF 40,600.00 42,468.00 4.08 1,668.00 42,466.00 06/16/86 M 09 94 PHD 06/94 
96 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK = 43,444.00 
BIOLOGY 123,144.00 130,332.00 130,332.00 
AST PROF BIOLOGY 36,516.00 36,436.00 5 . 25 1,920.00 36,436.00 06/16/93 " 09 93 PHD 00/00 AST PROf 36,084.00 38,400.00 6.41 2,316 .00 38,400.00 08/16/95 " 09 95 PHD 00/00 AST PROF 36,000.00 38,004.00 5 . 56 2,004 .00 36,004.00 08/16/97 F 09 97 PHD 00/00 
AST PROf 31,008.00 37,908.00 2.43 900 . 00 37,908.00 01/01/98 M 09 98 PHD 00/00 
AST PROf 36,000.00 37 , 521; . 00 4.23 1 , 524 .00 37,524.00 08/16/97 M 09 97 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF 34,692.00 36,672.00 5.70 1.980.00 36,672.00 08/16/95 F 09 95 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF 34,392.00 36,228.00 5.33 1,836.00 36,228 . 00 06/ 16/96 M 09 96 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF 33,984.00 35,964.00 5 . 82 1,980.00 35,964 . 00 08/16/96 M 09 96 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF 11,455.27 21 , 271.27 85.68 9,816 . 00 26,004.00 02/23/98 M 12 96 PHD 00/00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK = 36,126 .66 
BIOLOGY 296,13 1 .27 320,407.27 325,140.00 
I NST BIOLOGY 34,656.00 36,02J1.00 3.94 1,366.00 36,024.00 06/16/63 M 09 83 MASTERS 00/00 
96 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH IS RANK = 36,024.00 
BIOLOGY 3/.j,656.00 36,024.00 36,024.00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT ~ 46,387.57 
BIOLOGY 808,962.69 663,147.25 86 1 ,364.00 
11/24/98 FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACUL TY SE NATE1 ) PAGE 8 
ALL RANKED PERSONN EL BY SALARY WITH IN RA NK WITHI N DEPT 
9 MO NT H 9 MONTH 98 - 99 S 
RA NK EQVIV EQUIV % S CONTRACT APP!. OTE E CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97 - 96 96 - 99 CHC CHC SALARY TE NR OTE X MOS. YR DEC DATE 
PROF BUS I NESS COLLE 80,903 . 47 84, 309 .62 4 . 21 3 ,406. 15 103,066 . 00 07/01/96 M" 12 96 .. PHD 07/96 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK = 103,066 . 00 
BUS INESS COLLE 80,903 .47 84,309.62 103,068 . 00 ; 
ASC PROF BUS INESS COLLE 51 ,/J 9/J . 73 65,590.51 27.37 14,095.78 60, 1M . 00 08/ 16/66 M 12 91 PHD 08(91 
~ 
98- 99 AVG CONTRACT SAL ARY FOR TH I S RANK = 80 , 18/J. 00 • • 
BUSI NESS COLL E 51 , 494 . 73 65,590.51 80, 18/J.00 
OTHER BUSINESS COLLE 19,484.76 22 , 301.95 14.45 2,617. 19 27,264 . 00 07/ 10/95 M 12 9' MASTERS 00/00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RANK = 27,264.00 
BUSI NESS COLL E 19,484.76 22 , 301.95 27,264.00 
96 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT = 70,172.00 
BUS INESS COLLE 15 1,882.96 172 , 202.06 2 10,5 16.00 
11/24/98 FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACUL TY SENATE1 ) PAGE 9 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHIN RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98-99 S 
RA NK EQUIV EQUI V S $ CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT RK HIGH TE NURE 
HI DEGREE OEPT 97-98 98-99 e HG eHG SALARY TE NR DTE X MOS. YR DEG DATE 
PROF CENTER FOR INS 45,997.77 52,358.54 13. 82 6,360.77 64,008.00 09/01/68 M 12 8 h PHD 08/77 
96-99 AVG CONTRACT SAL ARY FOR TH I S RANK = 64,008 . 00 
CENTER FOR INS 45,997.77 52,358.54 64,008.00 ; . 




CENTER FOR INS 45,997.77 52,356.54 64 ,006.00 • • 
11/24/98 FACULTY SE NATE SALARY REPORT ( FACULTY SE NATEl ) PAGE 10 
ALL RAN KED PERSON NEL BY SALARY WITHIN RA NK WIT H I N DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98 - 99 5 
RANK EQUIV EQU IV • S CONTRACT APPT OTt E CaNT RK HIGH TE NURE • 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97 - 98 98 - 99 eHe eHe SALARY TE NR OTE X MOS. VR DEC DATE 
PROF CHEMISTRY 66,444.00 70 , 308.00 5.8 1 3,864.00 70,308.00 09/0 1/68 M· 09 8 1 ~P HD 08/13 
PROF 63,384.00 66,420.00 4. 78 3,036.00 66,420.00 09/01/65 M 09 75 PHD 09/69 
PROF 6 1 , 11 6.00 63,636.00 4. 12 2,520.00 6 3,636.00 07/01/90 M 09 90 PHD 07/90 
PROF 58,5 13.17 62,734 . 05 7.21 4,220.88 76,692.00 09/01/66 " 12 82 PHD 09/11 PROF 58,1 16.00 6 1,008.00 4.97 2 , 892.00 61 , 008.00 09/0 1/68 H 09 80 PHD 08/72 , 
PROF 51,780.00 55,560.00 7 . 30 3,780.00 55 , 560.00 09/0 1/66 M 09 90 PHD 08/11 ) 
PROF 50 , 652.00 54,528.00 7.65 3,876.00 54 ,528 . 00 08/ 16/84 " 09 94 PHD 08190 PROF 49 , 512.00 54,1 411.00 9.35 4 ,632.00 54,144.00 08/16/86 " 09 96 PHD 08/91 " PROF 42,852 . 00 1I6,920.00 9. 49 1I , 068.00 46 , 920.00 07/ 16/88 M 09 98 PHD 08/94 • • 98- 99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK '" 61,0211 . 00 
CHEMI STRY 502,369.17 535,258.05 549 , 2 16.00 
Ase PROF CHEMISTRY 45,756. 00 48,5 16.00 6.03 2,760 . 00 48 ,5 16 . 00 09/0 1/69 M 09 81 MAS TERS 08/76 
Ase PROF 1I2,528 . 00 1I 5,096.00 6.03 2,568 . 00 1I5 , 096 . 00 08/ 16/87 M 09 92 PHO 08 /93 
Ase PROF 1I1,001l . 00 1I 3,848.00 6.93 2,844.00 43,848 . 00 08/ 16/91 M 09 97 PH D 08/98 
98 - 99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RA NK : 45 , 820.00 
CHEM ISTRY 129 , 288 .00 137,460.00 137,460.00 
AST PROF CHEMISTRY 35,712.00 37 , 308.00 !i.46 , ,596 . 00 37,308.00 08/16/95 M 09 9' PHO 00/00 
AS1 PROf 35 , 064.00 36,648.00 4.51 1,5811 .00 36,648.00 08/16/96 " 09 96 PHO 00/00 
98 - 99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RANK '" 36,978.00 
CHEMISTRY 70,776.00 73,956.00 73,956.00 
INST CHEMISTRY .00 25,008.00 .00 25 , 008 . 00 25,008.00 08/ 16/98 , 09 98 MS 00/00 
98- 99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY FOO TH I S RANK : 25,008 . 00 
CHEMISTRY . 00 25,008.00 25,008.00 
98 - 99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT : 52 , 376.00 
CHEMI STRY 702 ,433.17 77 1,682.05 785,640 . 00 
11/24/98 FACUL TY SENATE SALARY REPORT (fACULTY SENATE1) PAGE 11 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHIN RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98 - 99 S 
RANK EQU I V EQU I V % $ CONTRACT APPT OTE , CONT RK HIGH TE NURE 
H I DEGREE DEPT 97-98 98 - 99 CHC CHC SALARY TE NR DTE X MOS. YR DEC DATE 
PROF COLLEGE OF ART 71,126.73 74,689.94 5 . 00 3,563.21 91,308 . 00 08/16/75 .- 12 85 .. PHD 08/81 , 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH I S RA NK :z: 91,308.00 
COLLEGE OF ART 71,126.73 74,689 . 94 91,308.00 , 
08/94 
) . 
ASC PROF COLLEGE OF ART 48,343 . 80 51,691.05 6.92 3,347.25 63,192.00 08/16/91 M 12 91 PHD 
~ 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RANK .. 63,192 . 00 • • 
COLLEGE OF ART 48,343.80 51,691.05 63,192.00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT • 77,250.00 
COLLEGE OF ART 119 , 470 . 53 126,380 . 99 154,500.00 
11/24/98 FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SE NAT( 1 ) PAGE 12 
ALL RANKED PERSONN EL BY SALARY WIT HI N RANK WITHI N DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98-99 S 
RA NK EQU IV EQU IV l $ CONTRACT APPT DTE , CaNT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97 - 98 98 - 99 CHC CHC SALARY TENR DTE X MaS, YR D'C DATE 
PROF COLLEGE OF EDU 55,273.89 57,600,28 4 ,20 2,326.39 70,4 16 , 00 08/ 16/90 M" 12 95 .. PHO 08/96 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH IS RANK ., 70,416.00 
COLLEGE OF EDU 55,273 . 89 57,600,28 70,4 16 , 00 ,-
~. 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT: 70,1'16.00 
~ COLLEGE OF [DU 55,273.89 57,600.28 70 , 416 . 00 • 
11/24/98 fACUL TV SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SE NATEl) PAGE 13 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITH IN RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98- 99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQUIV ~ S CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT R" HI GH TENURE 
HI DEGREE OEPT 97-98 98 - 99 CliG CHG SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. YR DEG DATE 
PROF COLLEGE OF SCI 69,624.88 72 , 275.20 3.80 2,650 . 32 88,356.00 08/16/70 w '2 82 .. PHD 08/75 , 
98- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RA NK = 88,356.00 
COLLEGE OF SGI 69,624.88 72,275 . 20 88,356.00 " OO fOO ~. INST COLLEGE OF SCI 36,780.00 38,256.00 4.01 1,476.00 38 , 256.00 06/0 1/68 M 0' 68 MASTERS 
~ 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK = 38,256.00 • 
COLLEGE OF SCI 36,760.00 36,256.00 38,256.00 
OTHER COLLEGE OF SCI 24,540.00 49,060.00 100.00 24,540.00 60,000.00 08/22/94 M '2 " 00/00 96- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK = 60,000.00 
COLLEGE OF SCI 24,540.00 49,060.00 60,000.00 
96 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT = 62,204.00 
COLLEGE OF SC I 130,944.68 159,611.20 186,612.00 
11/24/96 FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACUL TY SE NATE l ) PAGE " ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHI N RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 96 - 99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQU1V S S CONTRACT APPT DTE [ CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97 - 96 96 - 99 e HG eHG SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. VR DEG DATE 
PROF COMMUN I CAT I ON 56,294.76 59,219.92 5.19 2,925.16 72,396.00 08/16/73 •• 12 82 ~ PHD 06/79 
PROF 50,088.00 53,292.00 6.39 3,204. 00 53,292.00 08/16/72 • 09 78 PliO 08/78 PROf 49, 164.00 52,668.00 7.12 3,504.00 52,668.00 09/0 1/69 • 09 81 PHD 08/73 PROF 49,128 .00 52,356.00 6.57 3,228 . 00 52,356.00 08/16/72 H 09 80 PHD 08/76 
PROF 46,492.00 51,552 . 00 6 . 31 3,060 . 00 51,552.00 06/16/79 " 09 94 MASTERS 06/65 " PROF 47,700.00 50,952 . 00 6 . 61 3,252.00 50,952.00 01/11/86 , 09 95 PHD 061? 1 ,. 
96- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK '" 55,536.00 ~ 
• 
COMMUNICATION 300,866.76 320,039.92 333,2 16.00 • 
Ase PROF COMMUN ICATION 42,996.00 46,476.00 8.09 3,460.00 46,476 . 00 06/16/66 • 09 90 MASTER S 08/91 ASC PROF 43 , 006.00 45,626.00 6 . 55 2,620.00 45,626.00 09/ 18/60 , 09 90 PHD 08/90 
Ase PROF 43 , 272.00 45,566.00 5.35 2,3 16 . 00 45,568 . 00 06/16/83 H 09 a3 MASTERS 08/86 
Ase PROF 42,540.00 44,976.00 5.72 2,436.00 44,976.00 06/ 16/75 H 09 83 PHD 08/83 
ASC PROF 38,820.00 40 , 812.00 5 . 28 2,052 . 00 40,812.00 06/ 16/67 , 09 93 PHD 08/93 
ASC PROF 36 , 026.00 40 ,092.00 5.42 2,064.00 40 ,092.00 08/ 16/91 , 09 97 PHD 08/97 
Ase PROF 37 ,344.00 39,804.00 6.58 2,460.00 39,804.00 08/ 16/88 , 09 97 BS/BA 08/91 
98- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK = 43,376. 57 
COMMU NI CATION 286,008.00 303,636.00 303,636.00 
AST PROF COMMUNICAT ION 35 , 626 .00 37, 126.00 4.21 1,500.00 37 ,1 28.00 08/16/93 H 09 oo PHD DO/DO 
AST PROF 35,316.00 36 , 946.00 4.62 1,632.00 36 ,948.00 08/ 16/88 M 09 90 MASTERS 00/00 
AST PROF 35,412.00 36,948.00 4.16 1,476 . 00 36,946.00 06/16/96 , 09 90 PHD DO/DO 
AST PROF 33 ,804.00 36 , 120.00 6.85 2,316.00 36,120.00 06/16/97 M DO 98 PHD DO/DO 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH I S RANK IE 36 , 766.00 
COMMU NICAT ION 140,220.00 1'-17,144 .00 147,144 . 00 
INST COMMUNI CATI ON 34,627. 16 42, 149.90 21.02 7,322.74 51,528.00 06/16/66 F 12 98 MASTERS 00/00 
INST 30,000.00 31,200.00 4.00 1,200.00 31,200.00 09/0 1/94 F 09 97 MA 00/00 
INST .00 30,000.00 .00 30,000. 00 30,000.00 06/16/98 F DO 98 HA 00 / 00 
98- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK = 31,576.00 
COMMUNICAT ION 64,827.16 103,349.90 112 , 728.00 
96 - 99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS OEPT = 44,636. 20 
COMMU NI CATION 791,921.92 874, 169.82 896,124.00 
11/24/98 FACUl TY SE NATE SALARY REPOR T (F ACUL TY SE NATE1) PAGE 15 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHIN RA NK WI THIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98 - 99 S 
RANK EQU IV EQU IV ~ S CONTRACT APPT DTE [ CONT RK HIGH TE NU RE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97 - 98 98 - 99 CHC CHC SALARY TE NR DTE X MOS. YR DEC DATE 
PROF CO MM UN I TY COll 53 , 616.00 56,292 . 00 4.99 2,676.00 56,292.00 01/01/79 M· D9 95 .. PHD 08/85 
PROF 48,540.00 50,184 . 00 3.38 1 ,644 .00 50,184.00 09/0 1/65 M 09 94 P"Ho 08/71 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SAL ARY FOR TH IS RA NK = 53,238.00 ,-
COMMUNI TY COLl 102, 156.00 106,476 . 00 106, 476 . 00 ~. 
AST PROF COMMU NI TY COll 47,617 .41 49, 482.45 3.91 1, 865.04 60,492.00 08/16/91 , 12 9' DBA 00/00 ~ 
AST PROf 33,660.00 35,244.00 4.70 1 ,584.00 35,244.00 07/25/88 M D9 9. BS 08/96 • 
AST PROf 33,240 . 00 35, 100 . 00 5 . 59 1 ,860 .00 35, 100 . 00 08/16/95 , D9 95 llO/ JO 00/00 • 
AST PROF 30 , 552 . 00 33, 492 . 00 9 . 62 2 , 940 .00 33,492.00 08/ 16/9 1 , D9 9. MASTERS 08/96 
AST PROF 28,512.00 31,836 . 00 11.65 3,324.00 31,836.00 08/ 16/92 M D9 98 MASTERS 08/98 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH I S RA NK '" 39,232.80 
CO MM UN I TV COll 173,581.41 185,154.115 196 , 164.00 
INST CO MMUN ITY COll 31,920.00 34,200 . 00 7.14 2 , 280.00 34 , 200 . 00 08/ 16/93 , D9 93 MASTERS 00/00 
INST 3 1 , 560.00 33,768 . 00 6.99 2,208 .00 33,768.00 03/21/77 , D9 9" MASTERS 00/00 
INST 31, 560.00 33,132 . 00 4 . 98 1, 572 .00 33,132.00 08/ 16/94 , D9 9" MA 00/00 
INST 31 , 068 . 00 32,748.00 5.40 1 , 680 .00 32,748 . 00 08/ 16/94 , D9 9" MA 00/00 
INST 3 1 ,380 . 00 32,688.00 4.1 6 1 ,308.00 32,688.00 0 1/02/9 1 M D9 9" MA 00/00 
I NST 31 , 104 . 00 32,388.00 4.12 1,284 .00 32,388.00 08/16/92 M D9 92 MASTERS 00/00 
I NST 29,496 . 00 30,732.00 4.19 1, 236.00 30,732.00 08/16/97 M D9 97 MA 00/00 
I NST 28,672 . 53 30.360 . 88 5 . 88 1,688.35 37, 11 6.00 07/0 1/97 , 12 97 00/00 
INST 27,300.00 28 , 692 . 00 5 . 09 1,392.00 28 , 692 . 00 08/16/97 , D9 97 MA 00/00 
I NST 26,292.00 27 , 648.00 5.15 1,356.00 27,648.00 08/16/97 , D9 97 MS 00/00 
INST . DD 27,504. 00 . DO 27,504 .00 27,504 . 00 08/ 16/98 M D9 98 MA 00/00 
I NST 24,012 . 00 25,332 . 00 5 . 49 1, 320.00 25,332.00 08/16/96 , D9 9. MA 00/00 
INST 23 , 803 . 80 24 ,962 . 08 4 . 86 1 ,158 . 28 30,5 16 . 00 08/01/97 M '2 97 00/00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH I S RA NK = 31,266.46 
COMMU NI TY COll 348,168 .33 394,154.96 40 6 ,1164.00 
OTH ER CO MMUNI TY COll 24, 108 . 09 25,806.26 7.04 1,698.17 31,548.00 07/01/95 r 12 94 DOC WORK 00/00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RA NK = 31 ,548 .00 
COMMU N I TV COll 24,108.09 25,806 . 26 31 , 546 . 00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR THIS DEPT = 35,269. 14 
COHM UN I TY COll 648,0 13.83 7 11 ,591.67 740 , 652 . 00 
11/24/96 fACULTY SE NATE SALARY REPORT (fACULTY SENATE1) PAGE " ALL RANKED PERSONNE L BY SALAR Y WITHIN RANK WITHI N DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 96-99 5 
RANK EQUIV EQUIV % S CONTRACT APPT oTE E CaNT RK HIGH TE NURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97-98 98 - 99 CHG CHG SALARY TENR oTE X MOS. VR DE C DATE 
PROf COMPUTER SC IEN 72,204.00 75,600.00 4.70 3,396.00 75 ,600.00 06/16/71 " 09 81 ~ PHD 08/76 PROf 65,568.00 70 , 032. 00 6.80 4,464 . 00 70,032.00 06 /16/70 " 09 85 PHD 08/75 PROf 66,696.00 69,372.00 4.01 2,676.00 69,372.00 06/ 16/ 89 F 09 94 PHD 08/ 94 
PROf 66,432.00 69,240.00 4.22 2, 606 . 00 69,240.00 06 / 16/ 89 " 09 94 EOO 08/94 PROf 63,332.83 67,750.03 6.97 4,417.20 82,824.00 08/16/ 85 " 12 94 PHD 08/ 90 , ) . 
98- 99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY fOR THIS RANK .. 73, 413.60 
, 
COMPUTER SCIE N 334,232.83 351 , 994 . 03 367 ,066.00 ~ • 
A5C PROf COMPUTER SC IEN 50,052.00 54,360 . 00 8.60 4,308.00 54 ,360.00 08/16/90 F 09 96 P.ID . _ 08/96 
A5C PROF 41,724.00 44,220.00 5.98 2 ,496.00 44,220.00 06/ 16/84 F 09 95 EDD 06/95 
96-99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RANK • 49,290 . 00 
COMPUTER SC IEN 91,776 . 00 96,580.00 98,580.00 
A57 PROF COMPUTER SCIEN 4 1,784 . 00 46,152 . 00 10. 45 4,368.00 46,152.00 08/16/96 " 09 9' PHD DO/DO A57 PROf . 00 45,408 . 00 . 00 45, 408.00 45,408.00 08/ 16/98 " 09 96 PHD 00/00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH 1 S RANK • 45, 780.00 
COMPUTER SCIEN 41,784.00 91 ,560. 00 91,560.00 
INST COMPUTER SC IEN 43 ,716 . 00 46,020 .00 5 . 27 2,304.00 46,020.00 08/16/84 F 09 64 MASTERS 00/ 00 
INST 26,724 . 00 27,636.00 3.41 91 2.00 27,636.00 08/ 16/ 94 F 09 94 " 5 00/00 
INST 21,804.00 25,200.00 15 .57 3, 396.00 25,200.00 08/ 16/97 F 09 97 PHD 00/00 
INST . 00 25,200.00 .00 25,200.00 25,200.00 08/ 16/ 98 F 09 96 H5 00/00 
96-99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH I S RANK • 31,014.00 
COMPUTER SC I EN 92,244.00 124,056.00 124,056.00 
96-99 Ave CONTRACT SALAR Y FOR THI S aEPT • 52,404.92 
COMPUTER SCIEN 560,036.83 666,190.03 681,264 . 00 
11/24/96 FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACUL TY SENATE1 ) PAGE 17 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITH I N RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MON TH 96-99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQu lV S S CONTRACT APPT oTE E CONT RK HI CH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97-96 96-99 eHG e HG SALARY TENR OlE X MOS. VR DEG DATE 
PROF CONSUMER " fAH 57,226.00 60,664.00 6.35 3 .. 636.00 60,864.00 02/01/70 F· 09 76 ~ PHO 06/74 
PROF 56,596.00 60,646 . 00 3 . 50 2,052.00 60,646.00 09/01/64 F 09 79 PHD 06/74 
PROF 50,472.00 5 1. 924.00 2 . 67 1 . 452.00 51,924.00 06/16/64 F 09 97 PHD 06/90 
PROF 43,572.00 45,156.00 3.63 1 ,564.00 45,156.00 09/01/66 f 09 63 PHD 06/79 
96 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH IS RANK .. 54,646.00 ; , 
CONSUMER • fAH 209,866.00 216.592.00 2 18,592.00 ~ • AS C PROF CONSUMER • FAH 49.272.00 52.572.00 6.69 3,300.00 52.572.00 08/16/92 H 09 92 EOO 08/98 • .. 
96-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK • 52.572.00 
CONSUMER • FAM 49,272.00 52.572.00 52.572.00 
Asr PROF CONSUM ER • FAM 37.812 . 00 40 .920 .00 6.21 3 .106.00 40,920.00 08/16/94 F 09 94 PHD 00/00 Asr PROf .00 36,000.00 .00 36,000.00 36 .000. 00 06/16/96 f 09 98 PHD 00/00 
96-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR THIS RA NK '" 36,460.00 
CONSUMER • fAM 37,812.00 76,920 . 00 76 ,920.00 
INST CONSUMER • FAH 36,804.00 38 .520.00 4.66 1.716.00 36,520.00 06/16/95 f 09 95 HS 00/00 INST .00 34,500.00 .00 34,500.00 34.500.00 06/16/96 f 09 98 HS 00/00 
INST 27,046 .00 29,256.00 6.16 2,206.00 29,256.00 06/16/94 f 09 94 HS 00/00 
INST 26,004.00 26,506.00 1.93 504.00 26,506.00 06/16/97 f 09 97 HS 00/00 
INST 26,004.00 26,506.00 1.93 504.00 26,506.00 08/16/97 F 09 97 HA 00/00 
96-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH IS RANK • 31,058.40 
CONSUMER " F AM 115,860.00 155,292.00 155,292.00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT • 41,946.00 
CONSUME R" FAM 412,612.00 503,376.00 503,376.00 
'1 /24/ 98 FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACUL TV SE NAT( 1) PACE 16 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WI1HIN RA NK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98-99 S 
RA NK EQU IV EQUIV I S CONTRACT APPT OTE E CONT RK HI GH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97 - 98 98·99 CHG CHG SALARY TE NR OTE X MOS. VR DEC DATE 
ASC PROF COUNSEL I NG !: T 52,260.38 511,35 1. 19 4.00 2 , 090 . 81 66,41111 . 00 10/01/86 M. 12 66 PHD 08/88 
• 
98·99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RANK : 66 , 11411.00 
COUNSELI NG • T 52,260.38 511,351. 19 66,444.00 , 
AST PROF COUNSELING • T .00 30,675.00 .00 30,675.00 37 , 500.00 08/ 16/98 , 12 98 PHD OO~.oO ~. 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RANK '" 37 ,500.00 ~ 
COUNSELI NG &: T . 00 30 , 675.00 37 ,500 .00 • 
98- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S DEPT. 51,972.00 
COUNSEL ING Be T 52,260.38 85 , 026.19 103,944.00 
11 /24/96 fACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (rACUlTY SE NATE1 ) PAGE '. ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHIN RANK WITHI N DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 96-99 S 
RANK EQU IV EQU IV ~ S CONTRACT APPT DTE , CONT R' HI GH TENURE 
HI DEGREE OEPT 97 - 96 96 - 99 C" G C"G SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. VR D'G DATE 
PROF DEAN, L IBRAR IE 56 , 032.19 60,240.79 3 .80 2,208.60 73,644.00 06/ 16/65 ". 12 85 .. PHO 08/91 
98 - 99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RA NK ., 73,644 . 00 
DEAN, L IBRARIE 56,032. 19 60,240.79 73,644.00 , 
; 
98- 99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT R 73,644 .00 
, 
DEAN, lIBRARIE 56, 032. 19 60,240.79 73,644 . 00 ~ • • 
11/24/98 F ACUL TV SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SE NAT( 1 ) PAGE 20 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHIN RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98-99 S 
RA NK EQU IV EQU IV % $ CONTRACT APPT DTE ( CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97 -98 98 - 99 e He e HG SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. YR O(G DATE 
PROf ECONOM ICS 
• MA 
77,280.00 80,748 . 00 4.48 3,468.00 80,748.00 08/ 16/8 1 M· 09 89 PHD 08/86 
PROF 78,540.00 80,652.00 2 .68 2,112.00 80,652.00 08/ 16/85 M 09 85" P.HD 08/90 
PROF 73,788 .00 80,076.00 8.52 6,288.00 80,076 .00 08/16/89 M 09 98 PHD 08/93 
PROF 71,616 .00 75,852.00 5.91 4,236.00 75,852.00 08/16/83 M 09 88 PHD 08/89 
PROF 71,686.24 75,740.25 5.65 4 , 054.01 92,592.00 08/16/7 1 M 12 77 PHD 08/76 
" PROF 72 , 684.00 74,508 . 00 2.50 1,824.00 74,508.00 07/01/88 M 09 88 PHD 07/88 ~. PROf 66,276.00 71,172.00 7.38 4,896.00 71 , 172.00 08/16/78 M 09 90 PHD 08/83 
PROf 65,616.00 70,488.00 7.42 4,872.00 70,488.00 08/16/81 M 09 86 PHD 08/87 ~ PROf 65,640.00 69, 192 . 00 5.41 3,552.00 69,192.00 08/15/73 M 09 77 PHD 08/78 • PROf 64,848.00 69,096 . 00 6.55 4,248.00 69,096.00 08/16/86 M 09 96 PHD 06/91 • PROF 64,320.00 67,560.00 5.03 3,240.00 67,560.00 09/01/67 M 09 85 PHD . ~ 08/74 
PROf 63,672 .00 66,900.00 5.06 3,228.00 66,900.00 08/ 16/65 M 09 85 PHD 06/90 
96-99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH I S RANK E 74,903.00 
ECONOMI CS • MA 835,966 . 24 861,964.25 898,836.00 
Ase PROf ECONOMICS • MA 72,276.00 74,088 . 00 2.50 1,812.00 74 ,088.00 07/01/92 M 09 92 PHD 07/92 Ase PROf 64,812.00 66,028 . 00 4.96 3,216 . 00 68,028.00 01/08/90 M 09 97 PHD 08/97 
Ase PROf 49,296.00 53,256.00 8.03 3,960.00 53,256.00 06/16/92 f 09 98 PHD 08/98 
ASC PROf 47,892.00 50,724.00 5.91 2,632.00 50,724.00 08/ 16/70 M 09 80 PHD 08/82 
ASC PROf 47,676.00 50,040.00 4.95 2,364.00 50,040.00 08/ 16/84 M 09 93 PHD 08/90 
ASC PROF 48 , 072 . 00 lI9,660.00 3.71 1,768.00 49,660.00 09/0 1/69 M 09 79 PHD 08/76 
ASC PROf 47 ,592.00 49,2 12 . 00 3.40 1,620 .00 49,21 2.00 02/0 1/67 M 09 87 MASTERS 08/76 
ASC PROf 47,568.00 48,768.00 2.52 1 ,200.00 48, 768.00 08/ 16/88 M 09 94 PHD 08/94 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH I S RA NK = 55,497.00 
ECONOMICS • MA 425,184.00 443,976.00 443,976.00 
AST PROf ECONOMI CS • MA 56,808.00 59, 160.00 4.14 2,352.00 59 ,160.00 06/16/95 f 09 95 MBA 00/00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH I S RANK = 59,160.00 
ECONOMICS • MA 56,806.00 59, 160.00 59,160.00 
INST ECO NOMICS • MA .00 29,6 16 . 00 .00 29,616.00 29,616.00 08/ 16/98 M 09 98 MA 00/00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH I 5 RANK = 29,6 16.00 
ECONOMI CS • MA .00 29,6 16.00 29,616.00 
OTHER ECONOMICS • MA 33,804 . 00 311,500.00 2.05 696.00 34,500.00 08/ 16/97 M 09 97 MBA 00/00 
98-99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY fOR THIS RANK :c: 34,500.00 
ECONOM I CS 8: MA 33,804.00 34,500.00 34,500.00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTR ACT SALARY fOR THI S DEPT = 63,742 . 95 
,1/24/96 
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11/24/96 FACUl TV SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SE NAT(1) PAGE 22 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITH IN RANK WITH IN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 96-99 S 
RANK EQU IV EQUIV S S CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT RK HICH TE NURE 
HI DECREE DEPT 91-96 96-99 eHe eHC SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. VR DEC DATE 
PROF EDUCA T I ONAl LE 60,5 16.00 64.104.00 5.92 3,566.00 64,104.00 09/01/66 M 09 16 PHD 08/13 
PROF 59,169.62 63,136.51 5 . 63 3,366.69 11, 164.00 08/ 16/10 M 12 19~ PHO 01/15 
PROF 56,966.00 6 1,920.00 5.00 2,952.00 61,920.00 09/01 /69 H 09 19 PHO 08/18 
PROF 53,386.00 56,820.00 6.42 3,432.00 56,620.00 06/ 16/19 H 09 69 PHD 08/65 
PROf 54,0 12.00 56,220.00 4.06 2,208.00 56,220 . 00 06/20/10 M 09 76 PHD 06/15 , 
) . 
98 - 99 AVC CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH I S RANK = 63,249.60 , 
mUCATIONAl LE 286,653.62 302,200.5 1 316,246.00 ~ • 
ASC PROF EDUCATIONAL LE 64,596.00 55 , 236.00 14 . 49- 9,360.00- 55,236.00 08/16/92 M 09 92 PHD · _ 06/98 
ASe PROf 46,596.00 46,492.00 4.06 1,896.00 46,492.00 06/16/89 M 09 69 PliO 08/95 
Ase PROF 45,000.00 47,064.00 4.56 2 ,064.00 41,064.00 08/16/97 M 09 97 PHD OQ/OO 
Ase PROf 41,506.00 45,624.00 9.91 4,116 . 00 45,624.00 06/16/93 , 09 96 PliO 00/00 
ASe PROF 42,492.00 45,576.00 7.25 3 ,064.00 45,576.00 08/16/89 , 09 9" PHD 08/95 
ASe PROf 39,516. 00 42,900.00 8.56 3,364.00 42,900.00 09/15/66 M 09 96 EDD 08/97 
ASe PROF 40,284.00 41,65 2 .00 3.39 1,368.00 41,652.00 08/0 1/87 M 09 93 EDD 08/95 
Ase PROF 38,280.00 41,412.00 8.18 3,132.00 41,412.00 08/16/9 3 M 09 9B EDD 00/00 
96-99 AVO CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK '" 45,994.50 
EDUCATIONAL LE 356,272.00 367,956.00 367,956.00 
AST PROF EDUCATIONAL LE .00 47 ,004.00 .00 47,004.00 47,004.00 06 /16/96 , 09 96 lLD/ JD 00/00 
AST PROF 42, 686.00 45 ,160.00 5.34 2,292 . 00 45,160.00 06 / 16/96 , 09 96 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF .00 39,504.00 .00 39,504.00 39,504.00 07/0 1/98 , 09 9B PHD DO/ DO 
AST PROF 37,260.00 39,096.00 4.92 1,836.00 39,096.00 01/02/97 F 09 97 PHD DO/DO 
AST PROF 37,752.00 38,988.00 3.27 1, 236.00 36,986.00 08/ 16/91 , 09 97 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF 35,832.00 36,724.00 6.07 2,692.00 36,124 .00 08/ 16/96 , 09 96 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF .00 37,500 .00 .00 37,500.00 37,500.00 06/16/96 M 09 9B EDD DO/DO 
AST PROf .00 36,000.00 .00 36,000.00 36,000.00 08/16/96 F 09 9B EDD 00/00 
96-99 AVO CONTRACT SALARY fOR THIS RANK '" 40,249.50 
EDUCATIO NAL lE 153,732.00 321,996.00 321,996.00 
98-99 AIIO CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT = 47,914.26 
EOUCATIONAl lE 798,657.62 992,152.51 1006 , 200 . 00 
11/24/98 fACULTY SENATE SALARV REPORT (fACULTY SENAT(1) PAGE 23 
ALL RANK EO PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHIN RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98-99 S 
RANK EQUIII EQU III % S CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 91 -98 98 - 99 eHG eHG SALARV TE NR DTE X MOS. YR DEC DATE 
ASC PROF EDUCAT I ONAL TE 32, 167.03 33,403.84 3.84 1, 236 .81 40,836.00 08/16/77 H 12 69 .. MASTERS 08/81 
ASC PROf 29,446 . 00 30,684 . 81 4.19 1,236 .8 1 31,512.00 06/16/73 M 12 83 MASTERS 06/81 
98 - 99 AIIG CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH I S RANK • 39,174 . 00 
EDUCAT I ONAL IE 61,615 . 03 64,068.65 78,348.00 " " ~. 
AST PROF EDUCATIONAL IE 48,078.76 50,251.92 4.53 2,179.16 61,440.00 07/16/60 M 12 80 BS/BA 08/66 ~ 
AST PROF 30,213 . 64 31,361.75 3.86 1,168.11 38,364.00 09/08/61 F 12 85 MASTERS 06/90 • 
98-99 AIIG CONTRACT SALARV FOR TH I S RANK • 49,902.00 
EDUCAT IONAL TE 78,292.40 61,639.67 99,804.00 
INST EDUCATI ONAL TE 36,319.20 31,732.70 3.89 1,413.50 46,128.00 08/24/81 M 12 82 TR S CERT 00/00 
INST 30,517 .94 31,754.76 4.05 1,236.82 36,820.00 01/01/81 M 12 82 ASSOC DEG 00/00 
98-99 Ave CONTRACT SALARV FOR THIS RANK • 42,414.00 
EDUCAT 10NAL TE 66,837.14 69,487.46 84,948.00 
98-99 AIIG CONTRACT SALARV fOR THI S OEPT • 43,850 . 00 
EDUCAT IONAL TE 206, 744.57 2 15,215.78 263.100 . 00 
11/24/98 f ACUL TY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENATE1) PAGE 24 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHIN RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98 - 99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQUIV ~ $ CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 91 - 98 98-99 CHC CHC SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. YR DEC OATE 
PROF ENGINEERING 7E 59,848.15 63 , 440.60 6 . 00 3,592.65 77 ,556.00 08/16/73 M· '2 86 .. PHD 08/79 
PROF 51,588.00 54,036.00 4.74 2,448.00 54,036.00 08/16/63 M 09 95 MASTERS 08/89 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK = 65,796.00 
ENG INEER ING 7E "1,436.15 117,476.60 " 131,592.00 ., ~. 
ASC PROf ENG I NEER I NG 7E 48,588.00 52,236.00 7.50 3,646.00 52,236.00 10/01/92 M 09 98 PHD 08/98 ~ ASC PROF 44,388.00 47,136.00 6.19 2,746.00 47,136.00 08/ 16/92 M 09 97 MASTERS 06/96 • ASC PROF 113,116.00 115,348.00 5.17 2,232.00 45,348.00 08/16/62 M 09 89 MASTERS 06/88 • 
96 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK = 46,240.00 
ENGINEER ING TE 136,092.00 144,720.00 144.720 . 00 
AS7 PROF ENG IN EERING TE 42,766 . 00 45,228.00 5.75 2,460.00 45,226.00 08/16/96 M 09 96 PHD 00/00 
AS7 PROF 40,426.00 113, 860.00 6.46 3,432 . 00 43,660.00 08/ 16/94 M 09 97 DOC WORK 00/00 
AS7 PROF 40,320.00 42,744 . 00 6.01 2,424.00 42,744.00 06/16/93 M 09 93 MASTERS 00/00 
AS7 PROF 39 ,1 68.00 41,580.00 6.15 2,412.00 41.560.00 08/16/96 F 09 " PHD 00/00 AS7 PROF .00 36,000 . 00 . 00 36,000.00 36,000.00 08/16/96 M 09 98 MASTERS 00/00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK = 41, 882.40 
ENGINEERING TE 162,684.00 209,412.00 209,412.00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH IS DEPT = 48,572.40 
ENGI NEERI NG TE 410 , 212.15 471,606.80 485,724.00 
11/24/ 98 f ACULTY SE NAT E SALARY REPOR T ( fACUL TV SENATE1) PAGE 25 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITH IN RANK WITH IN OE PT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98- 99 5 
RANK EQU III EQU III ~ S CONTR ACT APPT OTE E CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DE PT 97 - 98 98 - 99 eHe eHe SALARY TENR OTE X MOS. y, DEC OATE 
PROf ENGLIS H 75 ,072 . 00 71 , 172.00 2 .79 2, 100.00 77,172 . 00 07/0 1/81 " D. 8 1 ~ PHO 07/8 1 PROf 64 ,656 . 00 68, 184 .00 5 . 45 3,528.00 68 , 184 .00 08/0 1/64 M D. 64 P'HD 08/64 
PROF 61 , 306.00 64, 860 . 00 5 . 79 3,552.00 64,860 . 00 08/ 16/72 M D. 84 PHD 08/79 
PROF 53 , 580.00 57 , 372.00 7.07 3 , 792. 00 57 ,372 .00 08/ 16/70 H d. 80 PHD 08175 
PROF 52,536 . 00 56,1 811. 00 6.94 3,648 . 00 56,164.00 09/ 01 / 69 F D. 86 PHD 08/16 .-
PROF 53,3 10 . 69 55, 921.75 4.89 2, 611.06 66,364.00 09/01 / 69 M 12 80 PHD 08 /1S 
, 
PROF 50 ,688 . 00 511 , 084.00 6 . 69 3,396 . 00 54 , 084 . 00 08/ 16/ 6 3 M d. 63 PHD 08/ 86 
~ PROF 50 , 388 . 00 53, 9110.00 7 .04 3 , 552 .00 53,940 . 00 09/ 01/ 611 M DO 66 PHD 08 /77 
PROf 49,284 . 00 52 ,01111 . 00 5 . 60 2,760.00 52, 04 4 .00 09/ 0 1/ 62 F DO 81 MASTERS 08 /75 • 
PROF 48,972 . 00 51,660.00 5.46 2, 688.00 5 1, 660.00 08/ 16/16 M DO 87 PHD 08 / 82 • 
PROF 46 , 644 .00 49, 488.00 6.09 2,844.00 49 , 488.00 09/ 01 / 68 F DO 83 PHD ' · 08 / 81 
98- 99 AIIG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK • 59 , 395.63 
ENGL ISH 606, 438 .69 640,909. 15 653, 352.00 
A5e PROF ENGL I SH 43 , 104.00 45, 240.00 4.95 2 ,136 .00 45 , 240.00 09/0 1/65 F DO 70 SPECLST 06175 
A5e PROF 41 ,724.00 43,636.00 5.06 2 , 11 2 .00 43 , 836.00 09/ 0 1/ 67 F DO 8 1 SPECLST 08/77 
A5e PROF 40,968 . 00 112,840.00 4.56 1, 672 .00 42,840.00 08/ 16/ 84 F DO 03 PHD 08/9 1 
A5e PROF 39, 672.00 42, 156 . 00 6.26 2 , 484 . 00 42 ,156.00 08/ 16/ 87 F DO 05 PHD 08/ 95 
A5e PROF 40 , 236.00 42, 156.00 4.77 1,920. 00 42, 156.00 08/ 16/ 87 F DO 03 PHD 08/ 93 
A5e PROF 39,000 . 00 41 , 928.00 7 . 50 2,928.00 4 1,928.00 08/ 16/ 92 F DO 08 PlIO 08/ 98 
A5e PROF 39. 132 . 00 41,808.00 6.83 2,676.00 4 1,808.00 08 / 16/ 92 F DO 07 PHD 08 / 97 
A5e PROF 39 , 924 .00 41 , 7811 . 00 4.65 1 , 860 . 00 4 1, 784.00 08 / 16/ 96 F DO O. PHD 00/00 
ASe PROF 36,028 . 00 39,960. 00 5 . 08 1, 932 .00 39,960.00 08/16 / 91 F DO 07 PHD 08 / 97 
A5e PROF 37,560 . 00 39,372.00 4.82 1,8 12.00 39,372.00 08/ 16/69 F DO O. PUD 06/96 
A5e PROF 35 ,292 .00 36 , 172.00 6. 16 2, 680 . 00 38,172 .00 06/16/90 M D. .8 PHD 06/96 
96 - 99 AIIG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RANK '" 41,750. 16 
ENGL IS H 43 4 ,640 . 00 459 ,252 .00 459,252.00 
A51 PROf ENGLI SH 42 ,120.00 44,388.00 5 .38 2,268 . 00 4q . 366 . 00 09 / 0 1/ 69 M D. 69 MASTERS 06/15 
A51 PROF 38,724 .00 40,704 . 00 5 . 11 1,980 . 00 40 , 704.00 09/0 1/ 65 M d. 70 MASTERS 08/76 
A51 PROF 36, 826 . 00 38 , 464 . 00 4. 49 1 ,656 . 00 38 , 484 . 00 06/ 16/ 93 M DO 93 PHD 00/ 00 
A51 PRor 36 , 096.00 38, 100.00 5 . 55 2 , 004 . 00 38 , 100 . 00 08/ 16/ 96 F D. 96 PHD 00/ 00 
A51 PROF 36 ,38l1 .00 38 , 004 .00 4.45 1 .620 . 00 38 , 004.00 06/16/ 96 F D. 96 PHD DO/ DO 
A51 PROF 35 ,964 .00 37 , 920.00 5.43 1,956.00 37,920.00 09/ 0 1/ 69 M D. 74 SPECLST 08/79 
A51 PROF 35 , 628 . 00 37,680.00 5.75 2,052 .00 37 , 680.00 08/ 16/ 95 F D. 95 PHD DO/DO 
A51 PROF 35 , 268. 00 37 ,546 . 00 6. 46 2,280 . 00 37 ,548.00 08/ 16/95 M D. 95 PHD DO/DO 
A51 PROF 35 , 506.00 37, 140 .00 4 .59 1 ,632 . 00 37, 140 . 00 08/ 16/97 F D. 97 PHD 00/00 
A51 PROf 35 ,040 . 00 37 , 068 . 00 5 .78 2 ,028.00 37,068. 00 08/ 16/96 F D. 96 PHD 00/00 
A51 PR Of 35 ,004. 00 36,924.00 5 .48 1,920.00 36 ,924 . 00 08/16/97 M D. 97 PHD 00/00 
98 - 99 AIIG CONTRACT SALARY f OR Till S RANK .: 36 , 54 1. 81 
ENGL ISH 402 ,564 .00 423,960 . 00 423,960.00 
96 ~99 AIIG CONTRACT SALARY f OR TH 1 S OEPT • q6 , 562.54 
,1/24/98 
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11 /24/ 96 FACULTY SE NATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENAT(1 ) PAGE 27 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY Wi tHIN RANK WITHIN OEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98-99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQVIV S S CONTRACT APPT oTE E CONT R' HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97-98 98- 99 eHe eHe SALARY TENR oTE X MOS. YR DEC DATE 
PROF ENROLLMENT HAN 67,485.00 70,164.40 /1.00 2,699. 110 85,800.00 07/01/83 H- ' 2 83lHo 08/85 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK = 85,800 .00 
ENROLLMENT MAN 67,485.00 70,164 . 40 85,800.00 i 
~. 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR THI S DEPT = 85,800 . 00 
, 
ENROLLMENT MAN 67 ,485 . 00 70 , lM . 40 85,800.00 ~ • • 
11 /24/ 98 FACUL TV SE NATE SALARY REPORT 1 FACUL TY SE NATE1) PAGE 2. 
ALL RANKED PERSONNE L BY SALARY WITHIN RA NK WITHIN OEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98-99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQUIV S S CONTRACT APPT OTE E CONT RK HIGH TE NUR E 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97-98 98 - 99 CHC CHC SALARY TENR OTE X MOS. YR DEC DATE 
OTHER EXTE NDED CAMPU 30,272.54 30 ,272.54 .00 .00 37 ,008 . 00 01/05/96 H' 12 9 1 < 00/00 
OTHER 22,6 16.06 23 , 519.13 3.99 903.07 28,752.00 08/0 1/96 r 12 90 DO/DO 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALAR Y rOR THIS RANK = 32,880.00 
EXTE ND ED CAMPU 52, 888.60 53 ,79 1. 67 65 ,760 . 00 " ; 
98- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALAR Y FOR TH IS DEPT = 32 , 880.00 ~ • EXTENDED CAMPU 52,888.60 53,791.67 65, 760.00 
11 /24/98 fACUL TV SENATE SALARY REPORT (fACULTY SENATE1) PAGE 29 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHIN RANK WITH IN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98-99 5 
RANK EQUIV EQUIV S S CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT ., HIGH TE NURE 
HI DEGR EE DEPT 97 - 98 98-99 CHG CHG SALARY TENR DTE X MOS . y. DEG DATE 
PROf GEOGRAP HY 
• GE 65, 168 . 42 69 ,094.82 6.02 3,926. 40 84,468.00 08/15/70 H 12 76.. PHD 08/74 PROf 57,876.00 60 , 576.00 4.66 2,700.00 60,576 . 00 08/16/76 H 09 82 PHD 08/81 
PROf 56 , 6 16.00 59,784.00 5.5' 3, 168.00 59,184 . 00 06/15 /70 M D, 19 PHD 08/75 
PROf 55,596.00 58, 032 . 00 4.38 2, 436.00 58,032 . 00 09/ 01 / 68 .M D, 10 PHD 08/72 
PROf 53,652.00 56,4 12.00 5. 14 2,160.00 56,4 12.00 08/16/80 M D, 89 PHD 08/85 
PROf 52, 692.00 55,260.00 4.87 2,568.00 55,260.00 08/16/74 M D, 80 PHD 08t79 ; 
PROF 51,252.00 54,060 .00 5. 47 2, 808. 00 54 ,060.00 08/ 16/84 M D, 92 PHD 08;/89 
~ PROF 44,751.14 46, 304.53 7.94 3,553.39 59,052.00 08/ 16/80 M 12 93 PHD 08/ 86 • 
98-.99 AVG CONTRACT SAL ARY FOR TH I S RANK • 60,955.50 • 
GEOGRAPHY • GE 437,603 . 56 461, 523. 35 487,644.00 
ASC PRO F GEOGRAP UY • GE 42,905.73 il 5,565.87 6. 19 2,660. 14 55,70il.OO 08/ 16/77 H 12 •• MASTERS 08/84 ASC PRO F il2 , 216 .00 44 , 400.00 5.17 2 , 184.00 44, 400.00 08/16/88 M D. .3 PHD 08/94 
ASC PROf 36,436.00 41,620.00 8.60 3,384.00 41,820.00 01/0 1/9 1 M D. ,8 PHD 08/98 
ASC PROF 37,968.00 41, 256.00 6.65 3,288.00 41,256.00 08/ 16/93 M D. 98 PHD 00/00 
98 - 99 AVG CO NTRACT SALARY fOR TH I S RANK • 45 , 795 . 00 
GEOGRAPHY • GE 161, 525.73 113,041.87 163, 180.00 
AST PROf GEOGRAP tlY • GE 39,840.00 42,396. 00 6.41 2 .556.00 42,396.00 09/01/65 M D. 72 MASTERS 08/77 AST PROF 35,606.00 37,560.00 4 .89 1,752 . 00 37 , 560.00 08/ 16/93 F D, •• PHD 00/00 AST PROF 35,880.00 37,488.00 1I . 48 ' ,608 .00 37,486.00 08/ 16/96 M D' •• PHD 00/00 AST PROF .00 36,SDlI.00 .00 36 ,501l.00 36,501l.00 08/16/98 H D' 98 PHD 00/ 00 
AST PROF 33,648 . 00 36, 1132.00 8 . 27 2, 7811.00 36,432.00 08/ 16/92 F D' , 8 PHD 00/ 00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK "' 38,076 . 00 
GEOGRAPHY &: G( 111 5 ,176 . 00 190 , 380.00 190,380 . 00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTR ACT SALAR Y FOR THIS OEPT E 50,659.05 
GEOGRAPHY &: (iE 744,305.29 824 , 945 .22 861,204.00 
" /24/96 FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (F ACUL TY SE NATE' ) PAGE 30 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHIN RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98 - 99 S 
RANK EQU IV EQU IV S S CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT "K HIGH TENURE 
H I DEGREE DEPT 97-98 98-99 CHC CtlG SALARY TENR OTE X MOS. V" DEC DATE 
PROF GOVER NMENT 68,904.00 72,432.00 5. 12 3,526.00 12,432 .00 09/0 1/67 H· 09 73 ~PHD 08/7 1 
PROF 59,700.9 1 63,028 .53 5 .57 3,327.62 77 ,052 .00 08/16/70 M 12 79 PtiD 08/75 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK • 74,742 .00 
GOVER NMENT 126,604.9 1 135,460 . 53 149 , 484.00 
i 
:I , 
ASC PROF GOVERNME NT 62,220.00 52,920.00 14.94- 9,300.00- 52,920.00 09/01/69 M 09 7. PHD 06/60 ~ 
Ase PROf 48,180.00 50,866 . 00 5.57 2,666.00 50,868.00 08/16/88 f 09 93 PHD 08/93 • 
98- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RA NK • 51,894.00 
GOVER NMENT 110, 400.00 103,188.00 103,768 . 00 
AST PROF GOVER NMENT 44,326.00 46,920.00 5 . 84 2,592.00 46,920.00 06/16/71 M DO 76 MASTERS 06/61 
AST PROF 37, 404. 00 39,264.00 4.97 1,860.00 39,264.00 06/16/96 M DO 96 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF 36,046.00 37,872 . 00 5.05 1,824.00 37,872.00 06/16/92 M 09 93 PIlO 00/00 
AST PROF .00 37,006.00 .00 37,006.00 37,008.00 06/16/96 M 09 9. PliO 00/00 
AST PROF 35,004.00 36,552 . 00 4.42 1,548.00 36,552.00 06/ 16/97 , 09 97 PHD 00/00 
96-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK • 39,523.20 
GOVER NMENT 152,784.00 197,616 . 00 197,6 16 . 00 
96- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH IS DEPT: 50,098.66 
GOVERNME NT 39 1,788.91 436,864. 53 450,886.00 
11/24/96 FACULTY SENATE SAL ARY REPORT ( FACUL TV SE NATE1 ) PAGE 31 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WIT-H I N RANK WITHI N DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 96 - 99 S 
RANK EQU I V EQUI V S S CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT RK HI GH TENURE 
HI OEGREE OEPT 97-96 96-99 CHG CHG SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. YR DEG DATE 
PROf GRAOUATE STUDI 7 1,026 . 57 73,727. 97 3.80 2 , 699, 110 90,132.00 09/01/68 M" '2 71 .. PHO 08/71 
96-99 AVG CO NTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK .: 90,132 . 00 
GRADUATE STUD I 7 1, 028 .57 73,727.97 90,132.00 , :-
96-99 Ave CONTRACT SALAR Y FOR THI S DEPT = 90,132.00 
, 
GRADUATE STUo l 71,026.57 73,727.97 90,132,00 
4 • • 
11/24/96 FACULTY SE NATE SALARY REPORT (FACUL TV SENAT(1) PAGE 32 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WQHIN RANK WITHIN OEP T 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 96-99 S 
RA NK EQUIV EQUIV % S CONTRACT APPT OTE E CONT RK HIGH TE NURE 
HI DEGREE DEP T 97 - 96 98·99 CHG CHG SALARY TENR OTE X MOS. YR DEG DATE 
PROF HI STORY 65,906.00 69,016.00 3.61 3, 108.00 69,016.00 07 / 01 / 64 M· 09 64 PHD 07/84 
PROF 66,026.00 72,096.00 5.97 4,068.00 72,096 . 00 09/ 01 /6 1 M 09 67 ~ PHD 08/66 
PROF 82, 224.00 70, 056.00 14 .79· 12, 168 . 00· 70,056 .00 09/ 01 /69 M 09 72 PHD 08/74 
PRor 64,908.00 68,856.00 6.08 3,948.00 66,856.00 09/ 11/66 M 09 74 PHD 09/71 
PROf 63,760.00 67,726.00 6. 19 3,946.00 67, 726.00 09/ 01 /64 M 09 73 PHD 09/67 i PROf 56,326.00 60,064.00 6.66 3 , 756.00 60,084.00 08/ 16/70 , 09 79 PHD 06/76 :!. 
PROf 56,124.00 59,656.00 6.64 3,732. 00 59,856 . 00 06 / 11/ 68 M 09 77 PHD 06/13 
PROF 55 ,476.00 59,304 . 00 6.90 3,828.00 59,304 . 00 08/16/76 M 09 60 PHD 08/81 ~ PROf 55,668.00 56,656.00 5.36 2 ,988.00 56,656.00 09 / 01/65 M 09 77 PHD 08/7 1 • PROF 43,524.14 56,903.35 30.73 13 ,379.21 69,564.00 08/16 /76 M 12 84 PHD 08/83 
PROF 53 ,628.00 56 , 748.00 5. 81 3, 120.00 56,748.00 08/ 16/70 M 09 65 PHD · _ 08/ 80 
PROF 48,204.00 50 ,628 .00 5.02 2 ,424.00 50,626 . 00 09/01/69 M 09 61 PHD 08/78 
98 · 99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RA NK .. 65,216.00 
HISTORY 733, 600. 14 769,931.35 782,592.00 
ASC PROf HISTORY 41,484.00 43 ,824 . 00 5.64 2,340. 00 43,824.00 06/ 16/68 M 09 91 PHD 08/91 
ASG PROf 39, 180.00 41,856.00 6.83 2,676.00 41,856.00 08/16/68 M 09 •• PHD 08/94 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK = 42,840 . 00 
HISTORY 80,664.00 85,660.00 85,660 . 00 
AST PROF HISTORY 37.224.00 38,96!i . 00 4. 67 1,740.00 38 , 964.00 08/16/91 M 09 91 PHD 08/97 
AST PROf 35, 844.00 37,644.00 5.02 1 , 800. 00 37,644.00 08/ 16/ 93 , 09 9' MASTERS 00/00 
AST PROF 35 . 172 .00 37,080 .00 5. 42 ' ,908.00 37 .080 . 00 08/ 16/ 96 , 09 9. PHD 00/00 
AST PROF .00 37 ,006.00 .00 37,008.00 37,008 . 00 06/ 16/ 98 M 09 9. PHD 00/00 
98-99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY fOR THIS RANK '" 37, 674.00 
HI STOR Y 106 , 240.00 150,696 . 00 150,696.00 
96-99 AVG CONTRACT SAL ARY FOR THI S DEPT = 56,609.33 
III STORY 922,704. 14 1006 , 307.35 10 18.968 .00 
11/24/98 FACUL TV SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENATE1) PAGE 33 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITH I N RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98- 99 5 
RANK EQUIV EQUIV S S CONTRACT APPT OTE ( CaNT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 91 - 98 98-99 eHG eHG SALARY TENR DTE X MOS . VO OEG DATE 
PROf I NDUSTR IAL T(e 56,1 12 . 00 56,656.00 4.53 2.54l1.00 58,656.00 08/ 16/73 H- DO 76 ~ PHO 06/16 
PROF 54,204 .00 51,096.00 5.33 2,692.00 51,096.00 06/16/79 H DO 84 PHD 08/85 
PROf 53,lI 12 . 00 56,016.00 4.67 2,60ll.00 56,016.00 08/16/13 H DO 19 EOD 08/60 
96 - 99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RANK '" 51,256.00 " ~-INDUSTR IAL T(e 163,728.00 111,168.00 111,168.00 , 
~ 
Ase PROF I NDUSTR IAL T(e 52,710.81 55,656.72 5.46 2,885.91 68,040 . 00 08/16/12 H '2 77 PHD 08/77 • 
Ase PROf 46,104.00 lI8,268.00 4.73 2, 18l1.00 48,288.00 08/16/64 H DO 00 PHD 08/90 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH IS RANK '" 58,16l1.00 
INDUSTR IAL TEe 98 , 814 . 81 103,944.72 116,328.00 
AST PROf 1 NDUSTR 1 Al TEe lI2,600.00 44,784.00 5.12 2, 184.00 4l1,184.00 06/16/91 M DO 0' PHD 08/91 
AST PROF 39,840.00 42,156.00 1.31 2,916.00 lI2,156.00 03/22/95 M DO 0' PHD 00/00 
98- 99 AVG CO NTRACT SALARY FOR TillS RA NK "" 43,170.00 
I NDUSTR 1 Al TEe 82,440.00 81 ,5l10 .00 87,540.00 
96-99 AVG CONTRACT SAL ARY fOR TH IS DEPT E 53,662.28 
I NDUSTR I AL TEe 345,042.81 363,252.12 315,636.00 
11/24/98 FACUL TV SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACUL TV SE NATE 1 ) PAGE 34 
ALL RA NK ED PERSONN EL BY SALARY WITHIN RANK WITHIN DE PT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98 - 99 S 
RA NK EQUIV EQU IV % $ CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT 0' HIGH TE NURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97 - 98 98-99 CHG CHG SALARY TE NR OTE X MOS . VO DEG DATE 
PROF I NFOR MAT ION TE 76,368 .1 1 78,694 . 87 3 . 0 1 2 , 306.76 96,204 . 00 08/ 16/71 " 12 80 PHD 08/76 , 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH 15 RANK '" 96,204 . 00 
IN FORMAT ION TE 76,368. " 78,694 .87 96 , 204.00 , 
" 
~. 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S DEP T = 96,204.00 
IN FORMAT ION TE 76 , 388. 11 78,694 .87 96,204.00 ~ • • 
11/24/98 fACUL TV SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACUL TY SENAT(1) PAGE 35 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WltH IH RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 96 - 99 5 
RANK EQUIV EQUIV S S CONTRACT APPT OTE E CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97-96 98-99 eHG eHe SALARY TEHR OTE X MOS. VR OEG DATE 
AST PROF INST FOR ECONO 63,195.40 65,099.71 3.01 ',904.31 79,584.00 06/20/67 M' '2 79 ~PIIO 06/85 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY rOR THIS RANK 0:: 79,584.00 
INST FOR ECOHO 63,195.40 65,099.7 1 79.584.00 
; 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT 0:: 79.584.00 
, 
I NST FOR ECOHO 63.195.40 65,099.71 79.584.00 ~ 
• 
11/24/96 F ACUL TV SE NATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENAT(1) PAGE 3. 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY W IlH I N RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 96-99 S 
RANK EQU IV EQUIV l S CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97 - 98 98-99 eHG eHG SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. YR OEG DATE 
PROF INTEGRATIVE S7 60,741.40 63,633.44 5 .09 3,092.04 76,036.00 06/16/75 M· 12 64 .. PHD 08/81 
PROF 56,612.00 62,004.00 5.42 3, 192.00 62,004.00 08/16/74 M 09 88 PtiD 08/79 
PROF 57,472.68 60,916.09 5.99 3,445.41 74,472.00 06/16/89 F 12 95 PHD 06/95 
PROF 56,636.32 60,191.71 6.27 3,553.39 73,564 .00 08/16/80 F 12 69 EOD 08/67 
PROF 56,324.20 58,984.34 4.72 2,660 .14 72,106.00 03/25/74 M 12 79 EDO 08/79 
" PROF 53,472.00 56,520.00 5.70 3 ,048.00 56,520.00 08/16/72 M 09 63 PHD 08/76 ~. PROF 54,064.00 56 , 506.00 4.48 2,424.00 56,506.00 06/16/61 M 09 66 PHD 06/81 
PROF 52, 140.00 55,272.00 6.00 3 ,132 .00 55,272.00 08/16/94 M 09 60 EDD 00/00 ~ PROF 48,492.00 50,712 . 00 4.51 2 ,220 .00 50,712.00 11/01/76 M 09 87 PHD 08/64 • PROF 47,892.00 50,148 . 00 4.71 2,256 . 00 50 ,146.00 06/16/13 M 09 93 PHD 08/61 
PROF 46,944.00 49,966 . 00 6.44 3 , 024.00 49,966.00 06/16/16 F 09 93 PHD 08/84 
PROF 45,036.00 46,420.00 7.51 3,364 . 00 46,420.00 08/16/76 M 09 94 PHD 06/84 
PROF 42,972.00 45,036.00 4.80 2,064.00 45 , 036.00 08/ 16/90 F 09 96 EDD 06/96 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY rOR THIS RANK e 59,445.23 
IN TEGRATIVE S7 681,020.60 7 18,515.56 772,788.00 
Ase PROF IN TEGRATIVE S7 47.736 . 00 50, 196.00 5.15 2,460.00 50,196.00 06/ 16/85 F 09 91 PHD 08/91 
ASe PROF 47,038.27 49,747 . 48 5 . 75 2,709.2 1 60,816.00 06/16/14 F 12 66 MASTER S 08/83 
ASe PROF 44,412 . 00 47,916.00 7 .88 3,504 . 00 47 , 9 16.00 08/16/89 M 09 9' MASTERS 08/95 
ASC PROF 42,432 . 00 46,524.00 9.64 4 ,092 .00 46, 524.00 08/16/89 F 09 9' PHD 08/95 
Ase PROF 42,120.00 44,664.00 6 . 03 2,544.00 44,664.00 08/16/85 F 09 91 PHD 08/9 1 
ASe PROF 41,820 . 00 44,232.00 5.76 2,412.00 44,232.00 08/16/91 M 09 97 PHD 08/97 
ASC PROF 39,564.00 42 ,348.00 7 . 03 2,784 . 00 42,346.00 08/16/91 F 09 97 EOO 08/97 
ASC PROF 39 ,55 2 .00 42,144.00 6.55 2,592,00 42,144 . 00 08/16/91 F 09 97 EOO 08/97 
ASe PROF 39,048.00 41,580 ,00 6 . 48 2,532.00 41,580.00 06/16/92 M 09 9. EOO 08/98 
Ase PROF 37 ,404 . 00 41,400.00 10. 66 3,996.00 41,400.00 08/16/93 F 09 96 PHD 00/00 
ASe PROF 39 , 084.00 41,340 . 00 5 .77 2,256 . 00 41,340 . 00 08/16/69 F 09 9' PHD 08/95 
98 - 99 AVG CO NTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK '"' 45 , 741.81 
INTEGRAT IVE ST 460 , 210 . 27 492,091 . 48 503,160.00 
AS7 PROF INT EGRAT IVE ST 41,040 . 00 43,404.00 5 .76 2,364.00 43 , 401l.00 08/16/96 F 09 9. PHD 00/00 
AS7 PROF 37 , 008 . 00 40,092.00 8.33 3,084.00 40,092.00 08/16/90 M 09 9' PHD 00/00 
AS7 PROF 37,464.00 39 ,696.00 5.95 2,232.00 39,696 . 00 08/16/94 M 09 9' EOO 00/00 
AS7 PROf 37,536.00 39,636.00 5.59 2, 100.00 39,636.00 08/16/96 M 09 9. PHD 00/00 
AS7 PROF 35, 124.00 38,352.00 9,19 3,228.00 38,352.00 08/16/94 F 09 9' EOO 00/00 
AS7 PROF 36,120.00 37,944 . 00 5.04 1 ,824.00 37,944 . 00 08/16/95 F 09 9' PHD 00/00 
AS7 PROF 34,680.00 37,636.00 9.10 3,156.00 37,636.00 06/16/88 F 09 9. MASTERS 00/00 
AS7 PROF 34,308.00 37,056.00 6.00 2,746.00 37,056 .00 06/ 16/97 F 09 97 PHD 00/00 
AS7 PROF .00 37,008.00 .00 37,008.00 37,008.00 08/16/96 F 09 98 EOO 00/00 
AS7 PROf .00 37,006 . 00 . 00 37,008.00 37, 006.00 08/16/98 M 09 98 EOO 00/00 
AS7 PROF 35,088.00 36,744 . 00 4. 7 1 1, 656.00 36,744.00 08/16/94 F 09 9' MPRW 00/00 
AS7 PROF 33,804.00 36,564.00 8.16 2,760 .00 36,564.00 08/16/97 M 09 98 PHD 00/00 
AS7 PROF .00 36,000.00 .00 36,000.00 36,000.00 08/16/98 F 09 98 PHD 00/00 
AS7 PROF .00 36,000 . 00 . 00 36,000.00 36,000.00 08/16 /98 M 09 98 PHD 00/00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK -= 38,095.71 
11 /24/98 fACULTY SE NATE SALARY REPORT (fACULTY SENATE1 ) PAGE 37 
ALL RANKED PERSONN EL BY SALARY WITH IN RANK WITHIN DEP T 
9 MONT H 9 MONTH 98 - 99 5 
RANK EOUIV EQU IV % $ CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT RK HI GH TE NURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97-98 98-99 CHC CHC SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. YR DEC DATE 
INTEGRATIVE 5T 362,172.00 533,340 . 00 533,340.00 < 
INST IN TEGRATI VE 5T 34,764.00 36 , 168.00 4 . 03 1,404.00 36, 168.00 08/16/94 F 09 94 MASTERS 00/00 
IN ST 34,308 . 00 35,364 . 00 3.07 1,056 . 00 35,364 . 00 08/ 16/97 f 09 97 M5 00/00 
IN ST 27,768.00 29,028 . 00 4.53 1,260 . 00 29,028 . 00 0 1/0 1/96 F 09 96 M5 00/00 , 
IN ST 26,3 16.00 27,708.00 5.28 1,392.00 27 , 708.00 08/ 16/93 F 09 93 MASTERS DD~D ~. 
IN ST 12,000 . 00 26 , 508.00 120.90 14,508.00 26,508 . 00 08/16/98 M 09 91 PHD 00 00 
~ 
98- 99 AVG CO NTRACT SALARY fOR TH I S RANK • 30,955.20 • • 
IN TEGRATI VE 5T 135, 156.00 154,776.00 154 , 776 . 00 
OTHER IN TEGRATI VE 5T . 00 17 , 996.00 .00 17,996.00 22,000 . 00 09/08/98 F 12 qo 00/00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY f OR nils RANK • 22,000.00 
INTEGRATIVE ST . 00 17 ,996.00 22,000 . 00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR THI S DEPT • 45,137.81 
INT EGRAT IVE ST 1638,558 . 87 1916,7 19.06 1986,064.00 
11/24/96 FACUL TV SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENATE1) PAGE 38 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY W!T.HIN RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 96- 99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQUIV S S CONTRACT APPT OlE , CONT RK HI GH TENURE 
HI DEGRE( DEPT 91-98 96-99 eHC eHe SALARY TENR DTE X MOS . YR DEC DATE 
PROF JOURNAL ISM 64,265.35 70,410.16 9.56 6, 144.6 1 86,076.00 06/16/61 F· '2 96 MASTERS 06/89 
PROF 63, 156.00 66,766.00 5.7 1 3 , 612.00 66,766 .00 06/16/75 H 09 66 ~MASTERS 08/83 
PROF 59,688.00 63,504.00 6.39 3,616.00 63,504.00 06/20/73 H 09 63 MASTERS 08/78 
98-99 AVG CONTR ACT SALARY FOR TH IS RANK .. 72,116 . 00 , 
" 
; . 
JOURNALISM 187,109.35 200,662.16 216,348.00 
ASe PROF JOURNAL I SM 52,524.00 56,292.00 7.17 3,768 . 00 56,292.00 06/16/76 F 09 8" MASTERS 06/84 
~ • Ase PROF 52,764 . 00 55,860.00 5.86 3,096.00 55,660.00 01/06/92 H 09 92 SS/SA 08/97 • 
Ase PROF 48,336 . 00 52,128.00 7.84 3,792.00 52,128.00 08/16/85 F 09 9 ' PHD . _ 08/91 
ASe PROF 48,132.00 50,988.00 5.93 2,856.00 50,988.00 06/16/91 H 09 93 PHD 08/97 
Ase PROF 44,772.00 47,580.00 6.21 2,806.00 47,560.00 06/16/69 H 09 95 MASTERS 0E!/95 
Ase PROF 42,652.00 45,156 . 00 6.77 2,904.00 45,756.00 08/16/90 F 09 96 MASTERS 08/96 
ASe PROF 43,272.00 45 , 288 . 00 4 . 65 2,0 16.00 45,286.00 06/16/96 H 09 96 PHD 00/00 
96 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK .. 50,556.00 
JOURNAL I SM 332,652.00 353,892.00 353,892.00 
AST PROF JOURNAL I SM 36.588.00 39,492.00 7.93 2,904.00 39,492.00 08/16/96 F 09 96 PHD 00/00 
98-99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK • 39,492.00 
JOUR NAL ISM 36,586.00 39,492 . 00 39,492.00 
OTHER JOURNAL ISM 52,486.00 53,386.00 1. 71 900.00 53,366.00 06/16/95 H 09 86 00/00 
OTHER 39,900.00 44,352.00 1 \. 15 4,452.00 44 ,352.00 06/16/93 H 09 93 MPRW DO/DO 
96-99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK Ii: 46,870.00 
JOURNALISM 92,388.00 97,140.00 97,740.00 
96-99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S DEPT c 54,420.92 
JOURNAL I SM 646,737.35 691,606.16 707,472.00 
11 /24/98 FACUL TY SENATE SALARY REPORT ( FACUL TV SENATE 1) PAGE 3. 
All RANKED PERSONNEL BY SAL ARY W!T H I N RA NK WITH IN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98 - 99 S 
RA NK EQU IV EQU IV % $ CONTRACT APPT DTE , CONT RK HIGH TE NURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97 - 98 98 - 99 eHe e He SALARY TEIm DTE X MOS. YR DEC DATE 
PROF LIBRARY AUTOMA 34 , 699 . 56 36, 122.88 4.10 1 ,423 . 32 44 , 160.00 10/0 1/18 ,. '2 95 .. MASTERS 08/87 , 
98- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RA NK "" 44, 160 . 00 
LIBRARY AUTOMA 34,699 . 56 36, 122 . 88 44, 160 .00 , 
Ase PROF LIBRARY AUTOMA 32,039. 42 33,236.97 3.73 1,197.55 40,632.00 08/0 1/73 , ' 2 6' MASTERS 08/80 
Ase PROF 30,625 . 92 31,725 . 31 3.58 1,099 . 39 38,784.00 07/01/70 , ' 2 60 SPECLST 08/80 ~ • 
98- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RA NK '" 39,108.00 • 
LIBRARY AUTOMA 62,665.34 64,962 . 28 79,4 16 . 00 
AST PROF LIBRARY AUTOMA .00 28,800. 14 .00 28,800. 14 35,208 . 00 09/0 1/98 M ' 2 96 MASTERS 00/00 
AST PROF 27,465.16 28,564.56 4.00 1,099. 40 34,920 . 00 08/16/77 , ' 2 82 MASTERS 08/81 
AST PROF 27,209.95 28 , 348 . 60 4.18 1 , 138.65 34,656.00 05/ 11 /73 , ' 2 85 MASTERS 08/90 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK = 34,928 . 00 
L IBRARY AUTOMA 54 ,675 . 11 85,7 13 . 30 104 , 784.00 
INST LIBRARY AUTOMA 26 , 628.00 27,600.00 3.65 972.00 27,600.00 02/01/63 , O. 71 eS/BA 00/00 
98- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY 'OR TH IS RANK = 27,600 . 00 
LIBRARY AUTOHA 26.628.00 27,600.00 27 , 600.00 
98-99 AVG CO NTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT = 36,565.71 
LIBRARY AUTOMA 178 .668 . 01 214,398 .46 255,960 . 00 
11/24/96 F ACUL TY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACUL TY SENATEl ) PAGE 40 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITH I N RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98 - 99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQurv X S CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 91 - 96 98 - 99 eHO eHO SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. YR OED DATE 
PROF LIBRARY PUBLIC 42,405.12 44,093.41 3.98 1,688.35 53,904 .00 11/17/86 " 12 ~~ ~~~ 08/92 PROF 36,093.43 39,156.02 8.48 3,062 . 59 41,868.00 08/16/11 F 12 08/80 
PROF 36,967.05 38,439 .45 3.98 1,472.40 46,992.00 08/16/83 M 12 96 PHD 08/88 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK • 49,588.00 i 
" 
J>. 
LIBRARY PUBLIC 115,465.60 121,688.94 148,764.00 
Ase PROF L IBRARY PUBLI C 27,602.59 28,101.98 3 . 98 1,099.39 35,088.00 08/16/88 F 12 94 PHO 08/94 ~ • Ase PROF 27,062.34 • 28,132 . 65 3.81 1,050.31 34,392.00 05/14/84 F 12 94 MASTERS 08/94 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK • 34,740.00 
LIBRARY PUBLI C 54 , 684.93 56,834.63 69,480.00 
AST PROF L IBR ARY PUBL I C 34 , 140.04 35,513.18 4.19 1,433.14 43,488.00 05/01/84 F 12 90 MASTERS 08/90 
AST PROF 29,762.11 30,940.03 3 . 95 1,177.92 31,824.00 08/28/95 F 12 95 MS 00/00 
AST PROF 25,510.68 29,016.09 13.47 3,445.41 35,472.00 09/01/97 M 12 97 00/00 
AST PROF 21 , 13 1 .42 28,132 .65 3.69 1,001.23 34 , 392.00 08/08/77 F 12 64 MASTERS 08/90 
AST PROF 24,343.68 25,286.01 3.87 942.33 30,912.00 03/01/95 M 12 95 PHD 01/95 
AST PROF 24,284.78 25,148 . 59 3.55 863.81 30,744.00 0 1/03/95 F 12 95 MASTERS 00/00 
AST PROF .00 25,050 .43 . 00 25,050.43 30,624.00 11/01/98 F 12 96 MASTERS 00/00 
AST PROF 23,234.47 24,284.18 4.52 1,050.31 29,688.00 06/21/95 F 12 95 MASTERS 00/00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH IS RANK • 34, 143.00 
L IBRAR Y PUBL I C 188,467.18 223,431.16 213,144.00 
INST LIBRARY PUBLI C 33,138.81 33,138 . 81 .00 .00 40,512.00 04/01/98 F 12 98 MASTERS 00/00 
98 - 99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RANK • 40,512.00 
LIBRARY PUBLIC 33, 136.81 33,138.81 40,512.00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT • 37,992 . 85 
L IBRARY PUBL IC 391,756.52 435,094.14 531,900 . 00 
11/24/98 FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SE NAT(1) PAGE " ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITH IN RANK W/THIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98-99 S 
RANK EQU IV EQUIV l: $ CONTRACT APP T DTE , CONT RK HI GH TENUR E 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97-98 98 - 99 CHG CHG SALARY TE NR DTE X MOS. YR D'G DATE 
PROF LIBRA RY SP EC I A 34,650.48 36, 024 . 72 3.96 1,374.24 44,040.00 07/01/75 F 12 87 .. SPECLST 08/84 . 
98- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK = 44 ,040.00 
LIBRAR Y SPEC IA 34,650. 48 36 ,024.72 44 ,040. 00 , 
~ , 
ASC PROF LIBR ARY SPEC IA 36,908. 16 38,341.29 3.88 1, 433.13 46,872 .00 08/ 16/7 1 M 12 79 MAS TERS 08/80 • 
ASC PROF 31,126.53 32,373. 16 4.00 1,246.63 39,576.00 11/0 1/ 83 F 12 .0 MASTERS 08/80 ~ 
ASC PROF 30,282.36 31, 489 . 72 3.98 1,207.36 38 , 496.00 01 /1 4/81 F 12 9' .FA 08/94 • 
ASC PROF 27,622.22 . 28,121.61 3.96 1,099.39 35 , 11 2.00 08/27 /90 M 12 96 MS 08/96 
98-99 AVG CO NTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK .. 40, 014. 00 
LIBRARY SPEC IA 125,939.21 130 , 925.18 160,056 . 00 
AST PROF LIBRARY SPEC IA 27,218. 66 28 , 368.24 3.99 1,089.58 34,680.00 10/ 13/80 F 12 .6 MA STE RS 08/9 1 
AST PROF 25,443.01 26,444 .30 3.93 1,001.23 32 , 328.00 05/16/88 F 12 .a MASTER S 08/94 
98-99 AVO CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RANK '" 33,504.00 
LIBRARY SPEC IA 52,721.73 54,81 2.54 67, 008 . 00 
INST L ISRARY SPECI A 22,212.50 23, 165.76 4 .01 893.26 28,320.00 09/01 /94 F 12 95 SA 00/00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RANK = 28,320.00 
LIBRAR Y SPEC IA 22 , 272 .50 23 ,165.76 28,320 . 00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY rOR THI S DEPT = 31,428.00 
L IBRAR Y SPEc rA 235,583.98 244,928.80 299 .424 . 00 
, 
11/24/98 FACULTY SE NATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SE NATE1) PAGE "2 ALL RANKED PERSONN EL BY SALARY WITHIN RANK WIT HIN DEP T 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98 - 99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQU IV ~ $ CONTRACT APP T DTE E CO NT RK HI GH TE NURE 
HI DEGRE( DEPT 97 - 98 98 - 99 eHe e He SAL ARY TE NR DTE X MOS. VR DEC DATE 
PROf MANAGEMENT • I 73,176.00 7.5,576 .00 3 . 27 2,400.00 75,576 . 00 08/ 16/89 M· 09 94 PHD 08/94 PROF 69,948.00 74,172.00 6.03 4 , 224 . 00 74,172.00 08/16/83 M 09 83 <O PtiO 08/88 
PROF 71,1 60.00 73,644.00 3.49 2,464.00 73,644. 00 07/0 1/9 1 M 09 91 DBA 07/91 
PROF 60,3 12.00 71,6 16 . 00 18 . 74 11,304.00 71,6 16 . 00 08/16/82 M 10 96 PHD 08/88 
PROF 63,648.00 67,546 . 00 6 .1 2 3,900 . 00 67,548 . 00 06/ 16/86 " 09 66 PHD 06/86 i PROF 63,732.00 65, 472.00 2.73 1 , 740 . 00 65,472 . 00 06/16/65 " 09 65 PHD 06/86 ~. PROF 53,136.00 53 ,1 36.00 .00 . 00 53, 136 . 00 06/16/77 M 09 77 PHD 06/62 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH IS RA NK '" 66,737 . 71 ~ • 
MANAGEMENT • 455,112 . 00 481, 164.00 481, 164.00 
Ase PROF MANAGEMENT • 69,132 .00 61,466.00 17 .64 12,336 . 00 81, 468.00 08/16/68 , 10 95 MASTERS 0f}/95 Ase PROF 65, 446.00 69, 466 . 00 6. 14 4,020 . 00 69 , 468.00 08/ 16/69 " 09 95 PHD 08/95 Ase PROF 64,008.00 67,248 . 00 5.06 3,240 . 00 67 , 248.00 08/ 16/97 , 09 97 PHD 00/00 
Ase PROF 64,560.00 67, 164 . 00 4.03 2 , 604.00 67 , 164.00 08/ 16/63 M 09 63 PHD 08/68 
Ase PROF . 00 66,000.00 .00 66 , 000 . 00 66,000 . 00 07/0 1/98 M 09 96 PHD 00/00 
Ase PROF 58,306.00 61,572.00 5.59 3,264 . 00 61 ,572.00 08/ 16/76 M 09 6" LLO/JD 08/82 
Ase PROF 53 ,256.00 56,676.00 6.42 3,420 . 00 56 , 676.00 08/ 16/83 M 09 91 PHD 08/90 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RA NK : 67,085 .14 
MANAGEMENT 
• I 
374 , 712.00 469,596.00 469,596.00 
AST PROF MANAGEMENT 
• I 
61,800.00 72,568.00 17.45 10,788.00 72 , 588 . 00 08/ 16/96 M 10 96 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF . 00 63,228 . 00 .00 63,228.00 63,228.00 08/ 16/96 M 09 96 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF 57, 466.00 59,544 . 00 3 . 61 2,076.00 59,544 .00 08/ 16/92 , 09 9" PHD 00/00 
AST PROF 33,804 .00 34,500 . 00 2.05 696 . 00 34,500.00 08/16/96 , 09 96 DOC WORK 00/00 
AS7 PROF 33,804.00 34 , 500.00 2.05 696.00 34 , 500.00 06/16/97 M 09 98 PHD 00/00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY 'OR THI S RANK : 52,872 . 00 
MANAGEMENT • 186,876.00 264,360.00 264 ,360 . 00 
INST MANAGEMENT • .00 29 , 904 . 00 . 00 29,904.00 29,904 . 00 06/16/98 M 09 96 M6A 00/00 INST 14 , 502.00 29,6 16.00 104.22 15, 11 4.00 29,6 16 . 00 0 1/0 1/98 , 09 96 MA 00/00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SAL ARY FOR THI S RANK = 29,760 . 00 
MANAGEMENT /I: I 14 , 502.00 59 , 520.00 59,520.00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS OEPT : 60 , 697 .14 
MANAGEMENT /I: I 103 1,202.00 1271J , 640.00 1274 , 61J0 .00 
11/24/98 FACULTY SE NATE SALARY RE PORT (FACULTY SE NATE1 ) PAGE '3 ALL RA NKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHI N RA NK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98 - 99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQU IV ~ S CONTRACT APP T DTE ( CONT RK HIGH TE NURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97 - 98 98 - 99 eHe e HG SALARY TE NR DTE K MOS. YR DEC DATE 
PROF MATHEMAT I CS 60,142 . 63 63, 499.70 5.58 3,357.07 77,628.00 07/0 1/91 M" 12 91 ~r HD 07/9 1 
PROF 57 , 876 . 00 61,200.00 5.74 3,324 . 00 6 1 ,200 . 00 09/01/62 M 09 79 PliO 09/65 
PROF 57,840.00 61,176.00 5 . 76 3,336 . 00 61,176 . 00 09/01/68 M 09 80 PHD 08/73 
PROF 47,004 . 00 49,992.00 6 . 35 2,988 . 00 49 , 992 . 00 08/16/86 ~ 09 96 PHD 08/92 
PROF 45,024.00 49,584 .00 10. 12 4,560.00 49,584 .00 08/16/83 " 09 98 PHD 08/88 " PROF 46,560 . 00 49 , 368.00 6.03 2 , 808.00 49,366.00 08/16/86 F 09 97 PHO 08~3 .PROF 45 , 696 . 00 48,5 16.00 6.17 2,820 . 00 48,516.00 08/ 16/87 " 09 97 PHD 08 93 ~ PROF 41,904 . 00 46, 464.00 10 . 88 4,560 . 00 46,464 . 00 08/ 16/88 " 09 98 PHD 08/94 • 98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR THI S RANK = 55 , 491.00 
MAT HEMAT ICS 402 , 0!~6.63 429,799 . 70 443,928.00 
ASC PROF MAT HEMAT ICS 43,704.00 46 , 212.00 5.73 2,508.00 46 , 212.00 08/ 16/87 M 09 92 PHD 08/93 
ASC PROF 41,484.00 44, 100.00 6 . 30 2,6 16 . 00 44 ,1 00 . 00 08/ 16/89 " 09 9' PHD 08/95 Ase PROf 40 , 62 4. 00 43,476 . 00 6.49 2 , 652 . 00 43, 476 . 00 08/16/89 " 09 9' PHD 08/95 Ase PROf 40,380 . 00 43,164.00 6.89 2 , 784 . 00 43,164.00 08/16/91 " 09 96 PHD 08/97 ASC PROf 40,488.00 43,056.00 6.34 2,568.00 43 , 056.00 08/16/89 F 09 95 PHD 08/96 
Ase PROf 39,552.00 42,312 . 00 6.97 2 , 760.00 42 , 312.00 08/ 16/92 " 09 97 PHD 08/98 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH I S RA NK = 43,720 . 00 
MATHEMATICS 246,432.00 262,320.00 262,320.00 
AST PROf MATHEMATICS 42,984.00 45,192 . 00 5 . 13 2,208 . 00 45, 192.00 09/01/64 M 09 6. MASTERS 08/70 
AST PROf 42,492.00 45,096.00 6. 12 2,604 . 00 45,096.00 08/16/72 F 09 79 MASTERS 08/84 
AST PROf 36,300.00 38 , 280.00 5.45 1,980 . 00 38,280 . 00 08/ 16/94 F 09 94 PHD 00/00 
AST PROf 27, 720.00 38,040 . 00 37 . 22 10,320.00 38,040.00 07/09/89 M 09 97 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF 36,000 .00 38,040 . 00 5.66 2 , 040 . 00 38,040.00 08/16/97 M 09 97 PHO 00/00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK = 40,929.60 
MATHEMATICS 185,496.00 204,648.00 204 ,648.00 
INST MATHEMATICS .00 36,378.09 .00 36,378 . 09 44 , 472.00 07/0 1/98 M 12 91 MS 00/00 
INST 32,460.00 33,708.00 3.84 1,248 . 00 33,708 . 00 06/ 16/76 F 09 76 MASTERS 00/00 
INST 30 , 276 .00 3 1 , 428 . 00 3 . 60 1, 152.00 31,428 . 00 08/16/79 F 09 79 MASTERS 00/00 
INST .00 31 ,008 . 00 .00 3 1 ,008.00 3 1 ,008.00 08/16/98 F 09 98 00/00 
INST . 00 31 ,008.00 .00 3 1 ,008.00 3 1 ,008.00 08/16/98 F 09 98 "A 00/00 
INST 28,824.00 29,926 . 00 3.83 1, 104.00 29,928 . 00 01/07/91 F 09 91 MASTERS 00/00 
INST 25, 152.00 28,548 . 00 13.50 3,396 . 00 28,548 . 00 06/ 19/96 F 09 9' DOC WORK 00/00 
INST 25 ,1 52.00 28,548.00 13.50 3,396 . 00 28 , 548.00 01/01/97 F 09 97 MS 00/00 
INST 25, 152.00 28 , 548.00 13.50 3 , 396 . 00 28 , 548.00 08/16/94 F 09 9' MA 00/00 
INST 25,152.00 28 , 548 . 00 13 . 50 3,396 . 00 28,548 . 00 08/ 16/94 M 09 9' MS 00/00 
INST .00 26,004. 00 .00 26,004. 00 26,004.00 08/ 16/98 F 09 98 00/00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH IS RANK '" 31,068 . 00 
MATHEMAT ICS 192,168.00 333,654.09 34 1 ,748.00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR THI S DEPT '" 41,75 4 .80 
1'/24/98 
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11/24/98 F ACUL TY SENA TE SALARY REPORT (FACUL TY SE NATE 1 ) PAGE 45 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHI N RA NK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98 - 99 5 
RA NK EQUIV EQUIV ~ S CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT RK HI GH TE NURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97 - 98 98 - 99 eHG eHG SALARY TENR DTE X MOS . YR DEG DATE 
PROF MDD LANG &: IN T 59, 160 . 00 6 1 ,800.00 4.46 2,640.00 61,800 . 00 07/01/93 .. 0' 93 .. PHO 07/93 
PROF 55,303.34 58 , 650.60 6.05 3,34 7.26 71,700.00 09/0 1/68 M 12 80 PHD 08/73 
PROF 51,096.00 53,352.00 4 .4 1 2,256.00 53,352.00 09/0 1/69 M 0, 80 PHD 08/72 
PROF 49,596 . 00 53, 184.00 7.23 3,588.00 53 ,1 84 .00 01/13/86 f D' 97 PHD 08/91 
" 98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RA NK : 60,009 . 00 " ~. 
MOD LANG • IN T 215, 155.34 226,986.60 240,036.00 ~ • 
ASe PROF MOD LANG • IN T 42,900.00 46,080.00 7.41 3,180.00 46,080 . 00 08/16/89 , 0' '5 PHD 08/95 Ase PROF 112,960.00 45 , 888.00 6.81 2,928.00 45,888.00 06/16/72 , 0' 61 PHD 06/63 
ASG PROF 41,664.00 43,692.00 4 . 86 2,028.00 43,692.00 08/ 16/71 M 0' 76 PHD 08/77 
Ase PROF 39,540 . 00 4 1 ,580.00 5. 15 2,040.00 41,580.00 06/16/65 M 0' '0 PHD 06/90 
ASG PROF 39,492 . 00 4 1 ,446.00 4.95 1,956 . 00 4 1,446.00 06/16/89 , 0' 95 PHD 06/95 
ASe PROF 36,744.00 40,020.00 8.9 1 3,276 . 00 40,020.00 06/16/92 , D' " PHD 06/98 
96 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH IS RANK : 4 3,116.00 
MOD LANG • I NT 2113.300.00 258,706.00 258,706.00 
AST PROF MDD LANG • IN T 36,672 . 00 39 ,540.00 7 . 82 2 ,868.00 39 , 540 . 00 08/ 16/92 M 0' 02 PHD 00/00 AST PROF 35,506.00 37,006.00 4.22 1 ,500.00 37 ,008.00 06/16/97 , D' '7 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF 35, 11 2.00 36,300.00 3 . 36 1,188.00 36 , 300.00 06/16/95 M D' 95 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF .00 36,000.00 .00 36,000.00 36,000.00 08/16/96 F 0' '6 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF . DD 36,000.00 .00 36,000 . 00 36 , 000.00 08/16/96 , 0' '6 PHD 00/00 
96 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK : 36 , 969.60 
MOO LA NG &: INT 101,292.00 164,648 . 00 164,848 . 00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH IS DEPT : 115 , 572 . 80 
MOD LA NG 4: INT 565,747.34 610,542.60 683 , 592 . 00 
11/24/96 FACULTY SE NATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENAT(1) PAGE 4. 
ALL RANKED PERSONN EL BY SALARY WqHIN RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 9B-99 S 
RANK EQU IV EQU IV S S CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT RK HIGH TE NURE 
H I DEGREE DEPT 91-96 96 - 99 CHe CHe SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. VR DEC DATE 
PROF MUS IC 56,261 . 40 60,937.12 4.54 2,650 . 32 74, 496.00 07/ 15/91 M. ' 2 91 PHD 07/91 
PROF 56,266.00 59,340.00 5.45 3,072 . 00 59 , 340 . 00 05/16/69 M DO 69 ~ P.fi0 05/69 
PROF 55,766.00 56,644 . 00 5. " 2,656.00 56,644 . 00 06/ 16/76 F DO 76 ART DIPL 06/62 
PROF 52,664.00 55 , 992 . 00 5. 87 3, 106.00 55,992.00 01 / 11/88 F DO 93 DME 08/9 1 
PROF 51,072.00 53,568.00 11.88 2, 496.00 53,568.00 08/ 16/82 r DO 82 MASTERS 08/86 
PROF 44,964.00 49,992.00 11.18 5,028.00 49,992.00 06/16/87 M DO 98 PHD 06/92 " PROF 42,624.00 46,660.00 9.93 4,236.00 46 ,660.00 06/16/77 M DO 96 MASTERS 061.~7 
96-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RANK ::: 56 ,964 .57 ~ • • 
MUS IC 361,667.40 ' 385,333.72 398,892.00 
AS C PROF MUSIC 44, 340.00 45.876.00 3.116 1,536 . 00 45,876.00 06/16/93 H DO O. MASTERS 00/00 
ASC PROF 42,132 . 00 43,776.00 3.90 1, 644.00 43,776 . 00 06/16/67 H DO 0' PHD 08/93 
ASC PROF 40,392 .00 42,204 .00 4 .46 , ,612 . 00 42 , 204 .00 08/16/90 H DO 05 OHA 06/95 
Ase PROF 36,976.00 41,340.00 6 . 06 2,364. 00 41,340.00 08/16/91 H DO 07 PHD 06/97 
96-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK z 43,299.00 
MUSIC 165 ,840.00 173, 196 . 00 173,196 . 00 
AS7 PROF MUS IC 36,340.00 40,264.00 5.07 1,944.00 40,264.00 06/16/87 H DO 87 MASTERS 06/93 
AST PROF 35,484.00 37,644.00 6.06 2,160.00 37,644.00 08/16/94 H DO 05 OHA 00/00 
AST PROF 36,132.00 37,606 . 00 4.06 1 , 476.00 37 ,606.00 08/ 16/94 F DO 04 PHD 00/00 
AS7 PROF .00 31 , 500.00 .00 37,500.00 37,500.00 08/16/96 H DO 08 PHD DO/DO 
98- 99 AVG CONTRACT SAL ARY FOR THI S RANK II: 36,259 . 00 
MUSIC 109,956.00 153,036 . 00 153,036.00 
INST MUSIC .00 35,400.00 .00 35, 400.00 35.400.00 06/ 16/96 H DO 08 HA 00/00 
INST 31,200.00 32,076.00 2. 80 876.00 32,076.00 08/16/95 H DO 05 MAST MUSI 00/00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RANK :c 33,736.00 
MUSIC 31 , 200.00 67,476.00 67 , 476.00 
96 - 99 AVG CO NTRACT SALARY FOR Ttl I S DEPT "' 46,623 . 52 
MUSIC 666,883. 40 779,041.72 792,600 . 00 
11/24/98 F"ACUL TY SE NATE SALARY REPORT (rACUL TY SENATE1) PAGE 47 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY W1TH IN RANK WITH IN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98-99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQUIV t $ CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT RK HIGH TE NURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 91 - 98 98-99 CHC CHe SALARY TENR OTE X MOS. YR DEC DATE 
PROf NURSING 49,404.00 5 1,948.00 5.14 2,544.00 51,948.00 08/16/86 ,. 09 96~ PHO 08/91 
98 - 99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY fOR THIS RANK = 51,948.00 
NURS I NG 49,404.00 51,948.00 51,948.00 , 
08180 
; 
ASC PROF" NURS ING 52,488.00 55 ,836.00 6.37 3,348 . 00 55,836.00 08/16/10 , 09 79 MASTERS 
ASC PROf .00 55 ,621.21 .00 55,621.21 68,004.00 08/0 1/98 , 12 96 PHD DO/DO ~ ASC PROF 48,384.00 50, 580.00 4.53 2,196.00 50 , 580.00 06/ 16/ 93 , 09 9' PHD DO/DO 
ASC PRor 41,146.00 45,312. 00 6.53 3,564.00 45,312.00 08/16/16 , 09 94 PHD 06/84 • 
ASC PROF 40,320.00 42,106.00 5.92 2,366 . 00 42,106 . 00 06/ 16/69 , 09 96 HASlERS 06/94 
ASC PROF 39,588.00 42,120 .00 6.39 2,532.00 42,120.00 06/16/89 , 09 96 MASTERS 08/94 
ASC PROF 31,980.00 40,572.00 6.82 2,592 . 00 40,572.00 06/16/66 , 09 96 MASTERS 0~/96 
ASC PROF 36 ,540.00 38,664.00 5.81 2 ,124 . 00 38,664.00 06/16/88 , 09 6' MASTERS 08/16 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK = 41,914.50 
NUR S ING 297 ,048.00 371,419.21 383,196.00 
Asr PROF NUR S ING 39,648.00 42,048.00 6 . 05 2 ,400.00 42,048.00 08/16/15 , 09 60 MAS TERS 08/85 
Asr PROF 38,700.00 40,608 . 00 4.93 1,908 . 00 40,608.00 08/16/87 , 09 67 MASTERS 08/93 
Asr PROF 38,292 . 00 40 , 428 . 00 5.51 2,136.00 40,428 . 00 08/12/15 , 09 "' MASTERS 08/8 1 Asr PROF 38 ,364 .00 40,428.00 5.36 2,064 . 00 40,428.00 08/ 16/64 , 09 79 MASTERS 08/84 
Asr PROF 37,404.00 39,216.00 4.84 1, 812.00 39,216.00 08/16/19 , 09 67 MS DO/DO 
Asr PROF . 00 36,504.00 .00 36,504.00 36,504.00 08/16/96 , 09 96 MASTERS 06/90 
Asr PROF 33,744.00 35,532.00 5.29 1,788 .00 35,532.00 08/16/94 , 09 97 MS DO/DO 
Asr PROF 33,744.00 35 , 412.00 4.94 1,668.00 35,412 . 00 08/16/97 , 09 97 MS DO/DO 
Asr PROF 31 ,608.00 33,568.00 6 . 26 1,960 . 00 33,588.00 06/16/92 , 09 92 MASTERS 08/98 
Asr PROf 30, 460.00 32, 424.00 6 . 37 1,944.00 32,424.00 0 1/04/93 , 09 97 MS aD/DO 
Asr PROF 30,000.00 32,004.00 6.68 2,004 . 00 32,004 . 00 06/ 16/98 , 09 96 MS aD/aD 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK = 37, 108.36 
NURS ING 351,984.00 408,192.00 408,192.00 
INST NURS ING 15,000.00 32,004.00 113. 36 17 , 004 . 00 32,004.00 01 / 01 / 98 , 09 96 MS DO/DO 
INS1 .00 32,004 .00 .00 32,004.00 32,004 . 00 08/ 16/98 , 09 96 MS DO/ aD 
INS1 12,000.00 30 , 000.00 150.00 18 , 000.00 30,000.00 01/01/96 , 09 96 MS DO/aD 
INST 19,008.00 26,004.00 36.80 6,996 . 00 26,004.00 09/15/97 , 09 9' MS 00/00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK = 30,003.00 
NUR S ING 46,008.00 120,012.00 120,012.00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT = 40,164. 50 
NURSI NG 744,444.00 951,511.27 963,948.00 
11/24/98 FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (F ACUL TY SENATE1 ) PAGE 48 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WIT.H I N RANK WI THIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98·99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQUIV % S CONTRACT APPT OTE E CONT RK HIGH TE NURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97 - 98 98-99 CHG CHG SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. YR DEG DATE 
PROF OFF I CE OF THE 87,431.11 94,557.52 8.15 7 ,1 26.41 115,596.00 01/01/96 F· 12 9. EDD 07/96 , 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK II: 115,596.00 
OFFICE OF THE 87,431.11 94,557.52 115,596.00 
" " ~. 98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR THI S DEP T = 11 5,596.00 
OFF I CE OF THE 87,431.11 94,557.52 11 5,596 .00 ~ • • 
11/24/98 FACUL TY SE NATE SALARY REPORT ( FACULTY SE NAT(1) PAGE 49 
ALL RA NK ED PERSONN EL BY SALARY WITH IN RANK WITH IN DE PT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98 - 99 5 
RANK EQUI V EQU IV ~ S CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97 - 98 98 - 99 eHC e HC SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. YR DEC DATE 
PROF PE& RECREAT IO 62,449 . 39 65,561.06 4.98 3, 11 ' . 67 80, 146.00 09/01/65 M" 12 13 .. PHD 08/70 
PROF 55,380.00 56,356.00 5.37 2,976.00 58,356.00 08/16/71 M 09 80 P'HD 08/76 
PROF 55, 11 6.00 58,080.00 5.37 2,964.00 58,080 . 00 06/16/74 M 09 84 PHD 08/79 
PROF 50,640.00 53,736 . 00 6 . 11 3,096.00 53.736.00 08/16/75 M 09 77 PHD 08/80 
PROF 51,3 12.00 53,688.00 4.63 2,376 . 00 53 , 688 . 00 06/15/79 M 09 85 EDD 08/86 ; , 
98 - 99 AVG CO NTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RANK = 60,80 1 .60 
~ 
PE & RECREATIO 274 , 697.39 289,42 1.06 304 ,008.00 , 
• 
Ase PROF PE & RECREATIO 38 , 748.00 41,340 . 00 6.66 2,592.00 41 ,340.00 08/16/90 M 09 9' EOO 08/96 
Ase PROF 37,536.00 40,284 . 00 7.32 2,748.00 40,284.00 06/16/83 M 09 97 PHD 08/98 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RA NK = 40,612.00 
PE & RECREATIO 76,284.00 81 , 624 . 00 81 , 624 . 00 
AST PROF PE & RECREATI O 48,432 . 00 50, 448 . 00 4.16 2,016.00 50,448.00 08/ 16/80 M 09 80 PHD 08/65 
AST PROF 37,920 . 00 39 , 972 . 00 5. 41 2,052.00 39 , 972.00 08/ 16/94 r 09 94 PHD 00/00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTR ACT SALARY FOR THI S RA NK I: 45,210.00 
PE & RECREAT IO 86,352 . 00 90, 420.00 90 , 420 . 00 
INST PE & RECREAT IO 36,839 .44 38,292.21 3 . 94 1,452 . 77 46,812 . 00 08/01/79 M 12 79 MASTERS 00/00 
I NST 34,905 . 69 36,279.93 3 . 93 1,374 . 24 44,352.00 08/ 16/77 M 12 77 MASTERS 00/00 
I NST 34 ,308 . 00 35 , 580.00 3.70 1,272 . 00 35,580.00 08/16/97 r 09 97 MS DO/DO 
INST 31 ,788.00 33,036.00 3.92 1,248.00 33 , 036 . 00 08/ 16/79 r 09 79 MASTERS 00/00 
INST 29 , 860 . 00 30 , 792 . 00 3 . 05 9 12 . 00 30,792.00 06/16/91 r 09 9 1 MASTERS 00/00 
t NST 28 , 500 . 00 29 , 556 . 00 3 . 70 1,056 . 00 29 , 556.00 06/16/97 M 09 97 MS 00/00 
INST .00 24 , 000.00 .00 24,000.00 24,000.00 06/ 16/98 r 09 98 MS 00/00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RA NK = 34 , 875 . 42 
PE &: RECREAT IO 196,221.13 227,536.14 244,128.00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT ~ 45 , 011 . 25 
PE &: RECREAT IO 633,754 .52 669,00 1. 20 720, 160.00 
11 /24/98 F ACUL TY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACUL TV SENAT( 1) PAGE 50 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITH IN RANK WITH IN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98 - 99 S 
RANK EQU III EQUIII ~ S CONTRACT APPT OT[ E CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
H I DEGREE DEPT 97 - 98 98-99 eHC eHC SALARY TENR OTE X MOS. YR DEC DATE 
PROF PHILOSOPHY 
• R 
60,324.00 64,140 . 00 6.32 3,816.00 64, 140.00 09/01/68 M. 09 76 PHD 08/73 
PROF 57 , 264.00 60,684 . 00 5.97 3,420.00 60,684.00 08/16/72 M 09 84 " P+t0 08/81 
PROF 54,600 . 00 58,236.00 6.65 3,636.00 58,236 . 00 08/15/70 M 09 81 PHD 08/76 
PROF 54,881.25 57,384.33 4.56 2 ,503.08 70,152 . 00 08/16/85 M 12 87 PHD 08/85 
PROF 50 , 892 . 00 5i1,048.00 6.20 3,156.00 5i1,048.00 08/16/72 , 09 81 PHD 08/78 .-PROF 50,640 . 00 53,640 . 00 5.92 3,000.00 53,6~0.00 08/16/77 M 09 85 PHD 08/85 ~ 
PROF 50,988 . 00 53,544 . 00 5.01 2,556.00 53,54~.00 08/16/76 M 09 85 PHD 08/82 
PROf 43,284 . 00 47,628 . 00 10.03 ~,344.00 41,628.00 08/16/86 M 09 98 PHD 08/91 
" PROF 42,384.00 46,368.00 9.39 3,984 .00 46,368.00 08/16/84 M 09 98 PHD 08/89 • • 96-99 AIIG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK '" 56,493.33 
PHILOSOPHY A: R 465 , 257 . 25 495,672.33 508,440.00 
Ase PROF PHILOSOPHY 8: R 51 , 060.00 53,892 . 00 5.54 2,832.00 53,892.00 06/ 16/73 H 09 79 PHD 08/81 
Ase PROF 36,924 . 00 39,960 . 00 8.22 3,036 . 00 39,960. 00 08/16/92 , 09 9" PHD 08/96 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY f OR THIS RANK '" 46,926 .00 
PH ILOSOPHY • R 67,98i1.00 93,852.00 93,852.00 
AST PROF PH ILOSOP HY • R 36,924.00 38,926.00 5 . 42 2,004.00 38,928.00 06/16/90 M 09 93 PHD 00/00 
98-99 AIIG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK = 38,928.00 
PHILOSOPHY 8: R 36,924.00 38.928.00 38,928.00 
98 - 99 AIIG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH IS DEPT. 53,435.00 
PHILOSOPHY 8: R 590, 165.25 628,452.33 641,220 . 00 
11/24/98 FACULTY SE NATE SALARY REPORT (FACUL TY SE NAT(1) PAGE 51 
ALL RA NKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHIN RANK WITH IN DEP T 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98-99 S 
RANK EQU IV EQUIV S S CONTRACT APPT OTE E CONT RK HI GH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97-98 98 - 99 e HC eHe SALARY TE NR DTE X MOS. VR DEC DATE 
PROF PHYSICS & ASTR 70,224.00 83,664.00 19. 13 13 ,440.00 83,664.00 07/01/84 H· 09 8l1 ~ P HD 07/84 
PROF 75 , 336 . 00 79 ,464.00 5.47 lI ,128.00 79 ,464 .00 08/ 16/93 H 09 93 P'HO 08/93 
PROF 66 , 900.00 69,768.00 4.28 2,868.00 69 ,168.00 01 /0 1/65 H 09 74 PHD 09/ 69 
PROF 59,84l1.00 63,92l1 . 00 6.81 4 , 080.00 63,92l1.00 08/16/72 H 09 88 PliO 08/78 
PROF 57, 192.00 60,828.00 6.35 3,636.00 60,828.00 08/16/9 1 H 09 91 P.IQ 08/ 91 , 
PROF 55 ,536.00 59,088.00 6.39 3,552.00 59,088 .00 08/16/77 H 09 88 PHD 08W 
; . 
PROF 49,044 .00 52,584.00 7 . 21 3,540.00 52,564.00 08/ 16/75 F 09 69 PHD 08 79 
~ 
98-99 Ave CO NTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK • 67,045.71 • • 
PHYS I CS • ASTR 434,076.00 469,320.00 469,320.00 
Ase PROF PHYS I CS • ASTR 50,328. 00 53,364.00 6.03 3,036 .00 53,364 . 00 06/16/66 H 09 ~~ PHD 08/94 Ase PROF 44,868 .00 48, 120.00 7.24 3,252 . 00 48,1 20 .00 08/16/91 H 09 PHD 08/97 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK • 50,742 . 00 
PHYS I CS • ASTR 95, 196 .00 101,464.00 10 1,484.00 
AST PROF PHYS ICS • ASTR 45,624.00 47,424.00 3.94 1, 600.00 47,424.00 09/0 1/69 H 09 69 MASTERS 06/74 AST PROF 37, 140.00 40,056 .00 1.65 2,916.00 40,056.00 12/0 1/95 H 09 96 PHD DO/ DO 
AST PROF 3l1,006.00 35,004.00 2.92 996.00 35,004.00 08/16/97 H 09 91 PHD DO/DO 
AST PROF .00 34,006.00 .00 34,006.00 34,008.00 08/ 16/98 M 09 98 PHD DO/DO 
AST PROF .00 311,006.00 .00 34,008.00 34 , 006.00 06/16/96 F 09 98 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF 31 , 992.00 33,276 . 00 4.01 1,284.00 33,216.00 01 /01/96 M 09 96 PHD DO/ DO 
AST PROF 30,900.00 32, 136 . 00 4.00 ',236.00 32, 136.00 08/ 16/96 F 09 90 PHD 00/00 
98- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK • 36,558.85 
PHYSICS & ASTR 179,664.00 255.912 .00 255,912.00 
98-99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT E 51,669.75 
PHYS ICS & ASTR 708,936.00 826,7 16 .00 826 , 716.00 
11/24/96 F ACUL TY SE NATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SE NATE 1 ) PAGE 52 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY Wit HIN RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONT H 9 MONTH 98 - 99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQUIV S S CONTRACT APPT DTE E CO NT R' HIGH TENURE 
til DEGREE DEPT 97 - 96 96 - 99 e He eHG SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. VR DEG DATE 
PROF PSYCHOLOGY 66,252.00 70,060.00 5 .77 3,628.00 70,060.00 08/16/70 M· 09 ii ~~g 06/75 PROF 63,970 . 67 68,240.83 6.67 4,269 . 96 83,424.00 07/0 1/75 M 12 08/80 
PROF 62,4 12.00 66,360 . 00 6.32 3 , 9118 . 00 66,360 . 00 09/0 1/69 M 09 76 PHD 08/74 
PROF 61,080 . 00 65, 484 . 00 7.21 4,404.00 65,464.00 06/16/7 1 M 09 80 PHD 06/76 
PROF 60,036 . 00 64,548 . 00 7.51 4,512 . 00 64,548 . 00 06/ 16/76 M 09 84 PHD 08/8 1 ,-
PROF 59,172 . 00 62,136.00 5.00 2,964.00 62, 136.00 06/16/70 M 09 80 PHO 08/16 ~. 
PROF 57,876.00 61,068.00 5.51 3,192.00 61 , 066.00 01/01/74 M 09 79 PHD 08/76 
PROF 56,556 . 00 60,096 . 00 6.25 3,540 . 00 60,096 . 00 06/ 16/87 , 09 87 PHD 08/86 ~ PROF 56, 100 . 00 60,046.00 7.03 3,948 . 00 60,048 . 00 08/ 16/72 M 09 87 PHD 06/76 • PROF 55,272.00 , 58,812.00 6.40 3,540.00 56,812.00 06/ 16/74 , 09 87 PHD 06/60 • 
PRor 54,766.00 57,744.00 5.43 2,976.00 57,744.00 09/01/68 M 09 77 PHD 06/72 
PROF 53,676.00 57,1 44.00 6.46 3,468.00 57 , 144.00 06/ 16/83 , 09 87 PHD 06/89 
PROF 51,948 . 00 54 , 768 . 00 5 .42 2,820.00 54,766 . 00 08/ 16/70 M 09 80 PHD Otj/75 
PROF 46,912 . 00 51 , 996.00 6.30 3,084.00 51,996.00 08/16/79 M 09 89 PHD 08/85 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RA NK • 62 , 407.71 
PSYCHOLOGY 806,030 . 67 858 , 524.63 673,706.00 
Ase PROF PSYCHOLOGY 46,392 . 00 50,052 . 00 7.88 3,660.00 50,052 . 00 08/ 16/86 , 09 92 PHD 08/92 
Ase PROF 45, 192 . 00 48,228 . 00 6.71 3,036.00 48,228.00 01/01/91 , 09 94 PHD 08/96 
Ase PROF 45,4 44 .00 46,392.00 2.08 948.00 46,392.00 08/16/87 M 09 93 PHD 08/93 
Ase PROF 42, 180.00 45,768.00 8.50 3,588.00 45,768.00 06/ 16/91 M 09 95 PHD 08/97 
Ase PROF 41,880 . 00 45, 468.00 8.56 3,568.00 45, 468 . 00 08/ 16/91 , 09 95 PHD 08/97 
Ase PROF 42,576.00 45,288 . 00 6 . 36 2,7 12.00 45 , 288.00 08/ 16/77 , 09 93 EDD 08/93 
Ase PROF 41,088 . 00 45,072 . 00 9 . 69 3.984.00 45 , 072.00 06/ 16/66 , 09 96 PHD 08/96 
Ase PROF 38,820.00 41,844 . 00 7.78 3,024.00 41,644.00 06/16/92 , 09 96 PHD 08/96 
Ase PROF 40,684 . 00 41,280.00 . 96 396 . 00 41,280.00 08/ 16/7 I M 09 79 PHD 06/76 
Ase PROF 36,568.00 40,632 . 00 5 . 35 2,064.00 40,632 . 00 08/ 16/89 , 09 95 PHD 08/95 
ASC PROF 37,920.00 38 , 316.00 1.04 396.00 38 , 3 16 . 00 01/08/73 M 09 79 PHD 08179 
96- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RA NK • 44,394.54 
PSYCHOLOGY 460,944 . 00 488,340.00 488,3 40.00 
AST PRor PSYCHOLOGY 36,724 . 00 41 , 436.00 7.00 2,712.00 41 , 436 . 00 08/ 16/94 M 09 94 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF 36 , 400.00 4 1 ,266.00 7.46 2,668.00 4 1 ,266 . 00 06/16/96 M 09 96 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF 37 ,284.00 39,420.00 5.72 2,136.00 39,420.00 08/16/95 M 09 95 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF 37 , 008.00 38 , 844.00 4.96 1 ,836.00 38 , 844 . 00 08/ 16/97 M 09 97 PHD 00/00 
AST PROF 36 , 000.00 38 , 568.00 7.13 2,566.00 38,566.00 08/ 16/96 , 09 96 DOC WORK 00/00 
AST PROF 35,508.00 36,0 12.00 1. 4 1 504 . 00 36,0 12.00 08/16/94 M 09 95 PHD 00/00 
98- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK '" 39,258.00 
PSYCHOLOGY 222,924.00 235,548 . 00 235,548 . 00 
INST PSYCHOLOGY 30, 180.00 31 ,992.00 6.00 1 ,812.00 31,992 . 00 08/ 16/87 , 09 87 MASTERS 00/00 
98 - 99 AVG CO NTRACT SAL ARY FOR TH I S RANK • 3 1,992 . 00 
" /24/98 FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SE NATEl) PAGE 53 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHIN RA NK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98 - 99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQUIV I S CONTR ACT APPT DTE E CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97-98 98-99 CHG CHG SALARY TENR DT E X MOS. YR DEG DATE 
PSYCHOLOGY 30 ,180. 00 31,992 .00 31,992.00 < 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT = 50,924.62 
PSYCHOLOGY 1522,078.87 1614,404.83 1629 ,588.00 " " ~. 
~ • • 
11/24/98 FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENATEl ) PAGE 54 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHIN RANI<. WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98-99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQU IV S $ CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97-98 98 - 99 eHG GHG SALARY TENR OTE X MOS. VR DEG DATE 
PROF PUBLIC HEALT H 60,280.05 63,381.91 5. 14 3, 101.86 77,484.00 06/01/70 M· 12 ~~ ~~g 08/74 PROF 59,544.00 62,700.00 5.30 3,156.00 62,700.00 03/01/79 M 09 08/85 
PROF 58,968.00 62 , 376.00 5 . 77 3,408.00 62,376.00 08/16/75 F 09 82 PHD 08/81 
PROF 57,684.00 60,528.00 4 . 93 2,844 . 00 60,528 . 00 08/16/71 M 09 80 PHD 08/76 
PROF 56,472.00 59,004.00 4.48 2,532 . 00 59,004 . 00 08/16/80 M 09 67 PHD 08/85 ,-PROF 51,384.00 53,724.00 4. 55 2,340 .00 53,724.00 08/16/83 M 09 93 PHD 08/89 ~. , 
98- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH IS RANK : 62,636.00 ~ • PUBLIC HEALTH 344,332.05 361,713.91 375,616.00 • 
Ase PROF PUBLIC HEALTH 45,132.00 47,628.00 5.53 2,496.00 47,626 . 00 08/16/77 M 09 79 PHD 06/83 
Ase PROF 39,744.00 44,124.00 11 . 02 4,380.00 44,124.00 01/01/93 F 09 98 PHD 08/98 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK .. 45,876.00 
PUBLIC HEALTH 64,876.00 91,752.00 91,752.00 
AST PROF PUBLIC HEALTH 36,000.00 37,992.00 5.53 1,992.00 37,992.00 08/16/97 M 09 97 EO.S 00/00 
AST PROF 35,388.00 37,392.00 5.66 2,004.00 37,392.00 08/16/96 F 09 97 PHD 00/00 
AS T PROF 35,520 . 00 37,128.00 4.52 1,608.00 37,128 .00 08/16/95 F 09 96 MASTERS 00/00 
AST PROF 35,680 . 00 36,766.00 2. 47 868.00 36,768.00 08/16/93 M 09 95 MASTERS 00/00 
AST PROF .00 36,000.00 .00 36,000 .00 36,000 . 00 08/16/98 F 09 9. PHD 00/00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK : 37,056 .00 
PUBL IC HEALTH 142,768.00 185 ,260.00 185,280.00 
INST PUBL IC HEALTH 31,704 .00 34,600.00 9.76 3,096.00 34,800 . 00 08/16/96 M 09 96 MS 00/00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S RANK : 34,800.00 
PUBL I C HEAL TH 31,704.00 34,800 .00 34,800.00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT : 49,11 7 .71 
PUBLI C HEALTH 603,700.05 673,545.91 687,648.00 
11/24/98 FACULTY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACUL TY SENATE1) PAGE 55 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL 8Y SALARY WIT-HIN RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98-99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQUIV % S CONTRACT APP T DTE E CONT "' HIGH TENURE HI DEGREE DEPT 97 - 98 98-99 CHC CHC SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. YR DEC DATE 
INST PUBLIC RADIO S 37 ,065.21 38,606.32 4.15 1,541.11 47,196.00 08/01/83 M" 12 83 ~ TR , S CERT 00/00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS RANK " 47,196.00 
PUBLIC RADIO S 37,065.21 38 , 606.32 47,196.00 " " J>. 
98-99 AVC CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT = 47,196.00 
~ 
PUBLIC RADIO S 37,065.21 38,606.32 47,196.00 • 
11/24/98 F ACUL TY SENATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SE NATE'l PAGE 5. 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHI N RANK WITH IN DEP T 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98 - 99 S 
RANK EQUI V EQUIV % S CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEP T 97 - 98 98-99 CItG eHG SALARY TE NR DTE X MOS . VR DEC DATE 
PROF SOC IOLOGY 62,027 .30 65,050.63 4.87 3,023.33 79,524.00 06/16/7 1 M· '2 78 ~ PHD 08/76 
PROF 56,632.00 61,896.00 5 .56 3,264.00 61,896.00 09/0 1/68 r 09 79 PHD 08/76 
PROF 58,236.00 61,284.00 5.23 3 ,048.00 61 , 284 .00 08/16/72 M 09 79 PHD 08/77 
PROF 52,044.00 54,660.00 5 . 02 2,616.00 54,660.00 08/16/73 M 09 86 PHD 08 /79 
PROF 48,564.00 51 , 180.00 5.38 2 ,616 .00 51,180.00 08 / 16/77 , 09 88 PHD 08/84 ,-
PROF 46,180.00 50,844.00 5.52 2 ,664.00 50 , 844.00 08/ 15/73 M 09 88 PHD 08/,79 ~ 
96- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK : 59,698.00 ~ • SOCIOLOGY 327 , 683.30 344,914 . 63 359,388.00 
Ase PROF SOCIOLOGY 43,812 . 00 46,116.00 5 .25 2,304.00 46,116.00 08/ 16/87 M 09 93 PHD 08/93 
Ase PROF 39,1 44.00 40, 104 . 00 2.45 960.00 40 ,1 04 . 00 08/16/80 M 09 60 PlIO 08/85 
98 - 99 AlIG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK : 43, 11 0 . 00 
SOCIOLOGY 82,956.00 86,220 . 00 86 , 220.00 
AST PROF SOCIOLOGY 39,012.00 40 , 968.00 5.01 1,956.00 40,968.00 09/01/67 M 09 71 MASTERS 08/77 
AST PROF 36,252 . 00 38,004.00 1i.83 1, 752 .00 38,001i.OO 08/ 16/ 96 , 09 9. PHD 00/ 00 
AST PROF 35,796 . 00 37,800 . 00 5 . 59 2,004.00 37,800.00 08/ 16/95 M 09 9. PHD 00/00 
AST PROF 35,700.00 37, 620.00 5.37 1,920.00 37,620.00 08/16 / 96 M 09 96 PHD 00/ 00 
AST PROF .00 36,000 . 00 . 00 36 ,000.00 36 , 000 . 00 08/ 16/98 M 09 96 PHD 00/ 00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK : 38,078.40 
SOC IOLOGY 146,760.00 190,392 .00 190,392.00 
98-99 Ave CONTRACT SALARY FOR THI S DEPT : 48 ,923. 07 
SOC IOLOGY 557,399.30 621 , 526.63 636,000.00 
11/24/98 fACULTY SE NATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SE NATE1 ) PAGE 57 
ALL RAN KED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WIT H I N RANK WIT HIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98 - 99 S 
RA NK EQU IV EQU III % S CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT RK HIGH TE NURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97 - 98 98 - 99 CHC CHC SALARY TE NR OTE X MOS. YR DEC DATE 
PROF STUDE NT AfFAIR 74,022.45 76,388.11 3. 19 2,365.66 93 , 384.00 09/01/67 M" 12 8 1 ~ P HO 08/7 1 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK ; 93,384 .00 
STUDE NT AFFA IR 74,022.45 16,388.11 93,384.00 " " ~. 98- 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR Ttl I S DEPT '" 93 , 384. 00 
~ 
STUDE NT AFFA IR 74,022.45 76,388. 11 93,384.00 • 
11/24/98 fACUl TY SENATE SALARY REPORT (f ACUl TY SENATE1) PAGE 58 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHIN RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98 - 99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQUIV S $ CONTRACT APPT OTE E CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97-98 98-99 CHG CHG SALARY TENR DTE X MOS . YR OEG DATE 
ASC PROf STUDENT PUBLIC 43,622 . 30 45,575 .68 4.47 1.953.38 55.716 . 00 09/01/66 H. 12 7. MASTERS 08/76 
• 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK : 55.7 16.00 
STUDENT PUBL IC 43,622. 30 45.575.68 55.716 . 00 .-
AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR THI S DEPT 55,716.00 
~. 
98-99 : , 
STUDENT PUBLIC 43,622 . 30 45.575.68 55,716 . 00 ~ • • 
11/2~/96 FACULTY SE NATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENATEl ) PAGE 59 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITHIN RANK WITHIN DEPT 
9 MONTH 9 MONT H 96-99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQUIV S S CONTRACT APPT DTE , CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DE PT 97-96 96-99 CHG CHG SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. YR O'G DATE 
AST PROF SW IMM ING 37,670 . 12 39,361.79 3. 99 1 , 511.67 48,144.00 09/0 1/69 M' 12 79 .. MASTERS 06/6~ 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR TH I S RANK = ~8,144.00 
SWIMMING 37,870. 12 39,38 1.79 48,144 . 00 " ~. 98-99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY FOR THIS DEPT = 48,144.00 , 
~ 
SWIMMING 37,870.12 39,361.79 46,144.00 • • 
11 /24/96 F ACUL TY SE NATE SALARY REPORT (FACULTY SENAT(1 ) PAGE 60 
ALL RANKED PERSONNEL BY SALARY WITH I N RANK WITHIN DEP T 
9 MONTH 9 MONTH 98-99 S 
RANK EQUIV EQUI V % S CONTRACT APPT DTE E CONT RK HIGH TENURE 
HI DEGREE DEPT 97- 98 98-99 eHe eHG SALARY TENR DTE X MOS. YR OEe DATE 
PROf THEATRE & DANC 60,800.30 64,216.27 5.6 1 3 , 415.97 78, 504 . 00 09/0 1/69 H· 12 77 PHD 08/74 
PROF 54,300.00 58,128.00 7 . 04 3,826.00 56, 128.00 09/ 01 / 66 H 09 8 3 ~MAS TERS 08/72 
PROf 49,684.00 53,328.00 6 . 90 3, 444 . 00 5 3, 328.00 06/ 16/76 H O' 83 PHD 08/ 81 
PROf 45,192 .00 Ji 6 , 372.00 7 . 03 3, 180.00 Ji8,372.00 08/ 16/75 H 09 93 PHD 08/8 1 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH I S RANK = 59 , 583.00 ) , 
THEATRE • DANC 210,176 .30 22Ji,044 . 27 238,332.00 ~ 
ASC PROF THEATRE • DANC 47 , 700.00 50,760 . 00 6.41 3,060.00 • 50,760.00 08/16/71 , 09 ' 0 TR S CERT 08/85 • ASC PROF 39,648.00 41,820 . 00 5. 47 2 ,172 . 00 41 , 820 . 00 01/03/89 H 09 96 MF A ' . 08/96 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR TH I S RANK 0= 46,290,00 
THEATRE • DANC 87,348,00 92,580,00 92,580,00 
AST PROf THEATRE • DANC 37,008.00 38,764 . 00 4.79 1 , 776.00 38,784.00 08/ 16/96 H O. 96 MA 00/00 
98-99 AVG CONTRACT SAL AR Y fOR TH I S RANK 0= 38,784,00 
TH EATRE • DANe 37,008,00 38 , 764,00 38,784 . 00 
INST TH EATRE • DANe .00 34,800 . 00 .00 34 ,800,00 34,800,00 08/ 16/98 H O. .8 00/ 00 
98 - 99 AVG CON TRACT SAL ARY fOR THI S RANK .. 3Ji ,800 .00 
THEATRE & DANe .00 34,800.00 3Ji,800.00 
98 - 99 AVG CONTRACT SALARY fOR THI S DEPT 0= 50,562 .00 
THEATRE & DANe 334,532.30 390,208. 27 4011 , 496, 00 
26550,762.22 299 1Ji ,477 ,22 31016,848 . 00 
